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PREFACE

THE volumes of which this is the first have the purpose of

introducing the reader to those parts of geometry which

appear most important in developments taking place to-day.
The present volume is devoted to the indispensablelogicalpre-liminaries.

It assumes only those relations of position,for points,
lines and planes,which, furnished with a pencil,a ruler,some rods

and some string,a student may learn by drawing diagrams and

making models. It seeks to set these relations in an ordered frame-work

of deduction, graduallyrendered comprehensiveand precise
enough to include all the subsequenttheory; to this end it puts

aside, at first,most of those intricate details which make up the

burden of what is generallycalled elementary geometry. That

such a plan can be carried through, thanks to the work of many

generationsof thinkers,is well enough known; and experiencehas

shewn that many students,especiallyof the class who look forward

to becoming Engineers or Physicists, to whom the geometry of the
" "ill " 1 " 1

usual textbooks is tiresome, find such a course stnnulatmg and

easy, when the matter is properlypresentedto them. The mathe-matician

who has followed such a course will find that he has no

cause to think he has learnt the wrong things.The preliminary
theorems in this method of approaching the subjectare indeed of

Greek origin;only,these are here made to lead to generalprinciples,

giving a command of detail unknown to the Greeks. Subsequent
volumes will deal,on the basis of the results obtained in this volume,

with conies (and circles),with quadricsurfaces and cubic cui'ves in

space, and with cubic surfaces and certain quarticsurfaces. These

volumes are ready to print;it is hoped that they may appear in no

long time.

Speaking in more detail of the present volume, it rejectsthe

consideration of distance, and of congruence, as fundamental ideas;

these are, in effect,replacedby a theory of related ranges ; the

geometry usuallydescribed with the help of the notion of distance

appears later,in a more general,but not more difficult,form. By
what means it is possible,so to dispensewith this notion, should be

of interest to others than the student of geometry. An account is

given,however, of the consequences of acceptingas fundamental the

continuityof the real pointsof the line. As it is necessary to provide
for the consideration of the so-called imaginary elements, room has

been given to the justificationof these; the ideas to which they lead

are indeed an essential part of the power
which belongs to the point
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of view adopted. The references to the theoryof space of more than

three dimensions are also vital to the plan of the work ; it will be

seen later with what simplicitythis theoryenables us to deal with

curves and surfaces whose propertiescan otherwise be developed

only at great length,with complicatedanalysis.The geometrical

theory is accompanied by an algebraicsymbolism,which serves to

help to fix ideas,and for purposes of verification;it is necessary also

to include the proof that this symbolism is appropriateto the

purpose. It is held,however, that the geometricalargument should

be complete in itself,independentlyof the symbols ; a geometry
should have such a comprehensive grasp of geometricalrelations

that all its results are clear by consideration of the geometrical
entities alone.

The writer is under great obligationsto Mr J. B. Peace, M.A.,

for his interest in the work, and to the Staff of the UniversityPress

for their ready cooperation,especiallyat this time of difficultyin

the productionof books.

H. F. B.

26 September 1921

The present Reprint givesthe opportunityof taking account

of many kind suggestionsmade for the improvement of the text.

And three brief Notes have been added at the end of the Volume,

the first of these mainly with the intention of making more explicit
the point of view adopted for the so-called imaginary elements ;

this seems the natural view, and logicallysatisfactory.

H. F. B.

22 December 1928

Erratum. In Ex. 9, p. 175, instead of "by taking three positionsof P upon j,,

read "in general,by taking three positions of P upon the real line ;? through the

intersection of the two given lines, so chosen that the corresponding points U",V, W

are in line"
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INTRODUCTORY

The present is the first volume of a brief attempt to place the

reader in touch with the main ideas dominant in contemporary

geometry. For this purpose an account of many of the preliminary
facts of geometry is indispensable,but in later stages a good deal

of variety was possiblein the selection,and no complete recital of

geometrical theorems is aimed at. In several respects the views

taken are not those usual in current textbooks
; but it is believed

that the system here suggested is logicallycomplete,and does not

recjuirethat long preliminary study of elementary geometry to

which at present so much time is devoted. In particularit is desired

to enter a protest against the custom of regarding so-called projec-tive
geometrv as based upon metrical geometry ; in the present

account distance, as a primary conception, does not enter at all.

And an attempt is made to include as soon as possiblethe indis-pensable

ideas of geometry of more than three dimensions, and of

geometry of so-called imaginary points. While the view is taken

that all geometricaldeduction should finallybe synthetic,it is also

held that to exclude algebraic symbolism would be analogous to

preventing a physicistfrom testinghis theories by experiment ; and

it becomes part of the task to justifythe use of this svmbolism.

It was impossible on such a plan to avoid discussingthe logical
foundations

"

and to this the present volume is devoted. Here diffi-culties

of expositionarise from the desire to be brief,and not to be

pedantic. It is not so much aimed at to give a faithful transcript
of views elsewhere stated to be final,as to suggest a position which

may appeal to the reader's logical sense as likelyto be satisfying
with further analysis.Logically,Chapter ii, headed Real Geometry,
should have come first,and should have been developed in greater
detail. To the writer, after much experience as a teacher, that

seemed unpractical.He has thought it better to state at once, in

Chapter i, rather as working hypotheses,the greater part of the

foundations on which the whole is to be based, reserving however,
for Chapter iii, an account of the grounds on which imaginary
elements are introduced, as well as a more formal resume of the

logicalpositionadopted. Thus Chapter ii is a less abstract, but

so far as the writer can judge the reader's view, a more toilsome

analysisof fundamental conceptions than Chapter i. Incidentally^
the particulargeometricalpropositions of Chapter i furnish a good
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deal of practicein the habit of geometricalconstruction in three

dimensions,which, to the writer,appears logicallypriorto a detailed

consideration of planefigm-es.
A Science grows up from the desire to bring the results of

observation,of the relations of a class of facts which appear to be

connected,under as few generalpropositionsas possible.Into these

propositionsit is generallyfound necessary, or convenient,when

the science has reached a sufficient development,to introduce ab-stract

entities,transcendingactual observation,whose existence is

onlyasserted by the postulationof their mutual relations. If the

science is to be arrangedas a body of thought developeddeduc-tively,

it is necessary to beginby formulatingfundamental rela-tions

connectingall the entities which are to be discussed,from

which other propertiesare to follow as a logicalconsequence. If

this is done we may in the first instance regardall the entities

involved in these fundamental propositionsas beingabstract,even
those to which we attach names agreeingwith the names borne by
entities which we regardas subjectto actual observation. The

usefulness of the science,for the purpose for which it was under-taken,

will depend on the agreement of the relations obtained for

these latter entities with those which we can observe. It would

seem that this process of substitutingconceived entities,limited by
supposedinterrelations,for those which are regardedas objectsof

experience,belongsto every science. But it is clear that the degree
of abstractness which may usefullyand safelybe appliedis a matter

for judgment and choice,conditioned by knowledgeof the matter

in hand, even in dealingwith the same experiences.In geometry,
as appliedto the external world,we cannot but be conscious,for

instance,in dealingwith the pointsof a line,of the difference

between those pointswhich we regardas accessible and those which

we regardas the others ; and then,giventwo pointsof the line,of

the difference between those pointswhich we think of as between

these,and those not between these ; and then,finally,of the order

in which several pointsof the line,which we can think of simul-taneously,

are arranged.None of these considerations however is

taken account of in Chapter i ; nor indeed do they enter finally
into the abstract system of geometry which we set up. But it is to

be expectedthat,if we take account of them, we may be able to

analysefurther some of the conceptionswhich we have adopted
without analysisin Chapter i. It is to shew how this can be carried

throughthat Chapterii is written. In particularthis Chaptergives
groundson which the fundamental theorem for the correspondence
of pointson two straightlines may be based. The theoryis built

up in this Chapterwith the use onlyof pointssupposedaccessible
and lyingin a limited (unclosed)region,and there are some striking
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differences between the propositionsand those of Chapter i ; for

instance it is not assumed that two lines in a planenecessarilyhave
a pointof intersection ; and a lino in a planedivides the pointsof
the planeinto two distinct sets. It is therefore of impoitanceto
shew that there is no inconsistencyin afterwards disrei/;ai'(lingthese

specialresults,as we do ; this is effected by shewing that we may
consider the limited space as a portionof a closed space in which

the more general,if lessdefinite,propositionsof Chapteri are true.

This step is of interest too as shewinghow the detailed considera-tions

which make up the usual elementaryexpositionsof the so-called

non-Euclidian geometry are supersededby the more generalpoint
of view. To some extent the comparisonbetween the two points
of view is analogousto the comparisonbetween the theoryof quad-ratic

equationsin which there may or may not be two roots,and

the theoryin which there are alwaystwo roots.

The writer is not of those who hold that the process of ana-

Ivsingthe fundamental conceptionsand settingout the sufficient

axioms can ever be final; any such formulation, it would seem,

must be subjectto the possibilitythat other logicalalternatives of

consecutive thoughtmay be revealed. Indeed the progress of science

appears to consist in the very gradualunfoldingof such alterna-tive,

or more embracing,conceptions.The historyof Mathematics

furnishes many examples,none more instructive and interesting
than in the case of non-Euclidian geometry. But the instinct to

such analysisis not less imperativethan the instinct to all scientific

thinking,and in geometry as in other subjectsthe attempt has been

fruitful in a better understandingof the subject-matter.From
those who would base upon the confession of the incompleteness
of the analysisa refusal to enter upon it the writer would appeal
to this instinct,which is more fundamental than formal logic.

Such a volume as this would be impossiblesave for the work

and insightof a longline of other writers. In the Bibliographyat
the end an attempt is made to givethe most necessary acknow-ledgments.

In the text the view is sometimes taken that, in

Mathematics,an indication may be more acceptablethan an ex-position

; one remembers the words of Desargues (1636, Oeuvres

I, 420) "la demonstration est...en notes sans discours pour le sou-

lagementde la veue et de resprit/'

1"2



CHAPTER I

ABSTRACT GEOMETRY

SECTION I. PROPOSITIONS OF INCIDENCE

Propositions of incidence in three dimensions. The entities

with which we deal in the first instance we call by the names, pointy

line,and plane.These are any objectswhich are subjectto the follow-ing

laws of combination, which we call the Propositions of Inci-dence,

togetherwith another law, explained below (Sect.ii).It is

provisionallyassumed that these laws are self-consistent and, when

properly explained,are sufficient to enable the reader to form a

clear impressionwhether any statement made in regard to these

entities is a consequence, or not, of the fundamental laws. It is also

very frequentlyassumed provisionally,when, in the course of a

geometricalconstruction, two points are obtained by certain rules

and it is desired to continue the construction with the help of the

line joiningthese points,that these pointsdo not coincide. In many

cases it may be easy to shew that the coincidence of the pointswould

involve an undesired limitation in the given pointsof the figure.But

there are cases in which it may seem to be consistent with the

assumed fundamental propositionsto assume either that the two

points always coincide, or that they do not always coincide. The

former is excluded if shewn invalid when, to the originalhypo-theses,
others, consistent with these, are added (cf.pp. 11, 119). We

adopt words which are in common use, but it is not to be assumed

that in effect the meanings which we attach to these are co-extensive

with the usual meanings. As is customary we frequentlyemploy

diagrams to fix ideas and clarifystatements, representinga line by a

mark made on the paper and a point by a dot thereon. Notwith-standing

this formal and abstract method of statement, the whole

object of the theory is of course, as has been stated,to deal with

the ideas suggestedby our ordinaryexperience;it is this experience

itselfwhich has gradually suggested the abstract statement. The

Propositionsmay be stated as follows:

Through an arbitrarypoint there pass an infinite number of

lines,of which one passes through any other arbitrarypoint. Thus

a line is determined uniquelyby any two points. The line contains

an infinite number of pointsbeside the two determining ones, and is

determined by any two of these. Through any given line there pass

an infinite number of planes,of which one passes through any point
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not lyingon the givenline. Thus a planeis determined uniquelyby
anv three pointswhich tlo not lie in line. The planecontains an

infinite number of pointsbeside the three determiningones, and is

determined by any three of these which do not lie in line. The

planeentirelycontains the line which is determined by any two of

its points.Thus if two lines have a connnon point,and we take two

other points,one on each of the lines,the planedetermined by the

three pointscontains both the lines;that is,two lines with a connnon

pointdetermine a plane,containingboth the lines. It is also true

that two lines which are in the same planehave a common point.
We have said that there is an infinite number of planesall contain-ing

the pointsof any givenline ; it is also true that any two planes
have common points,lyingon a line,or that any two planesintersect
in a line. It will be seen below that this statement ceases to be true

when we are not limitingourselves to space of three dimensions.

Further it is true (stillin space of three dimensions),that any plane
contains a pointof any line (and contains all the pointsof the line

if it contains two of these),or that a line and a planeintersect in

one point.Thus any three planes,which have not in common all

the pointsof a line,have a pointin common, that namely where the

line of intersection of two of the planesmeets the third plane.If
now we compare this with the earlier statement that three pointsnot
in line determine a plane,and compare the other statements with

one another in pairs,as for instance the statement that two points
determine a line with the statement that two planesdetermine
a line,the statement that a line and a pointdetermine a planewith
the statement that a line and a planehave a pointin common, the

statement that two lines in a planehave a pointin common with the

statement that two lines intersectingin a pointlie in a plane,we
see that there is a completedescriptivecorrespondencebetween the

relations of points,lines and planeson the one hand, and the

relations of planes,lines and pointson the other hand. Two pro-positions
obtained one from the other by this interchangewill be

said to be dual,,or reciprocnJ,or correlative. If we limit our con-sideration

to the pointsand lines of a singleplaneit is at once seen

that there is a similar reciprocitybetween propositionsrelatingto
pointsand lines and other propositionsrelatingto lines and points.
And a similar dualitywill be found to subsist in any space of higher
dimensions.

We now at once deduce several immediate consequences of

these Propositionsof Incidence.

The transversal to two lines from a point. Given any two

lines a, b,which do not intersect,or, as we shall often say, are skezv

to one another, and a point,P, which does not lie on either of these

lines,a singleline can be drawn from P to meet both a and b. For
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P and a determine a plane,as do P and 6; and P is among the

pointscommon to these planes,that is,it is on their line of inter-section.

But this line,beingon the planePa, intersects the line a,,

and,being on the planePh, intersects the line 6 ; it is thus such

a line as is desired. Conversely,any line through P which meets

the line a and b must be on both the planesPa and Pb, and must

therefore be the line we have found. The correlative propositionis
that there lies in any planenot containingeither of two givenskew
lines a line which meets both ; the joinnamelyof the pointswhere
the planeintersects the respectivelines.

Desargues^ theorem. If two triads of points.A, B, C and

A',B\ C, be such that the three joininglines AA\ BB\ CC meet

in one point,say 0, then the two lines BC, B'C meet, say in the

pointP, and similarlythe lines CA^ C'A' meet, say in Q, and the

lines AB, A'B' meet, say in i?,and the three pointsP, Q, R are in

line. Conversely,giventwo triads of points,A^ P, C and A\ P', C'y
such that the lines BC^ B'C intersect,say in P, that the lines

CA^ C'A' intersect,say in Q, and that the lines AB, A'B' intersect,,

say in P, while P, Q, P are in line,then the lines AA'
,
BB', CC

cointersect. (See the Frontispieceof the Volume.)
It is supposedthat the pointsA, B, C are not in line,so that

theydetermine a plane,and similarlythat A',P', C determine a

plane.Take firstthe case when these planesare different. Suppose
further that no one of the joinsBC, CA, AB is in the planeA B'C\
and no one of the joinsB'C^ C'A',A'B' is in the planeABC.
Then the fact that the lines BB', CC intersect involves that the

pointsP, P', C, C are in one plane,and hence that the lines

BC, B'C meet. Their pointof intersection,say P, lies then on BC

which is in the planeABC, and on B'C which is in the plane
A' B'C, so that P lies on the line of intersection of these two planes.
The point,Q, of intersection of the lines CA, C'A',similarlyiound,
as well as the point,P, of intersection of the lines AB, A'B\ are

equallyon the line of intersection of the planesABC, A' B'C. So

that the former statement made is clearlytrue. Converselyif the

lines BC, B'C meet in the pointP, while CA, C'A' meet in Q and

AB, A'B' meet in P, then,stillassumingthe planesABC, A'B'C

to be different,and assumingthat no one of the lines BC, B'C,
CA, CA', AB, A'B' is common to both planes,the pointsP, Q, P are

evidentlyin the line of intersection of these planes.The fact that

the lines BC, B'C intersect,involves that the lines BB' and CC

intersect,while similarlythe line AA' intersects both of these. Now

the lines BB', CC determine a plane,and the line A A' does not lie

in this plane,since we have assumed that the planesABC, A'B'C^

are different ; wherefore the line A A' meets this planein a point
and can onlyintersect both BB' and CC by passingthroughtheir
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pointof intersection. Thus the hues AA\ BB\ CC meet in a point,
as we desired to shew.

We have explicitlyexcluded, for che sake of simplicity,the

possibilityof one of the six lines BC^
... lyingin both planes,which

is easilyseen to be unimportant.Incidentallywe see that if three

lines be such that every two of them have a common point,then the

three lines lie all in one plane,or pass through one point.
Next suppose the two triads A, 5, C and A\ B\ C to be in one

plane,it being assumed as before that A, B, C are not in line and

A\ B\ C are^iotin line. Then, first,let the lines AA\ BB\ CC

meet in one point,0. Draw through 0 any line not lyingin the

planeof the two triads, and letP, P' be any two pointson this line.

Then the intersectinglines AA'O and PP'O determine a plane,and
the lines AP^ A'P\ lyingtherein,intersect in a point,say A".

Similarlythe lines BP^ B P' meet in a point,say B \ and the lines

CP^ C P' meet in a point,say C"
.

As P is not in the plane
of ABC, A'B C\ it is clear that the pointsA'\ B'\ C" are not in

this plane;further A'\ B'\ C" are not in line,since otherwise,as

the planecontainingthis line and P would contain the points
A^ B, C, these would be in line ; finallythe planewhich is thus

determined by the pointsA'\ B'\ C" does not contain,for instance,
the line AB., for otherwise the planeof AB and A"B'\ which

contains P, would contain C" and C, and A, P, C would be in line.

Hence it follows from what isprovedabove,as the lines AA'\ BB'\
CC" meet in P, that there is,in the planeof ABC and ABC', a

line,where this planeis met bv the planeA"B"C", and upon this

line three points,say L, M and A^,such that the lines BC, B"C"

meet in L, the lines CA, C"A" meet in M and the lines AB, A'B"

meet in N. The point L is then the point where the planeot

ABC and ABC is met by the line B"C", and M, N are similarly
the pointswhere this planeis met by C'A" and A'B". By consider-ing

that the three lines A' A", B'B"
,
CC" meet in the pointP',we

prove however,in the same way, that B'C passes throughL, and

that C'A', A'B' respectivelypass throughM and N. We have thus

provedthat if two triads of pointsABC, A'B'C \ in the same plane,
be such that the joininglines AA', BB'

,
CC meet in a point,then

the three pointsof intersection (PC, B'C), (CA, C'A'),(AB, A'B)
are in line. Conversely,for two triads of pointsABC, A'B'C in the

same plane,assume that the three points(BC, PC), {CA, CA ),
(AB,A B') are in line. Denote these pointsrespectivelybyL, M, N.

Draw throughthe line LMN a plane,other than the originalplane
of ABC, A'B'C ; draw through the pointsL,M,N, in this new

plane,respectivelythe lines LB"C', MC A", NA"B", givingby
their intersections afurther triads' ,P", C" in this new plane.This
new planedoes not contain any one of the lines BC, CA, AB, B'C,
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C'A\ A'B', and it is supposedthat the lines LB 'C'\ MC"A\
NA"B" are all drawn so as not to lie in the originalplaneof ABC,
A'B'C

. Then, as the lines BC, B"C" meet in the pointL, the lines

CA, C"A" meet in the pointM, and the lines AB, A"B" meet in

the pointN, it follows from what has precededthat the three lines

AA'\ BB'\ CC meet in a point,say P, which does not lie in either

the originalplaneor the new plane.It follows similarly,as the

lines B C\ B C
'

meet in the pointL, and C A
,
C"A" in M, and

A'B'.A'B' in iV,that the lines A' A\ B B"
,
C C" meet in a point,

say P', not lyingin either of the two planesdescribed. Now let O

be the pointwhere the line PP' meets the originalplaneof ABC,
A'B'C

.
Then, since the lines AP, A'P' intersect,in the pointA'\

and the pointsA, A',P, P' are not in line,these lines determine a

plane,and therefore the line A A' intersects the line PP'
.

This

intersection can onlybe at O, where the line PP' meets the original
planecontainingA and A

.

Thus the line AA passes through0, as,

similarly,do also the linesBB' and CC
.

We have thus provedthat
if two triads ABC, A'B'C

,
of pointsin one plane,neither triad

beingin line,be such as to have three intersections (BC, PC),
{CA, CA), (AB, A B') lyingin line,then the three joininglines
AA', BB', CC meet in a point.

The aggregate of the four theorems now established will be

referred to as Desargues'theorem. (See Oeuvres de Desargues,par
M. Poudra, Paris,1864, t. i, pp. 413, 430.)

Remarks in regard to Desargues^ theorem. (")The reader

will notice that the theorem for two triads of pointsin one planeis

provedby considerations involvingthe existence of pointsnot lying
in this plane.From the previouslygivenPropositionsof Incidence

it is possibleto select those which relate only to the geometry
of pointsand lines lyingin one plane.It is an interestingfact that

the theorem of Desarguesfor two triads of pointslyingin this

planecannot be provedas a consequence onlyof the propositionsof

incidence relatingto geometry in this plane" as we shall prove
below (Chap.ii).The propositionsof incidence for one planeappear
to furnish no criterion for decidingwhether three constructed points
lie in line ; such criterion arises onlywhen the line enters as the

intersection of two planes.And theyappear to furnish no criterion

for decidingwhether three constructed lines meet in one point;
such criterion arises onlywhen the pointenters as the intersection

of the planewith a line not lyingtherein.
(6) We have said that two lines intersect one another when

theylie in one plane; thus theyintersect one another when there

are two pointsA, A' on one of the lines,a, and two pointsP, B'

on the other line,b,such that the cross joinsAB, A'B' meet; for

then the two lines a, h lie in the planeof these lines AB, A'B'. Let
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the line RP^ and AB^ A'B' meet in a point,say Z, of the Hne FQ^,
The pointsX, F, Z are on the planeABC^ and are thus in line,
the line of intersection of the planesABC and PQR. This proves
the result stated.

{d) Two figures,such as the triads ABC, A'B'C of Desargues'
theorem, or the two tetrads justconsidered,are said to he in per-spective,

when to any point F of one figurethere correspondsa
pointF' of the other figure,such that all lines,like FF\ which

jointwo correspondingpoints,pass throughthe same point.
We may notice that the figurewhich arises in the proof of

Desargues'theorem for the case of two triads in one plane,consists
of three triads,of which every two are in perspective,the three

centres of perspectivebeingin line ; while each set of three corre-sponding

joininglines,such as BC, B'C\ B"C'\ is formed of three

lines which meet in a point.In all there are fifteen pointsand

twenty lines ; each line contains three of the points,and through
each point there pass four of the lines. If we denote the points
F, F\ A'\ B'\ C" respectivelyby the binarysymbols,each formed

with two numbers, 04,05, 01, 02, 03, then it is appropriateto
denote the pointsA, B, C, A',B\ C respectivelyby the symbols
14, 24, 34, 15, 25, 35, the pointof meetingof the three lines

BC, B'C\ B"C" by 23, the pointof meeting of the three lines

CA, C'A\ C"A" by 31, and that of AB, A'B\ A'B" by 12, using
45 for the point of meeting of AA\ BB\ CC

.

The pointsare
then denoted by all the combinations of six symbolstwo at a time.

Each line is met by nine others,lyingin threes in three planes;
the three triads so formed,one in each of these planes,are two and

two in perspective,the centres of perspectivebeingin line.

The figurearisingin the proofof Desargues'theorem for two

triads not lyingin the same planeis simpler.Here there are five

planes,ten lines,consistingof the lines of intersection of the planes
in pairs,and ten points,consistingof the intersections of the planes
in threes.

Example. If two triads of points,A, B, C and A',B', C, be such that the

lines AB', A'B intersect,say in R, also AC', A'O intersect,say in Q, while

AB, A'B' intersect in H, and BC, B'C" intersect,in F, then prove that

BC, B'C intersect,say in P, and that AC[, A'G' intersect, say in G, and

that each of the four sets FGHj FQB, GRP, HPQ consists of three pointsin
line.

The fourth harmonic point. We come now to an important
construction by which we pass from three givenpointsof a line to

another unique pointof this line. For the construction itself it is

assumed that a plane can be drawn through the line,and for the

proofthat the fourth pointof the line which is constructed is

unique it is assumed that two planescan be drawn through the
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line. Thus the construction sup})()ses that the line lies in space of

three dimensions,though the result of the construction relates only
to pointslyingon a line.

Let A^ B^ C be three arbitrarypointslyingon a line. Through
this line draw an arbitraryplane.In tliisplanedraw three lines^
one through each of the pointsA^ B^ C, but otherwise arbitrary,
formingby their intersections a triad P, Q, 7^,so that the line Q^R

passes througlithe pointA^ while RP passes through B and PQ

passes through C. Now regardA, B, C as consistingof a pairof
points ând a third point;let A, B be the pair.Join to A the

pointof intersection of the line (RP) drawn through B with the

line (PQ) drawn through C; that is,joinAP. Similarlyjoin to

B the pointof intersection of the line (QR) drawn throughA with

the line (PQ) drawn through C ; that is,joinBQ. Let the lines

AP and BQ meet in the pointU. Join U to the pointof inter-section

of the line (QR) drawn throughA with the line (RP) drawn

throughB ; that is,joinUR. Let UR meet AB in D. Then D is

the pointto be constructed correspondingto the separationof the

pointsA, B, C into the pairA^ B and the third pointC. Tempo-rarily,
assumingD, C do not coincide,it may be denoted by

D = {A,B)C.

We may similarlyconstruct two other points,appropriately
representedrespectivelyby

(B, C)/A and (C,A)/B,

with which we are not concerned for the moment.

To prove that the pointD is the same whatever be the lines

Qi?,RP, PQ we proceedas follows.

Draw through the givenline an-other

plane,and therein make a

similar construction, with lines

Q'R\ R'P\ PQ' passingrespec-tively

throughA, B and C We

shew firstthat the pointsZ),Z)' in

which RL\R' U' meet AB are the

same. In fact the planesRAR\
RBR\ are intersected bv the plane
QPCP'Q' respectivelyin the lines

QQ' and PP'; these lines,lyingin
a plane,must then meet, and tlieir

pointof meetingmust be on the line RR' containingallthe points
common to the planesRAR\ RBR'. Let this common pointof

the lines QQ\ PP' be called 0. Again the planesPAP\ QBQ' are

met by the planeQQ'OP'P respectivelyin the lines PP' and QQ' ;
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these lines,lyingin a plane,must then meet in a pointon the line

of intersection UU' of the planesPAP\ QBQ\
Thus the line UU' passes through the intersection,0, of the

lines PP' and QQ', through which the line RR' also passes. But,
from the fact that UU' and RR' meet, it follows that the lines RU

and R'U' lie in a plane,so that these intersect;and their inter-section,

being common to the planesRAB, R'A'B' in which they
respectivelylie,must be on the line AB.

Next suppose that in the planePQR other lines are drawn

throughA^ 5, C, namelyAQ^Ri throughA, and BR^P^ throughB,
and CPiQi throughC; and let AP^, BQ^ meet in U,, while R^U,

meets AB in D^. By the argument justgiven it follows that D^
coincides with the point,D\ in which R'U' meets AB. And this has

been shewn to coincide with the point,D, in which RU meets AB.

The positionof D is thus independentof the lines AQR, BRP^

cpq.
First properties of the harmonic relation, (a) It is clear

from the construction that no change is made in D by the inter-change

of the pointsA and B. Thus we may equallywrite

D = {B,A)IC.

{b)Again,as we may see usingthe same figurebut callingthe

pointsoriginallynamed P, Q, R, U, C, D respectivelyby the names

R, U, P, Q, D, C, we can pass from the pointD to the pointC by a

construction which is descriptivelyidentical with that by which we

passedfrom C to D. Thus we may also write

C = (^,P)/Z),

and, like the coupleA, B, the pointsC, D form a coupleof inter-changeable

points.
(c)And in fact one of these couplesmay be interchangedwith

the other. For, it is clear from the originalconstruction that if Uj_

be any pointon the line RD, and the lines ^C7i, BUi meet RB and

RA respectivelyin P^ and Qa,then P^Qi passes throughC; we have

onlyto replacethe line CPQ by the line CQ^; if the intersection of

this with RB be joinedto A, "thejoiningline must meet BQ^ in a

pointlyingon RD, that is,in U^. Hence, interchangingthe parts
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it follows from the fact that the
playedby the lines CBA and CPQ, if the line PD meet RA in Q',
and the line QD meet BB in /

' " ^ "

lines PA, QB meet on JW that

the line Q'P' passes throughC.

Now consider the pointwhich
would be expressedby

(D, C)/B.

To obtain this point by the

rule,we may draw respectively
through the pointsD and C

the lines DP' and CP, and

then through the pointB the

lineP'BP, meetingthe two for-mer

respectivelyin the points
P and P; then,'ifthe lines PC

and PD meet in Q\ we are to

joinQ' to the point of inter-section

of the linesDP' and CP, that is to the pointQ. The joining
line QQ will then meet DC in the pointrequired;and this is the

\)ointA. Hence we have

A = {D,OIB,

vhich shews that the couplesA, B and C, D may be interchanged.
We may then speakof the pointsof either coupleas beinghar-monic

conjugatesof one another in regardto the pointsof the other

couple.
(d)We have stated that two figuresare said to be in perspective

when to any point,P, of one figurethere correspondsa point,P',
of the other,such that the joininglines,PP\ all pass throughthe
same point.It is easy to see that if four pointsA\ D\ B\ C of

one line be in perspectivewith four pointsA, Z",P, C respectively,
of another line,which are such that C, D are harmonic conjugates
in regardto A, B, then also C, D are harmonic conjugatesin

regardto A\ B'
.

If,in the originalfigure,the line BU

meet the line CPQ in the pointX, then X

is the harmonic conjugateof C in regard
to P and Q. For, from P, Q are drawn,
respectively,the lines PA, QB, meetingin

U, and the line CAB, drawn from C, meets

these respectivelyin A and B; then the

lines AQ, BP meet in the pointR, and the

line RU meets the line PQ in the pointX.
Hence takingthe pointsA\ D',B'

,
C respectivelyin perspective

with the pointsA, D, B, C, from the centre R, where C, D are
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harmonic conjugatesin regardto A and J5,let the line CA' meet the

lines RD and RB respectivelyin T"^and B^. From the remark just
made, it follows first that C, D^ are harmonic conjugatesin regard
to A' and B^.,and then it similarlyfollows that C\D' are harmonic

conjugatesin regardto A' and B'.

{e)Converselyif on each of two lines we have a set of four points
in harmonic relation,theycan be regardedas both arisingby per-spective

from the same set of four pointsin harmonic relation lying
on another line.

For let C, B be harmonic conju-gates
in regardto A, B, on one line,

and C, D be harmonic conjugatesin

regardto A\ B\ on another line;

joinAC and take 0 any point on

AA; let OD, OB meet AC in D",
B' respectively;let CC and B"B'

meet in 0' and let O' D' meet AC

in Di. Then, by what is remarked

under (d),C and D" are harmonic

conjugatesin regardto A' and B", while C and D^ are also harmonic

conjugatesin regardto A' and B'\ Thus D^ is the same as D", and

the two given sets are both in perspectivewith the harmonic set

A', B'\ B\ C.

{f) When the pointsthat can exist on a line are further con-ditioned

as in Chapterii below, it will be found that if the points
C, D are harmonic conjugatesin regardto the pointsA^ B, then C

and D are necessarilyseparatedfrom one another,in the sense there

explained,by A and B. Without these conditions,to speakof a

separationwould be unmeaning. But we shall,in accordance with

a generalassumptionreferred to at the beginning(above,p. 4),
assume provisionallythat the point D does not coincide with C

unless C coincides with A or with B. A geometry,of fifteen points
in all,has been suggestedin which D alwaysdoes coincide with

C (Fano, "Sui postulatifondamentali...,''Giorn. di Mat., xxx,

1892, p. 106). See the Bibliography,and p. 119, below.

An important construction determining a sixth point
from five given points of a line. The five givenpointsare to

be regardedas consistingof two couplesand another point;for
clearness sake we shall at presentspeakof this last point as the

determiningpoint.Denote the pointsof one coupleby A, B, those

of the other coupleby 0, U; let E be the determiningpoint,and
P the pointto be determined. Draw any planethrough the line,
and therein draw lines,denoted respectivelyby a, b,o, u, one through
each of the pointsA,B,0,U of the two givencouples.We associ-ate

one of the two lines a, b with one of the two lines o, w, and the
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other of rt,h with the remainingone of o, u\ this is possiblein two

ways; take the association of a with u and ol h with o, denotingthe
intersection of a and u by (a,w),and the intersection of h and o by
(6,o). The hnes a, 6,o, w are to be any lines of the planetaken

subjectto the condition that the two points{a.,u\ (/;,6) shall lie

on a line,say f, which passes through the determiningpointE.

Then bv the other possibilityof association we have two other

pointswhich mav be respectivelydenoted by (^f,o)and (/;,u\ The

line,say /;, which joinsthese,gives,by its intersection with the

originalline,the point,P, which is determined,in the one of two

possibleways chosen, as the result of the construction. The other

method of association would requirethe lines a, /;,o, u to be such

that the points(^/,o) and (6,il)shall lie on a line,e\passingthrough
E^ and then the line,/;',containingthe points(a, u) and (6,o\
would meet the originalline in a point,P', which would be the

pointdetermined by the construction. For our purpose it will be

found to be very importantthat the Propositionsof Incidence as-sumed

do not enable us to prove that P and P' coincide.

That, subjectto the condition that the points(",u\ (b,o) shall

lie on a line through E, the pointP is the same whatever be the

lines a, b,o, u, may be provedas in a previouscase.
Draw through the originalline any other plane,and therein,

throughthe pointsA, P, 0, C/,respectively,any lines a^, 6i,Oj, Wi,

subjectto the condition that the points(oj,?^i)and (ij,Oj)shall lie

on a line throughE, completingthe figureas before. We shew that

the line joiningthe points(fli,oj and {by,Hi)also passes throughP.

For, first,the three linesjoiningthe respectivepairsof points

(a,u) and (oi,Ui), {b,o) and {bi,0^), {a,o)and (a^,Oi)
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meet in a point,namelyin the pointof intersection of the three planes

[e,e^\ [a,aj, [o,oj,

where e^ ^i are the lines throughE in the two planesrespectively;
this follows because each of these planescontains two of the three

joininglines in question,or each of the lines is the line of inter-section

of two of these planes.Similarly,the three lines joiningthe
respectivepairsof points

(6,o) and (61,Oi), (",u) and (^i,u^^ (b,u) and (61,u^)

meet in a point,namelyin the pointof intersection of the three planes

each of these lines beingcommon to two of these planes.
From these two facts it follows that the two lines joiningthe

respectivepairsof points
{a,6) and (aj,Oj), (6,u) and (61,u^)

must intersect one another. From this it follows that the two lines

joiningthe respectivepairsof points

(a,o) and (",u), ("i,Oj)and (61,u^

must meet; and theycan onlymeet in a point P of the original
line which is the line of allthe pointscommon to the two planesin
which the two figuresare constructed.

Having provedthat the same pointP is obtained when we con-struct

figuresin two different planespassingthroughthe original
line,it follows as before that the same point P is obtained when

we construct two figuresin the same plane,by varyingthe lines

a, 6,o, ?/, preservingthe same method of association of the couples
a, h and o, u. It is clear that the two couplesA, B and O, JJ play
similar partsin the construction,and that the two pointsof a couple
playsimilar parts;we may therefore representthe pointsP, P'

obtained,respectively,by

Remarks, {a)We may make a figurecontainingboth methods

of association,using the

same lines ", h,w, but two

lines o, o throughO.

(b)As the two methods

of association are distin-guished

by either the

interchangeof the points
A^ P, or the interchange

U of the points0, C7,the
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upon the line h from some point.It will appear that the line m,

which must intersect both a and A;,is by no means unique.
Let us agree to say that two ranges of pointsupon two different

lines,p, g, which may or may not intersect one another, are 7'elated^
when these ranges are both in perspectivewith the same range upon
another line,7i,from appropriatecentres. Two ranges which are

in perspectivewith one another are then also related,in a very

particularway, but the converse is not generallytrue. The pro-position
to be provedis then that the ranges on the lines a, k are

related. And the propositionwill follow if we prove the theorem

that when two ranges are related,any range which is in perspective
with one of theseis related to the other. We address ourselves then to

provingthis last theorem.

It may prevent confusion of thoughtif we add at once that we

shall also be led to speakof two ranges of pointson the same line

as beingrelated ; but,for a reason which willappear, the definition

will be that two such ranges are related when one of them is in per-spective
with a range on another line which is related,in the above

sense, to the other range of the given line,not beingdirectly
in perspectivewith it.

Proof for the case of ranges on skew lines. Before

enteringupon a generalproofof the theorem, we give a proof,
which is very direct,for the case when the two givenrelated ranges

are on lines which do not intersect one another, and the range
which is givenas beingin perspectivewith one of the two ranges
lies on a line not intersectingthe line containinf]t̂he other of these.

Logicallyit is unnecessary to givethis,the generalproofwhich
follows beingapplicablein all cases.

But in this case there is a simpleway of describingwhen the

ranges on the two (non-intersecting)lines are related. For if ranges

{A, A',...),(C, C\...),on two lines a, c,

which do not intersect,be both in per-spective
with a range {F^F\ . . .),on a lineyj

so that there is a pointH throughwhich
the lines AF, A'F\... allpass, and a point
K through which the lines CF, C'F\...
all pass, then the lines AC, A'C\...,

joiningcorrespondingpointsof the two

Yp related ranges on a, c, all intersect the line

HK. This line HK will not intersect the

/ lines a, or c ; for if it intersected a, the

planeHa, w^hich contains /, would contain the line HK, and

the planeKc, containing/ and KH, would coincide with the

former planeHa ; so that the hues a and c would intersect. Thus

a simpleconstruction by which the range on the line a givesrise to
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the related range on the line c is,to draw from the points^,̂'v"
of the range on a, the transversals which meet both c and the line

HK ; their intersections with the line c are the pointsof the related

range thereon. Conversely,if we ch-aw from pointsA, A\ ...
of a line

", the transversals to two other lines,c and m, which do not meet

one another,or meet a, and if these transversals meet c in C, C\...

respectively,then the ranges (.1,A\...) (̂C,C, ...)are related in the

sense first defined ; for a range with which they are both in per-spective
is obtained by takingany two points//,K on the line m^

remarkingtliat the lines //.i,KC meet in a point,F^ of the line,/*,
in which the planes//", Kc intersect one another. We may there-fore

define two ranges on two non-intersectinglines as beingrelated
when the joinsof correspondingpointsof these ranges have a

common transversal.

Now consider two related ranges {A, A',...),(C,C, ...),on two

lines a, c which do not intersect one another,the joinsAC, A'C\...
of correspondingpointsof these ranges havingthe common trans-versal

6, which they meet in (B, B',...).Suppose also that the

range (D, Z)',...),on the line d, is in perspectivewith the range

{A, A',...),from the point0, the line d not intersectingthe line c.

We wish to shew that the range (D, D',...)is related to the

from P draw the transversal PQR

O

range (C,C, ...).
Let the lines a, d meet in P ;

to the lines 6,c, meetingthese

respectivelyin Q, R. Let Z),C

be two points,respectivelyof

the ranges on the lines d, c,

which correspondto a pointA
of the range on a ; thus DC is

in the planejoining0 to AC.

Wherefore, if AC meet b in B,
then OB meets DC, say in E.

Next, let B', D' be the points
of the ranges on the lines 6,d
which similarlyarise from an?/

pointA' of the range on a, so

that O, A\ D' are in line,and
the line A'B' meets c, in C. The lines 0B\ QE both lie in the

planeOb; let them meet in E'; we can then shew that D\ E', C

are in line. For consider the two tetrads of pointsA', A, B, B'
and D', Z),E, E'; as theyare in perspectivefrom O any two joins
of correspondingpairsof pointsin the two tetrads meet in a point
lyingon a planewhich contains all such pointsof meeting,as was

remarked above in connexion with Desargues'theorem. Such coiTe-

spondingjoinsare AA
, DD\ meetingiu P, and BB\ EE\ meeting

2"2
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in Q, and AB^ DE, meetingin C ; whence it follows that D'E' meets

A'B' in a pointof the planePQC, and the onlypointof A'B' lying
on this planeis the pointC Thus D'E' passes throughC\ There-fore,

as D' is an arbitrarypointof the range on d, we see that this

range is related to the range on c, the joinsof correspondingpoints
of these ranges all meetinga line QE ; this proves what is required.
The range thus arisingon the line QE is in perspectivewith the

range on the line b,from the point0.

Exaviple.It follows from what has justbeen giventhat,if ", 6,c

be three lines,of which no two intersect,and a range of pointson
the firstbe related to a particularrange on the second,and this in

turn be related to a range on the third,then the range on the first

is related to the range on the third ; regardingranges on two non-

intersectinglines as being related to one another by the fact that

the joinsof correspondingpointsof these ranges have a common

transversal,we may speakof this transversal as the supplementary
line,and the range thereon as the supplementaryrange. A further

exercise in the ideas is then obtained by proving the following
particularresult : Let ", 6, c be three skew (non-intersecting)lines,
there being ranges on a and h which are related to one another by
a supplementaryrange on a line x, the range on h beingrelated to

a range on c by a supplementaryrange on a line z. Then if,in

accordance with the precedingtheorem, the ranges on a and c be

related to one another by a supplementaryrange (?/),on a line ?/,

it can be shewn that the ranges (.r),(js),which arise on the supple-mentary
lines ^ and ;sr,are also related to one another by the same

supplementaryrange {y). It will be seen that,if the figureformed

by four lines in a planeand their six intersections in pairs,or ver-tices,

be called a completeplanequadrilateral,the result is the

same as that,ifof the six vertices of'a completeplanequadrilateral,
fivemove on arbitraryskew lines,then the locus qf the remaining
vertex is also a line.

The diagramby which we illustrate the proofof this result will

be of a symbolicalcharacter,a
range beingrepresentedby a single
generalpointof the range, except
in the case of the range {z).Take

any points,P, Q, on the supple-mentary
line, z, of the related

ranges (6),(c).Then, as has been

remarked abo ve,thejoins of P, Q,re-spectively

to correspondingpoints,
P, C, of the ranges (6),(r),meet

V in the pointsof a range (A:),lying
on the intersection of the planesPb, Qc. As the ranges (a),(b)are
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related,with (.r)as supplenientarvrange, and the range {k) is in

perspectivewith the range (/"),from P as centre, it follows,from
the result justproved,that the joinsof correspondingpoints,A, K^

of the ranges (fl),(^"))nieet the plane Pjc in tlie points,3/, of a

range (w), in perspectivewith {x) from P, which is the supple-nientarv
range of the two related ranges {a) and {k). Then, as the

ranges (a),(A*)are related,with {m) as supplementaryrange, and

the range (r) is in perspectivewith (A*),from Q, it follows,by the

same result,that the joinsof correspondingpoints,A, C\ of the

ranges (cr),(c),meet the planeQin in the points,F, of a range (?/),
in {)erspectivewith (m) from Q, which is the supplementaryrange
of the ranges (a),(c). These are therefore related. Consideringtiie
triads A, B, C and J/, P, Q, we see that the joinsof corresponding
points,AM, BP and CQ, meet in a pointK ; wherefore,bv De-

sargues'theorem, the three pointsof intersection of corresponding
sides,namelyX, from AB and 3/P, Y from AC and 3iQ, and Z,
from BC and PQ, are in line. Thus any two of the ranges (j:),(?/),(z)
are related,with the third as supplementaryrange ; as we desired

to prove. The diagram does not put in evidence the facts that the

line A'intersects both b and c, and the line in intersects both a: and ?/.

The result is evidentlyequivalentto sayingthat if a, b,c, z, x

be anv five lines of which no two

intersect,and from a variable point,
P, of the line 6,the transversals,
ABXy CBZ, be drawn to meet the

lines fl, X and c, z, respectively
in A, X, C, Z, then the lines AC,
ZX meet in a pointY lyingon a

sixth line. This is another form of the statement above made in

regardto a completeplanequadrilateral.More generallv,given
four fixed lines a, c, ^, z, of which no two intersect,if throughan
arbitrarypointP we draw the transversal to one pairof these,say
a and a:, meeting these in A and X respectively,and also draw the

transversal to the other pair,meeting these in C and Z, it is clear
that the lines AC, XZ will intersect,say in Y (as will also the

lines AZ, XC). Taking all the possibilitiesof grouping there are

therebysix pointsF obtainable from P, and from any one of these,
when the association of the lines is specified,we can proceedback
to P bv a similar construction.

General proof of the theorem. We now pass to the general
proofof the theorem referred to,that,if two ranges be related,any
range in perspectivewith either is related to the^other.

By definition two ranges, on different lines,are related when

theyare both in perspectivewith a third range, from appropriate
centres. For the sake of clearnesslet this other range be called the
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intermediaryrange, the line upon which it lies beingcalled the

intermediaryline. There is no need to prove the theorem when

the two given ranges are in direct perspectivewith one another,
since it follows from the definition of related ranges.

We first shew that the intermediaryline,which necessarilyin-tersects

both the givenlines,can
be taken to be any line whatever

intersectingthese w^hich does not

either {a)intersect the linesof the

related ranges in corresponding
points,or {h) pass through the

pointof intersection of these lines

in case theyintersect. Let 6,d be

the lines of two related ranges, not

in perspectivewith one another,
with an intermediaryline c, inter-secting

both b and d. Through
the point H where c intersects h

draw a line Cj, meetingd, in a point,Zj, not correspondingto the

pointH^ or (5,c),of the range \h).The possibilityof this requires
the assumptionthat if h and d intersect,the intermediaryline c

does not pass throughtheir intersection ; and this assumptionmay
be made because it is easy to see, from Desargues'theorem,that if

the intermediaryline c passedthroughthe intersection of h and J,
then the ranges on h and d would be in perspectivewith one an-other,

which we suppose not to be the case. It is also supposed
that Cj does not coincide with h (andtherefore does not pass through
the intersection of h and d, if theyintersect).We shew that Cj may
be used,instead of c, as an intermediaryline. From this the general
arbitrariness of the intermediaryline,asserted above, can be deduced

at once. Let the ranges (6) and {c)be in perspectivefrom the

centre Q, the pointsC, C of c correspondingrespectivelyto the

pointsB, B' of b; also let the ranges (c),(d)be in perspectivefrom
the centre R, the pointsD, D' of d correspondingrespectivelyto
the pointsC.C of c. The line QR may be called the supplementary
line. In the plane[c,d\ which contains R^ and also contains the

line Ci drawn to meet c and c?,let the lines RC^ RC meet c^ re-spectively

in Ci and C/. The triads B^ C, C^ and B\ C, C/ are in

perspectivefrom the pointH .,
thus, by Desargues'theorem, the

lines SC, B'C intersect in a point,Qj, of the line QR. Whence,
takingfor B' any pointof the range (^),with correspondingposi-tions

of C and C/, the range (Jb)is in perspectivefrom Qi, which

is determined by the definite line BC^^ with the range (Ci,C/, ...)
lyingon the line Cj, while this is in perspectivefrom R with the

range (d). Thus Ci is a new intermediaryline for the two given
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ranges ("),{d). The supplementaryline QR is unchanged by the

replacementof the line c by Tj, being determined however, now,

not by R and Q, but by R and Q,. \Vhen we further,in order to

get a generalreplacementof the intermediaryline,replaceCj by a

line c',meeting (6),passingthrough the point(Cj,c?),the pointR
will be replacedby another point,say R\ also on Q^R ; the final

supplementaryline will be the same as the originalsupplementary
line.

For what follows it is necessary to add the followingfurther
remark in regardto the choice of the line c^. Let c and Cj meet

d m Z and Zj ; as the pointQ liesin the plane[6,c],the line QZ
meets 6,say in X^ and X, Z are correspondingpointsof the ranges

(i),(J)respectively.Thus X, Zj are not correspondingpointsof
the ranges (6),{d). Hence Qi, Zi, X are not in line.

Now suppose the ranges (6),("i),on different lines 6, ^, to be

related,not being in perspectivewith one another,and {a)to be a

range in perspectivewith (6),the line a not being the same as d.

We are to prove that the ranges (a),{d) are related. When ("),
(d) are in perspectivewith one another this is true by definition.

As before,let (c)be the intermediaryrange of {h) and (cZ),the

centre of perspectivefor {b)and (c)beingQ. Let X be the point
of intersection of the lines a, b,and Z the intersection of the lines

c, d. If Q, Z, Jl are in line,we can, as we have justproved,sup-pose

c and Q respectivelyreplacedby a line Cj and a pointQi such

that,if Zi be the point(cj,cZ),the pointsQ,, Zj, X are not in line.

We may, therefore,without loss of generality,suppose Q, Z, X not

to be in line. Let h be the line XZ, joiningthe points{a, b)
and (c,d). [Seethe diagramon page 24.]

Let A, B, C, D be correspondingpointsof the ranges (a),(b),
(c),and (fZ),respectively,and A\ B\ C\ D' other corresponding
pointsof these ranges. The line h,joininga pointof the line b to

a pointof the line c, is in the plane[6,c],and therefore intersects

the lines BC and B'C\ say in H and i7' respectively.The triads

A, B, H and A',B', H' are in perspectivefrom X\ thus, if P be

the centre of perspectiveof the ranges (a),(6),lyingat the inter-section

of BA and 5'^', it follows,bv Desargues'theorem, that

HA' and HA meet on PQ, say in M'; this would fail if Q, Z, X

were in line,the points//,H' then coincidingat Q. Again the

triads H.,C, Z) and H\ C\ D' are in perspectivefrom Z ; if i2 be

the centre of perspectivefor the ranges (c),(d),it follows,by
Desargues'theorem, that H'D' and HD meet on Q/2,say in A^.

This in effect establishes what is required; for the range on {h)
is shewn to be in perspectivewith the range ("7),from M as centre,
and in perspectivewith the range (fZ),from N as centre, so that

the ranges (a),{d) are related ; the line h is the intermediaryline
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and the line MN the supplementaryline. The pointsikf,N are

determined when A^ B, C, D are assigned.

M

./V

/y^

V

2

This proofis valid whether the lines a, c intersect or not, and

also whether the lines 6,d intersect or not. But it is necessary to

consider whether the propositionis true when the lines b,d, a are

not all different. The propositionhas no meaning when a coincides

with h ; when d coincides either with b or with a, the line A,joining
the intersection of a, b with the intersection of c and c?,becomes

the line d, and the previousconstruction fails. We must therefore

consider the propositionindependently.For this purpose it is ne-cessary

to define when two ranges on the same line are to be said

to be related. If we take the natural course, and define two ranges

on the same line as beingrelated when theyare both in perspective
with the same range from different centres, we cannot at this stage
give a proofto enable us to maintain the propositionabove when

the lines ", d are the same. We cannot in fact prove that if two

ranges (6),{d) on different lines be related,then a range {a) on
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the centres C and B' \ and the range A^ B\ C\ D' is in perspective
with A, B, C, D from the centre 0. Thus {A, B, C, D) and (B,A,

Z),C) are related. From this the result follows.

Ex. 2. If on two non-intersectinglines there be two ranges

A, B, C, D and A\ B\ C\ D' which are related,so also are the

ranges A^ B, C, D and B\ A\ D\ C\ since (by Ex. 1) the latter is

related to A\ B', C, D'.

Thus if two ranges A, B, C, D and A',B\ C, D', on two non-

intersectinglines,be such that the four joinsAA\ BB\ CC\ DD'

have a common transversal,then the four joinsAB\ BA\ CD\ DC

have a common transversal. It seems worth while to make a direct

proofof this geometricalresult,in verification of the foregoing
theory.

The fact that the ranges A, B, C, D and A',B\ C, D' are related,
in accordance with what has been

said above,is expressedby the fact

that the lines AA\ BB\ CC\ DD'

have a common transversal,meet-ing

them respectively,say, in P, Q,

/?,S, We wish to shew the exist-ence

of one or more common trans-versals

of the cross joinŝ-B',BA\
CD', DC. And in fact,if the

transversal from R to AB' and

A'B meet these respectivelyin M

and M\ and the transversal from

S, also to AB'
,
A'B, meet these

respectivelyin A^ and N\ it can

be shewn that the line MN\ which

is alreadya transversal of AB' and BA\ is equallya transversal of

CD' and DC. The line M'N is also a transversal of these four

lines ; and other transversals can be found by drawing from P, or

from Q, the transversals to CD' and CD. It can also be shewn

that the pointwhere the line MN' meets CD' lies on RA' and SA-.,

and similarlythe point(MN', CD) is the same as the point(RB,
SB'),the point(M'N, CD) the same as (RB',SB), and the point
(M'N, CD) the same as (RA, SA').

For, first,the lines RA', SA are both in the planeAA'Q, and

therefore meet, say in the pointY; while the line CD' lies in both

the planesRCA' and SDA, and so meets both RA' and SA, but is

not in the planeAA'Q. Thus CD' contains Y. Again,MN' lies

in both the planesRM'A' and SNA, and so meets both RA' and

SA, but is not in the planeAA'Q. Thus MN' contains F. Where-fore

MN' meets CD' in Y.

SimilarlyRB and SB' meet, say in X, and CD lies in both the

N'\
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planesBBC and SB D\ wliile MN' lies in both the planesBRW
and SB N. Thus MN' meets CD in .Y.

Also, SB and 7?i^'meet, say in T, and CD' lies in both the planes
BSD and B RC\ while 3/'iV lies in both the planesBSN' and

B'RM. Thus 3/'iV meets CD' in T.

Finally /?^ and SA' meet, sav in Z, and CD lies in both the

planesARC and A'SD', while J/'A/' lies in both the planesARM
and A'SN. Thus 3/'iV meets CD in Z.

The tetrad ^, B^ B', A' is in perspectivewith the tetrad Z, X,

T, 1',from i?,and in perspectivewith the tetrad F, T, A',Z, from S.

The four lines MC, M'C, ND, N'D' can be shewn to meet BB' in

the same point,which is the harmonic conjugateof Q in regardto
B and B

. Similarlythe lines MC, M'C',ND', N D all meet the

line AA' in the harmonic conjugateof P in regardto A and A'.

Ex. 3. It is interestingto shew that,if four skew lines AA\ BB',

CC, DD' have three conunon transversals ABCD, A'B'C'D',PQRS,
as in the precedingfigure,we can, by the Propositionsof Incidence

alone,construct other transversals of these four skew lines,in in-finite

number, equallymeetingevery line having the three given
transversals.

In the firstplace,if,on the line AA', the pointP' be the har-monic

conjugateof P in regardto A and A',and, on BB', the point
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Q' be the harmonic conjugateof Q in regardto B and B\ while,

similarly,on CC and DD\ the pointsR\ S' are, respectively,the

harmonic conjugatesof R and S in regardto C, C and Z),D\ then

the pointsP', Q',i2',*S" are in line. And then the line P'Q'R'S'
is such a transversal of AA\ BB\ CC, DD' as was required.

For from R, throughwhich passes the transversal CRC of AB

and A'B\ draw the transversal,FRF\ of AB' and ^'-B,meeting
these respectivelyin F and F', Then the lines CF and F'C inter-sect

one another, and, beingrespectivelyin the planesABB' and

ABB', theymeet one another on the line of intersection,BB', of

these planes,say at the pointQ'. Similarlythe lines F'C and C'F

meet one another in a point,P', of the line AA'. It can be shewn

that Q' and P' are the harmonic conjugatesof Q and P respectively
in regardto the couplesB, B' and A, A'. For, from the construc-tion

made, the line P'R meets F'C in the pointharmonicallycon-jugate

to Q_'in regardto F' and C\ and this pointlies on the plane
P'RA', which is the planeA'QA. Wherefore,by perspectivefrom

A', the pointQ is the harmonic conjugateof Q' in regardto B and

B'. A similar argument is applicableto P and P'. Next, the line

P'Q',in the planeof FF' and CC, meets CC, and, by perspective
from P', we see that it meets CC in the pointR' which is har-monically

conjugateto R in regardto C and C. If,now, from

another pointS, of the line PQR, there be drawn the transversal,

DSD', to AB and A'B',meeting these in D and D' respectively,
and the transversal,(r^SG^',to AB' and A'B

^ meetingthese in G and

G' respectively,we similarlyshew that the lines DG, D'G' meet in Q'
and the lines DC, D G meet in P', and therefore that P'A' meets

DD' in the pointS' which is the harmonic conjugateof S in regard
to D and D\

The line P'Q'R'S' may be called appropriatedthe harmonic con-jugate

of the line PQRS in regardto the lines ABCD and A'B'C'D'.

We may then similarlydraw the harmonic conjugateof the line

A'B'C'D' in regardto the lines ABCD and PQRS, and continue

this process, obtainingfrom every three transversals of the four

lines AA', BB', CC, DD' three others,and so on.

Another method of obtaininga fourth transversal of the four

lines AA', BB', CC, DD', when we are giventhe three transversals

ABCD, A'B'C'D' and PQRS, may be explained,which also leads

to an infinite number of transversals. The lines so constructed to

meet the four givenlines are not, however, shewn to meet any line

with the same three transversals.

Let the lines B S and BR, which are both in the planeSBB',
meet in the pointX ; also the lines A'R and AS, which are both

in the planeSAA', meet in the pointY. The line XP, in the

former plane,SBB', will meet BB', say in Q'; the line YQ, in the
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planeSAA\ will meet AA\ say in P'. It can be shewn that the

line P'Q', which already meets

AA' and BB\ also meets CC

and DD'. In fact the four lines

P'q\ CC\XA, YB' meet in one

point,as do the lines P'Q\ DD\

YB, XA'. A simple method

of verifyingthis, and similar

results,arises later. For the

presentwe may argue as follows.

The lines XA, YB\ in the

planeASB\ intersect; the lines XA, P'Q', in the planeXAP,
intersect ; the lines YB', P'Q\ in the planeYQB', also intersect.

Hence the three lines P'Q\ XA, YB' lie in one planeor meet in

one point;the former would involve that B'Q' and AP\ that is BB'

and AA', were in one plane,and is excluded.

Again,the lines YB' and CC, in the plane/?C'^',intersect;and
the lines AX, CC, in the planeBCR, intersect ; while we have shewn

that AX and YB' intersect. Hence the three lines CC, XA, YB'

all lie in one plane,or meet in one point;the former would involve

that B C and AC, and therefore also BB' and CC, were in one

plane,and is excluded.

^^'herefore,as stated,the four lines P'Q',CC, XA, YB' meet in

one point.
A similar proofcan be givenfor P'Q

,
DD', XA', YB.

It can also be shewn that X lies on CD, and that Y lies on CD'.

It cannot be provedat presentthat P'Q' meets anv other line

meeting the three lines ABCD, PQRS, A BCD', beside the four

AA', BB', CC, DD' ; and it is in this respectdifferent from the

harmonic conjugateobtained above.

From PQR'S' we can find another line P"Q"R"S" meetingAA',
BB', CC, DD', justas we found PQR'S' from PQRS -, and so on

continually.
Ex. 4. Four planes,say a, P, 7, S,which meet in a line,x, are

said to form an axial pencilof planes.If these planesbe met by
any line,/,which does not meet the line x, respectivelyin the points
A, B, C, D, and by any other line,/',not meetingx, respectivelyin

the pointsA'^ B',C,D', then the ranges A, B, C, D and J(',R, C, U

are related,since the joinsAA', BB
,
CC

,
DD' have the common

transversal x. We may thus speakof an axial pencilof planes,(-gt),
and a range of points,(m),as beingrelated when the planesof (ct)
are met by an arbitraryline,not meetingthe axis of (t*y),in a range
which is related to {m).

With this definition,consider a tetrad of pointsA, B, C, D, not

lyingin a plane,and let any line,/,meet the four planesBCDy
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CAD, ABB, ABC respectivelyin the pointsA^, B^, C^, D^. It can

then be provedthat the range A^,B^,C^, D^ is related to the pencil
of planeslA, IB, IC,ID.

For let DBi, in the planeCAD, meet AC in B'; let DC^, in the

planeABD, meet AB in C ;

and let DA^, in the plane
BCD, meet BC in Q. Then

the pointsC, D^, Q, B' are

in the planeDl, and are thus

in line. Let AD^, in the

planeABC, meet BC in P.

Then the ranges Cj,Dj,^j,
-Biand B, P, Q, C, lyingon

lines which do not intersect,
are related,because the join-ing

lines of corresponding
points,BC" PD" QA" CB"
all meet the line AD. Where-fore,

by Ex. 2 above, the

ranges Cj,D^, A^,B^ and C,
Q, P, B are related. The

latter four pointsliehowever, respectively,upon the planesIC,ID,
lA, IB. This proves the result stated.

Ex. 5. We have shewn that Desargues'theorem follows by
assumingthe Propositionsof Incidence for space of three dimensions.

Converselyit can be shewn that,if Desargues'theorem for triads of

pointsin one planebe assumed, there are aggregatesof pointsand
lines in this planewhich combine togetherin accordance with laws

correspondingto the Propositionsof Incidence of space of three

dimensions. Thus, also,beingsof onlytwo-dimensional experience
might,in effect,be familiar wdth a three-dimensional geometry.

Take an arbitraryfixed pointO of the plane.Any two points
P, P' of the planewhich are such that the line PP' passes through
0, determine a pointcouple(P,P'),which, in the scheme we are

explaining,playsthe part of a point in a three-dimensional space
of which the givenplaneis one plane.The couple{P\ P) is to be

distinguishedfrom (P,P'). When P' coincides with P, the couple
(P,P) representsthe pointP of the plane,regardedas belonging
to the threefold space. AVhen P' is at O, the couple(0,P),regarded
as equivalentwith (P, O),representsthe point0 itself,whatever P

may be. Any two lines of the plane,taken in a definite order,give
a line couple,which representsa line of the threefold space. Thus

a line couple(PQ, PQ) is determined by two pointcouples(P,P')
and (Q,Q'),and contains other pointcouplesin infinite number, of

which any two suffice for its determination. The condition that a
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line couple,(A*,A*'),should contain a pointcouple,(P, P'),is that

the line k should contain the pointP and also the line A;'contain

the pointP'. Lastly,let the agi^regateof a pointcouple(A, A'),
and a line,/,of the givenplane,representa plane,any pointcouple
(P, P') being regardedas lyingon this plane when the lines PA

and PA' meet on the line /. Thus if (Q, Q) be any other point
coupleof this plane,it follows,by Desargues'
theorem, consideringthe two triads APQ,

A'P'Q\ t\mt the lines PQ, P'Q' meet on the

line /, so that the planeis equallyrepre-sented

by the pointcouple(P,P') and the

line /; also any line couple(PQ, P'Q') of the

plane,determined by the two pointcouples
(P, P') and (Q, Q j,is representedby two

lines of the given planewhich intersect on

the line I. Any three pointcouples,(A, A'),(P,P'),(Q, Q'),de-termine

the plane,which is givenby the point couple(A, A') and

a line I of the originalplanecontainingthe intersection of AP^ A'P\
the intersection of y4Q,AQ', and the intersection of PQ, P Q'.

Any line couple,(A*,A;'),and plane{AA\ /),have then a point
couplein common. For, in the given
plane,with the lines A:,A;'and the points
A, A', by drawing lines through 0 to

meet k,k\ we can, in virtue of Desargues**
theorem, construct a line, m, passing
through the intersection of k and k'. If

this line meet the line / in T, the lines

TA, TA', by their intersections with A;,A;'

respectively,define a pointcouple{K,K').
This lies on the line couple(A;,A:')and
also on the plane(AA\ /),and is the

pointcouplecommon to these.

Again, any two planes,{AA\ k) and {BB\ Z),have a line couple
in common. For take the line couplecontainingthe two point
couples{A, A') and (P,B), which is representedby the two lines

AB^ A'B' of the givenplane; let these meet in M. Draw from M

an arbitraryline in this plane,meeting the two givenlines k, I,of

this planerespectivelyin K and L ; let KA, LB meet in Q, and

KA\ LB' meet in R. Then from Desargues'theorem, appliedto
the two triads A, Q, B and A\ R, B', it follows that QR passes

through 0, so that (Q,R) is a pointcouple.As QA, RA' meet on A',
and QP, RB' meet on /, this point couplebelongsto both the

planes.If another line ML^K^ be drawn through M, and Q, be the

positionthence obtained for Q, the applicationof Desargues'theorem
to the triads L^,K^, Q^ and L, K^ Q shews that the line QQ^ passes
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through the point// where h and I intersect. Similarlythe point
R describes a line passingthroughH, Thus the pointcouple(Q,R)

'.K

lies on a line lyingin both planes,which is the line we desired to

construct.

The theorymay be continued. It may sufficeto giveone further

exampleof its development,by drawingthe line from a givenpoint
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{r"n% each determined by (r+1) independentpoints,of which,
by hypothesis,every pointbelongsto the ?i-foldsystem. Two such

contained systems,for the same or different values of r, may have

pointsin common. Denote by Sr sl system determined by (r+ 1)
independentpoints,and in particularby Sq a singlepoint. The

generalstatement is that,if'r and h he two numbers both less titan

n hut such that their sum is equalto or greaterthan n, then two

systems^Sr and *S'^,both contained in S^ have always common a

system Sr^h-n^but may have common a system Sk for which k is

greater than r+h " n. When, as before,r "n and h"n, hut

r-\-h"n, two systems Sr,Sji,both contained in Sn, have not always
a system common. In general,with r"n,h"n, if tivo systems
Sr, Sh, both contained in Sn, have common a system Sr+h-n+n ^^^^*

there exists a system Sn-a contained in Sn, which contains both Sr
and Sh.

IVe shew that these results are a logicalconsequence of one

fundamental proposition,which, like the conceptionof a system of

pointsdetermined by givenpoints,we assume. This propositionis

that,ifin the systemS^ there be contained a systemS^-i,determined

by n independentpointsof Sn, and also a systemS^, determined by
two pointsof Sn which do not belongto Sn-i, then Sj and Sn-i have

one pointin common, so that every Sn-i contained in Sn has with

every 6*1contained therein at least one common point.For instance

we assume that,in a S2 (orplane),any two S^,(any two lines),have

a point in common ; and, in a Ss, any planehas common, with a

line determined by two pointsnot in this plane,a singlepoint.
(1) From this propositionit follows that every Sr contained in

Sn, where r"n, has a pointin common with every Sn-r contained

in Sn-
To prove this we remark that when r = 2 every Sr-^ contained

in Sn has a pointin common with any *S'"_^+icontained therein.

Then we shew that,from the assumptionthat every Sr-i contained

in Sn has a pointin common with any Sn-r+\ contained therein,it

follows that every Sr contained therein has a point in common

with any Sn-r so contained. Consider an Sr determined by the

r + 1 independentpointsAQ,Ai,...,Ar, contained in Sn, and an

Sn-r contained in Sn- It issupposedthat Sr is not wholly contained

in Sn-r'-,there is therefore at least one of the pointsAq, A-^^,...,Ar
which is not contained in Sn-r ; ^^'e may therefore suppose that the

pointAr is not contained in Sn-rtand that the pointsAo,Ai,...,Ar-i
are independentpoints.The Sn-r is determined by n " r + l in-dependent

points,and we may suppose that Ar is independentof
these, since (ti" r+l) + l, or ^+1" (r" 1), is less than the

greatestpossiblenumber, n + 1, of independentpointsin Sn (for
r = 2,3, . . .). These n " r-\-l pointstogetherwith Ar thus deter-
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mine a
" "_r-ri

contained in ^9,,,which we may speak of "" deter-mined

bv"S\,_,.and.i^.On theotherliand the points.io,^i,..-^^r-i
determine a ^^-icontained in Sf. By what we have supposed,this
!l,_iand the

" n-^+i
have a pointin common (one at least),which

WL' mav denote by P. This pointP, beingin 2"y_i,is in Sr^,as also

is .i,.,and we can sup{){)se P and A,, not to coincide;thus the

pointsF and A, determine a ^^ lyingin 6^. On the other hand

both F and Ay lie in the ^"_,+idetermined by *S',i_;.and Ar-, as

therefore also does the Ej. By the fundamental proposition,there-fore,

the
-1

and Sn-r h^ive a pointin common, say Q, which, as Sj
is contained in Sr-,is a pointcommon to Sr and *S'"_r.This is the

pointwhose existence was to be shewn.

To explainthe argument by a particularcase suppose n = 4

and 7* = 2. We are to shew that any two })lanesin a space of four

dimensions have a pointin connnon (one at least).Let these be

S.. d̂etermined by the independentpointŝo? ^i" ^2^ and "S'./,of

which iS/does not contain A^. Then A^ and S^ determine a Ss,
while ^,"^i determine a -/ contained

in S^\ this Si'has with
-3

a pointP
common. Both A". and P are in iS.,,and

determine a ^Ij,the line A.P. But A^
and P are both in ^3, which contains

S:, Thus the line AJE* meets S.^ in Q,
which is then common to S,^.and S.^.
T'hus it appears as a consequence of the

tacts that in an S. â line intersects a

plane,and in an ^4 a line intersects an iSg,that,in an S^^ an S^
intersects an S.^.

(2) We next deduce, if r"?? and 7i"?i,butr-l-^^w, that an

Sr and an S^ have an Sy+h-n in common (atleast).It is sufficient,
after (1),to prove this when r-\-h"n. For this we suppose that

an Sr-\ and an Sh have an S,.^h-n-\in common, which is true, by
(1),when r = n " }i-{-\.

We can, as in (1),suppose the Sy to be determined by a Sr-i,
lyingin Sy, and a point^4, also lyingtherein. Then, because

r ^ n " h, we can, in ly-i^^nd a ^n-h-i'-,with A this will determine

a 'Zn-hflyi^^ô̂ '^r'-,by (1),this 1n-h will contain a point,P, of

Sh; this pointP lies then in Sr and Sh. By hypothesisthe 2^_i
and Sh have a 'Ey^h-n-î̂ common ; this,lyingin S^-i,also lies in

Sr. Assuming,for a moment, that P does not lie in the 'Sr-^h-n-\-"
this pointP and the Xy+h-n-ntogether,determine an Sy^h-n^and
this lies both in S,.and Sh because both P and 2,+/j_n-ido so. This

establishes the statement made.

That the common point,P, of Sh and the ^n-h determined by
^n-h-i and A, does not necessarilylie in the Xr+h-n-icommon to

3"2
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^r-i s-i^dSjiseems clear ; for we can suppose P determined by Sf^
and A and Xn-A-u before we specifythe r+h " n pointswhich,
taken with %n-h-itdetermine the 5^r-i;if -P,which is common to

Sh and 2"_A5 were alwaysin X^-i,it would be in 2"_ft_i;this how-ever

has,in general,no pointcommon
with Sh,

For an illustrativeexample,let n = 3,
r = 2, /i= 2; the theorem will be that

in an 6*3,a space of three dimensions,
an S^ has with an S.^a line common.

We suppose the S^,determined by a

line 2i and a pointA. In this line Si
take a pointSq; this point,with A^

determines a line '^n-h'"lyii^gi" *^2- This line,2,^-^,contains a

point P of 6*2',lyingin S^. The line Si has, with S,[,a common

point2o',also in 6*2.As P and 1^ are different,theydetermine a

line,PSo',lyingboth in S^ and aSo'.Thus the hypothesisthat a

line and an S^^ lyingin an S.^ ĥave a pointin common, involves

that two planesin 6*3have a line in common.

(3) Lastly,if in a system S^ an Sr and iS/ ĥave common a

system Sr+h-n+fithen there exists a system *S'^_^,contained in Sn^
which contains both Sr and iS/j.It is not assumed that r + ^ is as

greatas n.

By the hypothesiswe must have

r + li" n -\-1 "^ 7'^ and r + h " 7i-\-1 ^ h,

so that h^n " t and r'^n " t. We can take, in Sy+ji-n+tiinde-pendent

pointsin number r + h " n-{-t-]r1 ; these,with n " t " h

points,independentof the former,taken in S^^ will furnish r+1

independentpointsby which S^ may be determined ; the same

r + ^ " n + ^ + l pointsin *S',.+;i_-n+i ?
1th n " t pointsinde-pendent

of those alreadytaken in S^-,will furnish ^-+ 1 pointsby
which S],may be determined. The total number of independent
pointsthus employedis,however, only

{r^}i-n-\-t-\-Y)-^{n-t-}i)-\-{n-t-r)

or 71 " ^ + 1. The system determined by these,which is a S^-t ĉon-tains

then both S^ and S^.
For example,for n = 4, r "

}i= ^^ two planesin a fourfold space
have not a line in common unless theyboth lie in the same space
of three dimensions.

Examples of the Propositions of Incidence in space of

four and five dimensions.

Ex, 1. In space of four dimensions, two lines which have no

pointin common, beingeach determined by two points,determine

togethera space of three dimensions,defined by four pointstwo
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on each line. This threefold space has in connnon with any aibi-

trarv third Hne of the fourfold space a singlepoint; from this

point can be drawn, in this threefold space, a singletransversal
line of the two former lines. Thus we can shew that three general
lines in space of ft)ur dimensions are all met bv one other definite

line. If the three lines lie in a threefold space they have,of course,

an infinite number of connnon transversals.

Ex. 2. In generala line and planein a fourfold space have no

pointin connnon. If they have a point O in common, this with

another point P of the line,and two other pointsA^ B of the

planenot lyingin line with 0, make four points,which determine

a threefold space containingboth the givenline and plane.
But through one of three lines in fourfold space, having one

common transversal,can be drawn a singleplaneto meet each of

the other two lines in a point,that namelycontainingthe chosen

line and the common transversal line of the three givenlines.
It follows that,in space of four dimensions,oo

^ planescan be

drawn through an arbitrarv pointO to meet each of three given
lines of generalposition.For a planecan be drawn containingthe
line joining0 to an arbitrarypointof one of the three givenlines
which shall meet each of the other two. We can further specify
three other lines each of which is met by every one of these planes.
For consider one of these planes,meeting the three given lines

a, 6,c, respectivelyin A^ B, C. In this planethe lines AB and OC

intersect one another, say in the point P. And this point P is

clearlyon the line which is the intersection of the threefold defined

by the lines a, b and the planeOc. There are two other lines which

arise by replacingc, in this description,by a or by b.

Ex. 3. It has alreadybeen remarked above that the necessary
condition for two planesin fourfold space to have a line in common

is that these planesshould lie in a threefold space. This space will

be determined by two pointsof the line and two further points,
one on each plane.

Ex. 4. Three lines in most generalposition,being determined

by six points,two on each line,lie in at most five dimensions ; if

the lines have a singlecommon transversal line,they lie in the

fourfold space determined by two pointsof this and a further point
on each of the lines ; if they have two common non-intersecting
transversal lines theylie in the threefold space determined by these.

Similarlya line and a plane,determined by two pointsof the line

and three pointsof the plane,lie in a fourfold space, unless the

line and plane have a common point. Further, two planesare
determined by three pointson each, and lie in at most five dimen-sions

; if the planeshave one common pointtheylie in four dimen-sions

; if theyhave two common pointstheyliein three dimensions.
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Ex. 5. It was seen that in three dimensions a definite Hne can

be drawn from a point to meet two generalnon-intersectinglines.

A correspondingresult is that,in five dimensions,a definite plane
can be drawn from a pointto meet three generallines. For let the

linesbe givenrespectivelyby the pairsof pointsA, A'; B, B'; C,C\
We may suppose these to be six independentpointsdetermining
the fivefold space. Let O be another pointof this space. By the

five pointsO, A, A\ B^ B' Si fourfold space is determined ; by the

five pointsO, ^, A\ C, C another such. The common pointsof
these two spaces determine a threefold space, ^Sg,of which 0 is one

pointand AA' is one line. In the fivefoldspace this threefold space,

iSg,meets the fourfold space determined by the pointsO, B,B', C, C^

in a plane,ts- ; this plane,tzr,contains 0, and, beingin S^, it meets

the line AA' in a point.It is however the common planeof the

three fourfold spaces O, A,A\ B, B'; 0, A, A\ C, C; 0, B, B\ C, C\
and thus by symmetry equallymeets the lines BB' and CC. It

is therefore such a planeas is desired. And it is the onlysuch ; for

any planethrough0 meetingthe lines AA' and BB' contains three

pointsof the fourfold space O, A, A\ B, B' and therefore lies in

this space.
In consequence there are x

^ planesmeetingfour lines of general
positionin space of five dimensions. Denotingthe linesrespectively
by ", b,c, d, and the pointsin which such a planemeets these re-spectively

by P, Q, R, S, the pointof intersection of the lines QR
and PS is in the threefold space determined by the lines b,c, and

also in the threefold space determined by the lines a, d. It is there-fore

on the line which is the intersection of these threefold spaces

{b,c]and {a,d}. The planein question,meeting the four lines

a, b,c, J, therefore meets this line; as well,similarly,as the line of

intersection of the threefold spaces [c,a}and {b,d},and the line of

intersection of the spaces {a,6},{c,d\.
Ex. 6. The firstpart of Desargues'theorem was concerned with

two triads of points,̂, B, C and ^',B\ C\ in threefold space,
with the propertythat the joinsof correspondingpoints,namely
the lines AA', BB', CC, had a point,O, in common. Consider

now, correspondingly,in fourfold space, two tetrads A, B. C, D and

A',B', C, D\ likewise in perspectiveby lines from a point,0, it

beingsupposedthat A, B, C, D are not in a planeand, therefore,
determine a threefold space, while A',B', C\ D' similarlydeter-mine

another such space, these two spaces intersectingin a plane,

say CT. It then follows,as in Desargues'theorem, that corresponding
joininglines of pointsin these tetrads,as for examplethe lines BC

and B'C',meet in a pointlyingin the plane-sr. Thence, two corre-sponding

planesof the two tetrads meet in a line of the planeot ;

for instance the planesA, B, C and A', B', C have common the
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three points{BC, B'C), (CA, C'A'), (AB, A'B'\ which, as the

planesABC\ ABC are distinct,must be in hne. The six points
of intersection of correspondingHnes are then on four Hnes of the

planew. (Cf.the tetrads A,B,C\P; A\B ,C',jPin the Frontispiece.)
K,r. 7. The results of Examples 2 and 5 may be generalised"

and the conclusions will be of interest for an applicationto the

theory of related ranges of points.
We prove that in space of an odd number of dimensions,Son-i,

a definite iS,i_i"^''^'i be drawn through a point,O, to meet 7i lines of

generalposition,each in one point.And hence, that there are x
^

spaces Sn-i meeting(;i+ l) lines of generalposition;and further,
when w " 2, that each of these Sn-i meets the line which is the

intersection of the ^^3,containingany two of the (n + 1) givenlines,
with the S.^n-3containingthe remaining{71" 1) of the givenlines.
There are ^n {?i+ 1) lines of this dtvscription.

We prove, also,that in space of an even number of dimensions,

i^an,a definite Sn-i can be drawn to meet (/i+ l) lines of general
position.And hence,that there are x

^

spaces Sn passingthrougha

point,O, which meet (n-\-l)lines of generalposition; and further,
when /I " 1,that each of these S^ meets the line which is the inter-section,

of the 5*3containingtwo of the (/i+ 1)givenlines,with the

*S._",i_2containing0 and the remaining(/i" 1) of the given lines.

There are ^71(n + 1) lines of this description.
Consider a space S^n-i,and therein a point,0, and n lines of

generalposition.Let a be one of the lines ; the remaining(n " 1)

lines,each determined by two of its points,togetherwith 0, depend
upon (271" 1) points,which, as w^e provisionallyassume, may be

regardedas independent.These determine then a Son-^containing
O and these (71" 1) lines,which we speakof as determined by 0

and these lines. In the S^_-^,this S2n-2meets the line a in a point,
sav A. There are other (tz" I) spaces, also of dimension (27i" 2),
each of which contains the pointO, the line ", and all of the re-maining

givenlines except one. The 7i spaces, *S'.",j_o,thus defined,
meet in a Sn-i

,
which contains the pointA, this beingon every one

of the spaces. Bv symmetry this "S"_icontains a pointof each of

the n given lines ; and it passes through O. Conversely a Sn_j^

through O, which meets each of the n givenlines,has 7i pointsin

common with a "S'2"_2containingO and any (n"l) of these lines;
such *S"_ithus coincides w4th that found,which is therefore unique.

It follows that there are x
^

spaces Sn-i meeting(;i+ 1) lines of

generalpositionin Son-i,namelyone such through every pointof
a selected one of the (/i+ l) givenlines. Let one such Sn^^ meet

two of these givenlines,say a^ and "._,,respectivelyin Ai and Ao.

The (/I" 1) intersections of this Sn_i with the other (;i" 1) given
lines determine a Sn-2 lyingin the chosen Sn_^; and the line A^A.,,
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lyingin the "S'"_i,meets this *S'"_2in a point,say P. This is a point
of the Sn-\. The hne A-^A^^however,hes in the 6*3determined by
the hnes fliand a^\ and the *S'"_2contains {n " \)pointsof the *S'2"_3

containingthe other {n " V) givenlines,and so lies in this S^n-z-
Thus the pointP is in the space common to the S. ând S^^-z; this

common space is of dimension (2^ " 1) " {.^n" 4 + 2) or 1,namely
it is a line. This proves the result stated for a space S^n-i' The

method of proofisprovisional,since we have,for simplicity,assumed

without examination various sets to consist of independentpoints.
The same remark appliesto the case of a space S.2n,which we now

consider.

In a space S^n suppose (?i+ l) lines of generalpositionto be

given.Let a be one of these lines. The remaining71 lines deter-mine

a "S'o"_i
,
which will meet the line a in a point,say A. The

space common to this S2n-\and to the other n spaces of dimension

2/1"1, each determined by the line a and {n " \) of the remaining
lines,is of dimension '^n " {n + \\ = n " 1. This S^-x contains the

pointA^ which is on each of the {n-\-'[)spaces *S'2^i_i; and thus,

by symmetry, this S^-^,meets every one of the (n+ 1) givenlines.

Conversely,any existingSn-^ meeting these lines,as it contains

n pointsof each jSa^-icontainingn of these lines,lies in all the

{n + 1) spaces S^n-i; the S^^_xfound is therefore unique. Hence we

deduce that a singlespace Sn exists containingan arbitraryline,6,
which meets n other lines of generalposition.For this line,h,and
these n others,are all met by a certain iS'^_i,as we have shewn;
this Sn-i is determined by n pointswhich, with a pointof the line

b not lyingon the S^-i-igive{n-\-\)pointsdetermininga S^ con-taining

h and the S^-i ; this Sn therefore meets these n other lines

each in a point.
It follows that X

^

spaces S^ can be drawn throughan arbitrary
pointO to meet {n-\-\)lines of generalposition.Take one of these

Sn\ let "i, "2 be two of the {n+ \) lines,the aggregateof the re-maining

(n " \) lines beingdenoted by {c).On these lines (c)there

are the (n " \) pointsin which theyare met by this iS^,and this

also contains the pointO. These n pointsdetermine a Sn-^ lying
in this Sn, and this is intersected in a pointby the line,say ^,also

lyingin this /S^,joiningthe two pointswhere this Sn meets a^ and

ao. Thus we have a point,say P, of Sn not on any of the {n-^1)

given lines. The Sn-^ contains n pointsof the *S'2"_2determined by
the (^ " 1) lines (c)and the pointO, and the line t lies in the S.^
determined by the two lines ^i, a^. The pointP therefore lies on

the intersection of this S^_n-2and S^^and these,in Sr,n,meet in a

space of 2n " (2 4- 2?i - 3) dimensions, that is in a line. The x ^

spaces Sn thus meet the line which is the intersection of the S^^

containingtwo of the (?i+ 1) givenlines,and the S^n-zdetermined
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sions. One such planecan be drawn passingthroughtwo arbitrary-
pointsone on each of two of the four givenlines ; so that we may

say there are x
^ such planes.It will be provedsubsequently,with

the help of an assumptionin addition to the Propositionsof Inci-dence,

that all these planesmeet another line. (Seep. 92, below.)
Let the givenlines be denoted by ", 6,c, d^ and the line which

meets ", 6, c be denoted by d\ the lines meeting the other sets of

three of the four givenlines beingdenoted respectivelyby a, h\ c \

then it can be shewn from the Propositionsof Incidence onlythat
the four threefolds determined respectivelyby the pairsof lines

(","'),(6,6'),(c,c) and (c?,cZ')do not meet in a pointmerely,but
in a line. It is this line which is shewn to be met by any plane
meetingthe lines a, 6,c, d.

On the Principle of Duality in general. We have remarked

that in three dimensions the Propositionsof Incidence establish a

dualitywhereby,to every geometricalresult involvingpoints,lines
and planes,there correspondsa result involvingrespectivelyplanes,
lines and points.A similar dualityarises from the Propositionsof
Incidence in space of any number of dimensions. If the space be

of 71 dimensions the correspondencebetween spaces contained therein

is between a space of dimension r and a space of dimension n " r"\.

Thus to a pointcorrespondsa *S'"_i; to the line determined by two

pointscorrespondsthe S^-i which is the intersection of two spaces
S'"_i,and so on. To our fundamental propositionthat a line meets

a iS'"_iin a pointcorrespondsthen the statement that a S^-i and a

pointtogetherdetermine a i^n-i,which was a more fundamental

part of our descriptionof what is a space, or system.
Thus, in four dimensions,to a pointcorrespondsa threefold and

to a line correspondsa plane; and converselyin each case. For

example,as two planesin four dimensions have in generala point
in common, so two lines determine a threefold ; the fact that when

the planeshave a line in common theylie in a threefold,becomes
the fact that when two lines lie in a planetheyhave a pointin

common. The fact that a line and a planewhich meet in a point
lie in a threefold is evidentlydual to its converse. Again as there

is a line meetingeach of three generallines in a point,so there is

a planemeetingeach of three givenplanesin a line ; the fact that

three lines lyingin a threefold are met, each in a point,by an

infinite number of lines lyingin this threefold,becomes the fact

that if three planeshave a pointin common an infinite number of

planescan be drawn through this pointeach meetingeach of the

three givenplanesin a line. The result we have discussed above,
that there is an infinite number of planesthrough a givenpoint
meeting each of three givenlines,of generalposition,in a point,
becomes the statement that of the lines meetingthree givenplanes
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of generalpositionthere is an infinite number lyingin an assigned
threefold; these are evidentlythe common transversals of the lines

in which the three givenplanesmeet the threefold.

In five dimensions a line is dual to a threefold and a planeis
dual to a plane.For example,the fact that two lines in a plane
have a pointin conunon is dual to the fact that if two threefolds,
instead of meeting in a line,meet in a plane,then thev lie in a four-fold

space.
On projection from one space to another. It is frequently

possibleto make a correspondencebv geometricalconstruction be-tween

the pointsof one space, a, and the pointsof another space,
yS,a singlearbitrarypointof either space beingthus related uni(juely
to a singlepointof the otlier space. When throughcertain fixed

points,or spaces, 7, variable spaces, tu-,can be drawn, each of which

intersects the space a in one point,and is made unique by the

assignmentof this point,and then intersects the space ^ in one

point,and if the same is true when instead of a, /3 we say respec-tively

j3,a, then such a correspondencemay be called a projection.
The process will have so many applicationsthat it seems unnecessary
to do more at this stage than to refer to it as one of the funda-mental

thinofs.

SECTION II. THE CORRESPONDENXE OF THE POINTS

OF T\V O LINES. PAPPUS' THEOREM

Preliminary remarks. In usingthe words point,line,plane,
for the entities of our theory,it is clearlyintended that the pro-perties

obtained shall not be widely different from those ordinarily
supposedto belongto the entities,givenor suggestedby experience,
to which these familiar names are attached. In particular,the full-ness,

or multiplicity,of the pointsthat are possibleon a line must

not be widelydifferent in the two cases. As will appear quite
adequatelyin the sequel,this condition is not secured by the

Propositionsof Incidence alone ; these leave us free to regardas

distinct,because differentlyobtained,pointswhich, from the sug-gestions
of our experience,we should regardas coincident. This

experiencetakes account in fact of other ideas than those we have

embodied in the Propositionsof Incidence,in particularof the idea

of one point of the line being between two others. This idea is

considered in Chapter 11. As has been stated in the Introductory
Remarks to this volume,we do not finallyadoptthis idea as funda-mental

; the presentSection is intended to lead up to the adoption
of another assumptionwhich will enable us to avoid this.

The questionof the identification of pointsupon a line we merge
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in the questionof the identityof the pointsof two ranges of points
on the line ; and this we regardas a particularcase of the question
when two ranges of pointson two different lines can be regarded
as being in unambiguous correspondence,so that the specification
of a pointof either line leads to a definite pointof the other. One

way in which such a correspondencearises is suggestedby our pre-ceding
work ; the pointsof two ranges which are in perspective

from a point are evidentlyin such unambiguous correspondence.
It is natural then to make the condition that a method of corre-spondence

adoptedshall be such that ranges in perspectiveare a

particularcase ; and hence that ranges which are in correspondence
by means of a succession of any number of perspectivitiesshall also

be in correspondencein virtue of the definition which we adopt.
In a phraseologywe have used,and by a result obtained in Section i,

this comes to sayingthat two ranges which are ?^elated,in particular
in perspective,shall correspondwith one another. A particular
consequence of this condition is that if four pointsof one range be

in the harmonic relation to one another,this shall be true also of

the four correspondingpointsof the other range. But, of four

pointsin this harmonic relation,three can be taken arbitrarily.
Thus the method of correspondencewhich we adopt must be of

such generalitythat, having taken any three pointsupon one of

two lines,a correspondenceispossiblein which any three arbitrarily
chosen pointsof the other line correspondrespectivelyto these ;

and the same must be true of two ranges upon the same line which

correspondto one another. Now, we can find upon any line,b,sl

range which is related,in the sense used in Section i, to a given
range upon another line,a, so that three arbitrarypointsof b shall

correspondto three specifiedpointsof the givenrange (a); if the

Propositionsof Incidence were sufficient to secure an uniquepoint
of b to correspondthen to an arbitrarypointof the givenrange {a),
these Propositionsmight be a sufficientbasis for such a theoryof

correspondence.Unfortunatelythis is not so. On the other hand

a range on one line,related to a givenrange on another line,cannot
be constructed so that four arbitrarypointsof the constructed range
.shallcorrespondto four givenarbitrarypointsof the originalrange.

Hence either we must giveup the suggestionthat the method of

correspondenceadopted,ultimatelywith a view to the identification

of the pointsof a line,shall lead us to regardrelated ranges as

being in correspondence; or else a statement that two ranges are

in correspondencebecause theyare related must alwaysbe accom-panied

by a statement of a particularconstruction renderingthe
method of relation unambiguous; or else finallywe must add to

the Propositionsof Incidence some further generalProposition
which,probablyby actingas a restriction of what pointswe regard
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as possibleon a line,shall secure that the correspondenceof the

pointsof two related ranges is uniquewhen three pointsof the one

are given as correspondingto three pointsof the other. It is the

last alternative which we adopt. As will be seen, a geometrical
theorycan tlius be framed which, avoidingmany particularassump-tions,

obtains results exactlycorrespondingto tliose usuallybased
on these assumptions.The merit of pointingout, in part,the very

remarkable fact that such a course should be possiblebelongsori-ginally

to H. Wiener, Jahresbericht d. Deutschcn Math.-Verehiy
Erster Bd., 1890-91, p. 47. His statement relates to geometry in

a plane.For subsequentdevelopmentcf. F. Schur, Math. Annal. li,

1899, p. 402 and Hilbert,Gauss- Weber Festschrift^Griuidlagender
Geometric. 1899.

Conditions that the correspondence of two related ranges
should be of freedom three. Consider,in space of three dimen-sions

until the contraryis said,two lines,a, 6, which do not inter-sect.

Upon the former take three arbitrarypoints,A^ A\ A", and

upon the latter three arbitrarypoints,B, B\ B". Join AB ; upon
this take any point C. From C draw the transversal,CC'C'\ to

meet the joinA'B' in the pointC\ and the joinA"B" in the point
C"; denote this transversal by c. Then, if A'" be any fourth point
on the line a, the transversal,A'"B" C"\ drawn from A'",to meet

the line b in B" and the line c in C"\ makes correspondto the

arbitrarypointA'" of a the definite pointB'" of b. Namely the

assignmentof three points,5, B\ B", of 6,to correspondrespec-tively
to three givenpoints,A^ A\ A'\ of a, with the additional

assignmentof'a definitepointC of the line AB, makes correspondto

any range {AAA A'"
. . .)of the line a, a definiterange {BB'B B" ...)

of the line b.

But it does not follow that this correspondenceis independent
of the positionof C upon the line

AB, when A, A\ A" and B, B\ B"

remain the same. Let D be any
other pointof the line AB, and

draw the transversal d to meet

the line AB' in the point D \
RTidiA'B" in Z""; then denote by
B^ the pointin which the trans-versal

A'B^Di, drawn from A"

to meet the lines b and d, meets

the line b. It does not follow

from the Propositionsof Inci-dence

alone that the pointB^ co-incides

with B".

\i Bi do coincide with B"\ then the line A"B"'C"' coincides with
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the line A"'B^Dz and meets all of ft,b, c, d. If such coincidence

holds for all positionsof A'" upon a, the four lines a, 6,c,c?,simply
in virtue of havingthree tra,nsverssih,ABCD, A' BC D'

,
A" B' C" D'\

will have an infinite number of transversals,namely,what is im-portant,

one passingthroughevery pointof the line a. And, if it

be true generallythat any four lines,of which no two intersect,

(lyingin a threefold space),which have three transversals meeting
all of them, have also a common transversal passingthroughany

point of one of them, then, in the figurejustconsidered,the four

lines ABC, A'B'C\ A'B'C', A'"B'"C'" will be intersected by the

transversal drawn to the firstthree of them from any point,D, of

the first.

We thus have two equivalentconditions which are necessary,
and are also sufficient,in order to secure that the correspondence
of two related ranges, on two non-intersectinglines a, 6, may be

uniquelydetermined by the assignmentof three pointsof one of

these lines to correspondrespectivelyto three assignedpointsof
the other,namely:

1. That if four skew lines have three common transversals,they
should possess a common transversal throughany pointof each of

the four line^.

% That if three lines,a, 6,c, of which no two intersect,be each

met by three other lines,ABC, AB'C\ A"B"C", then every trans-versal

of the firstthree lines,", 6,c, should meet every transversal

of the second set of three lines.

Brianchon hexagons and another form of the conditions.

This last can be replacedby another equivalentcondition. Consider

six points,not lyingin a plane,joinedin a definite order,P, Q',R,
P', Q, R\ to form what we describe as a skew hexagon. It is easy
to see that, if the three lines PP', QQ

,
RR\ joiningopposite

angularpointsof the hexagon,meet in a point,say 0, then any

two oppositesides of the hexagon,such as PQ\ P'Q, or Q'R, QR\
or RP\ R'P, intersect one another. And converselythat,if every
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pair of oppositesitlesis in a {)lane,the three diagonalsmeet in a

point. A liexagon with this particularitywe may distinguishby
callingit a Br'miichon hexagon. Such a hexagon is constituted by
six pointsof the figurewe were discussing,namely,in order,A \ A'\

B'\ B, C, C The three pairsof oppositesides of this hexagon,
namelv (A'A'\BC\ (A'B", CC'\ {B'B^ C'A'\ meet, respectively,in

the pointsA^ C'\ B'. The condition i^Z)above can then be stated in

the form

3. That any transversal of one set of alternate sides (here the

lines a, b,c) of a Brianchon hexagon should intersect every trans-versal

of the other set of alternate sides (here the lines BC, C'A\

A'B").

Pappus' Theorem. Is true if the conditions are satisfied.

These three conditions are, in virtue of the Propositionsof In-cidence,

equivalentto one another. We proceedto shew that they
are also equivalentto a certain propositionof geometry in a plane;
that is,that this propositionfollows if any one of the three con-ditions

is supposedalways to be satisfied,while,conversely,the
truth of this propositionwould secure that every one of these con-ditions

is satisfied. The propositionin questionis
4. If L, 3/, N be anv three pointsof a line,and L\ M\ N' be

any three pointsof another line,intersectingthe former, then the

three pointsof intersection of cross joins

(MN\M'N), {NL',N'L\ {LM\L'M)

are in line.

This propositionis stated in the avva'yw^rj of Pappus (?340 a.d.

See Ch. Taylor Âncient and Modern Geometryqf'Conks Ĉambridge,
1881, p. liii,and the works of T. L. Heath on the geometry of the

Greeks referred to in the Bibliographyat the end of this volume).
We shall refer to it as Pappus'Theorem.

We shew, first,that Pappus'theorem follows if the condition (2)
above be satisfied.

Let O be the pointof intersection of the lines LMN and L'M'N',
which we may denote respectively
by e and e'

. Through the points
L and L draw two lines,respec-tively

a and a\ intersectingin a

pointP, not lyingin the plane
of the lines e and e\ but other-wise

arbitrary.Through the point
M draw any line,6, intersecting
the line a

, say in the point C.

This line b will not intersect the

line a, or the line L'M N\ since.
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otherwise,a would intersect the Hne LMN and be in the planeof
e and e'. Then through the pointM' draw the transversal to the

lines a and 6,say the line b\ meeting the lines a, b respectivelyin

C and Q. This line b' will not meet the line a\ or the line LMN,
since,otherwise,the line a would intersect the line L'M'N' and be

in the planeof e and e. Lastly,draw from the pointN the trans-versal

to the lines a and b',say the line c, meeting a and b',re-spectively,

in the pointsB' and A. This line c will not meet any
one of the lines b, a, L'M'N\ since,otherwise,the line a would

meet the line LMN. And draw from the pointN' the transversal

to the lines a, 6,say the line c\ meeting these,respectively,in B

and A' This line c will not meet any one of the lines b\ a',LMNy
since,otherwise,the line a would meet L'M'N'. The fact that no

two of the four lines a',b\ c
,
LMN intersect,and no two of the

four lines a, 6,c, L'M'N' intersect,is thus a consequence of taking
P to be any pointnot lyingin the planeof the two lines e and e'.

If now we assume the condition (2)above to be satisfied,it follows
that the two lines c, c intersect one another,say in the pointR,
Let this be so.

The line QR does not meet either the line e or the line e \ since,
in the former case, b and c would intersect,and, in the latter case,

b' and c would intersect ; thus QR does not lie in the plane[^,e\
which contains the two lines MN' and M'N. But QR intersects the

line MiV",these two lines,QR, MN\ beingboth in the plane[b,c'];
and QR intersects M'N, these two beingboth in the plane[b',c].
Therefore the line QR must pass through the pointof intersection

of the lines MN' and M'N ; this intersection may thus be defined

as the pointof intersection of the line QR with the plane[e,e'].
The points(NL',N'L) and {LM', L'M) are, similarly,the intersec-tions,

respectively,of the lines RP and PQ with the plane[e,e'\
The pointsP, Q, R are not in line,since the pointsL, M, iV,
L',M', N' are supposedto be of such generalpositionsthat the

three points{MN', M'N), (NL',N'L), {LM', L'M) are different.

These three pointsare therefore in line,namelyin the line in which

the planePQR meets the plane[e,e'].
Thus Pappus'theorem is shewn to follow if the condition (2)is

satisfied,and therefore follows equallyif either of the equivalent
conditions,(1)or (3),is satisfied.

Pappus' Theorem. The conditions follow if Pappus'
Theorem be assumed. Converselywe now shew that if Pappus'
theorem be assumed, then condition (2)is satisfied.

Let a, b, c be any three lines,of which no two intersect,and

a\ b'
,

c any other three lines of which,equally,no two intersect ;

let every one of the lines a, b'
,
c' intersect every one of a, b,c, the

respectiveintersections beingP, C, B' on a
,
and C

, Q, A on b\
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beingintersectinglines,meeting,respectively,in J?,P, Q. The

joinsof oppositeangularpoints,namelythe lines AA\ BB\ CC\
therefore meet in a point. Taking account of this,we may sub-stitute

for the proofwhich has justbeen given,that condition (^)
is satisfied if Pappus'theorem be assumed, and conversely,the
followingproof.

Let ", 5,c be three skew lines,that is,lines of which no two

intersect,and a\ h\ c be three other skew lines,all intersecting
every one of a, 6,c. Denote the nine points

(",a'\ {a,b'\ {a,c'\ (b,a), (b,b'\ (b,c'),(c,a'),(c,b'\ {c,c\

respectively,by
P, C, B, C, Q, A\ B', A, R,

The three planes[a,d\ [6,5'],[c,c']then meet in pairsin the

three lines AA
^
BB\ CC\ which thus meet in one point,say Z.

Let LMN be a line,meeting the lines a, 6,c, respectively,in L, M

and iV,but not intersectingany of the lines a, b\ c. In the plane
[c,c']draw the line BN^ meetingthe line AA' in the pointD. Take

iV',an arbitrarypoint on the line c ; in the plane[c,c] draw the

line AN\ meeting the line BB' in the pointE. Let H be the in-tersection

of the lines A'B' and NN\ both lyingin the plane[c,c'\
Draw from N' the transversal to meet the lines a and b\ respec-tively,

in L' and M'.
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The pointsD, J/, C are in the plane[6,h'\and are also in the

planeLBN^ and are therefore in line. The pointsC, L\ E are in

the plane[",a'J,and are also in the planeM'AN', and are therefore

in line. Thus the line L'M lies in the two planesCA'B' and C'DE^
and, therefore,passes throughthe intersection of the two lines A'B'

and DE of the plane[r,c'\
Wherefore, the necessary and sufficientcondition that the two

transversals LMN and L'M'N' should intersect one another,which
is the condition that the lines L'M and NN' should intersect,is
that DE should pass throughthe intersection,H^ of A'B' and NN'.

If we assume Pappus'theorem, and applyit to the two triads

A^ N, B' and -B,A', N', lying,respectively,on two lines of the

plane[c,c'],the consequence is preciselythat DE passes through
//; for AA', BN meet in Z",while NN', A'B' meet in H, and AN',
BB' meet in E.

Thus condition (2)is satisfiedifPappus"theorem be assumed.

Conversely,from the assumptionthat the transversals LMN and

L'M'N' intersect one another,the truth of Pappus'theorem follows

for the two triads A, iV,B' and B, A',N'. Thus it will be proved
that Pappus'theorem follows when condition (2) is satisfied,if we

shew that the figurecan be constructed when A,N,B' and B, A',N'
are any two sets of three points,each in line,in a plane.For this,
take Z, the intersection of the lines AA' and BB'; from Z draw the

arbitraryline ZC'C, not in the planeof the two giventriads ; join
the pointsA and B to the arbitrarypoint,C, of this line,and join
the pointsA' and B' to the other arbitrarypoint,C, of this line.

Then, from the pointiV,draw the transversal NML to meet AC

in M and BC in L, and, from the pointN', draw the transversal

N'L'M' to meet B'C in L' and AC in M'. The construction of the

pointsZ),E, H then follows as before.

The identificationof the two results is thus completed.
It is thus shewn that the adjunctionof Pappus'theorem to the

Propositionsof Incidence enables us to regardthe assignmentof
three pointsof one line,to correspondto three pointsof another

line,not intersectingthe former,as leadingto a unique corre-spondence

for all pointsof two related ranges upon these lines.

Equivalence of Pappus' theorem with the conditions;
case of ranges in one plane. \Ve proceednow to shew that the

same is true for two related ranges upon lines which intersect one

another. That this must be so is evident from what has preceded;
for,of two ranges upon intersectinglines,one may be regarded,in
an infinite number of ways, as beingin perspectivewith a range

lyingon a line which does not intersect the other. But an inde-pendent

proofis interesting,and,incidentally,willfurnish informa-tion

in regardto related ranges in one plane.
4"2
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Suppose that the ranges (PQR...),{P'Q^R'...),respectivelyon

the intersectinglines AC^ AB, are related,beingboth in perspective
with the range (XYZ ...),respectivelyfrom B^ and C^. The line

XYZ
...

must intersect both AC and AB, so that BiC^ lies in the

planeof the lines AB, AC, meeting them, respectively,say, in B

and C. It can then be shewn that these ranges are related by per-

spectivitieswhose centres are any two pointson the line BC, as has

indeed alreadyappearedin Section i. For take any point,B^, of

BC; let B^P, B^Q, B^R, ... respectivelymeet C^P\ C,Q\ C,R\ ...

in

Xj, Yi, Zi, ...; then, by Desargues'theorem appliedto the two

triads PXX^, QYY^, since correspondingjoinsof pointsof these

triads meet in the points5^, Cj, B2, which are in line,it follows

that XjYi passes throughthe pointcommon to XY and AC. The

same is true for X-^Z^; and so on ; so that X-^,Y^, Zj are in line.

In the same way, if Co,be another pointof BC, and C2P',CoQ',C^R^
meet B2P, B^Q, B^R respectivelyin

Xs, F.2,Zo, we see, from the triads

PX.X^^qY.Y^, R'Z.Z^^thsiiX^Y^Z^
are in line.

We may thus suppose the ranges

(PQR...)and (P'Q'R...)to be in

perspectivewith a range XYZ
...

re-spectively

from the centres B and C,

We first shew that when, of the

two related ranges (PQ . . . ),(P 'Q'. . . ),
the three pointsP\ Q\ R' of one are

givenas correspondingto the three
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givenpointsP, Q, R of the other,then the point,S\ of one range
which correspondsto any assignedpoint,S, of the other,is without

ambiguityif we assume Pappus'theorem to be true.

By Pappus'theorem the two triads,P, Q, R and P',Q\R\ each

of pointson a line,giverise to another hue containingthe three

pointsof intersection {QR\ QR), {RP\ RP), (PQ\ P'"");and this

hue is without ambiguitywhen the two triads are given.But, also

by Pappus'theorem, this line in fact is the same as the intermediary
line A'l'Z,arisingwhen the two ranges are related by perspectivities
havingP, C for centres; for,bv applyingPappus'theorem to the

two triads P,C,Q and P',P, Q', we in'ferthat the point{PQ\ P'Q)
lies on the line XY. And we can similarly infer that the points
(QP',Q'P) and (7i*P',P'P) lie on the line XY. But then, if S' be

the pointof the range (P'QR' ...)which correspondsto a pointS
of the range (PQR ...),so that BS and CS' meet on XY, a similar

proofshews that RS' and R'S meet on XY.

Thus, the rule for the construction of *S",when P, Q, P, P\ Q\ R\
and aS,are given,is,to find the Pappus line of the two triads P, Q, R

and P\ Q\ R',take the intersection of R'S with this,and draw RS'

through this intersection. This construction necessarilygivesa

unique point,independentof the method whereby the ranges

{PQR . . .),{PQR'. ..)are related.

The proofof the converse theorem,that the uniquenessof *S",
when P, Q, P, P\Q\R\ and S, are given,requiresPappus'theorem,

may be omitted, in view of what has been said above.

Related ranges on the same line. Now consider two ranges

on the same line which are related ; by definition,this means that

one of these ranges is in perspectivewith a range, on another line,
which is related to the remainingrange of the givenline. Suppose
that the two ranges, {PQRS ...),(PQRS\..\ of the givenline have

three correspondingpoints,P, Q, P, in common ; and let{PQRS'...)
be in perspective,from a centre Z,
with a range {P^Q^R^Sj^. . .),related to

(PQRS ...),lying on another line,
which meets the former in T. Then,

by the above,the ranges {PQRS ...),

(PiQiPjaSi. . .)beingrelated,the joins,
PaSjand RiS, intersect on the Pappus
line of the two triads P, Q, P and

Pj, Qi, Pi, if we assume Pappus'
theorem. Denote the points{PQ,, P,Q),(QR,,Q^P),{RS,, R,S\
respectively,by A, P, C. By Dcsargues'theorem, appliedto the

triads P, A, P, and P, P, P^, the pointT lies on AB, which is also

the Pappus line of the two triads P, Q, P and P"Q,, R,. The fact

that C lies on this line,involves then,by Desargues'theorem applied
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to the triads Q, B, Qi and S, C, S^,that the line SS^ passes through
Z. Thus *S'coincides with *S".

Thus it is a consequence of Pappus'theorem that two related

ranges on the same line coincide entirelyif theyhave three corre-sponding

pointsin common.

Conversely,if two related ranges on the same line coincide

entirelywhen they have

^-^^ three pointsin common,

then Pappus'theorem fol-lows.

For, letA^ j5,C and

A^ B\C'he any two triads-

of pointsrespectivelyon

two lines which intersect

inX. Consider two related

ranges on these lines,so
constructed that the pointsA, B, C, of one of these,correspond
respectivelyto the pointsA\ B\ C of the other ; it follows from

precedingwork that such a construction is possible.Let the point
X, of intersection of the lines of the ranges, regardedas a pointof
the range {ABC ...),correspondto the pointZ' of the second line

A'B'C
...,

in virtue of the perspectivitiesby which the ranges are

related ; similarly,let the pointX, regardedas belongingto the

range (A'B'C'...\give rise to the point Y of the line ABC
...,

Join YZ\ and let this joiningline be met by AA\ A'B, AB\ re-spectively,

in the pointsP, Q, Q'. The pointsF, X, A, B, of the

first range, correspond,respectively,to the pointsX, Z',A\ B' of

the second range ; and, from the centre A\ the former range is in

perspectivewith F, Z',P, Q. Therefore,by what we have proved,
the last range is related to the range X, Z\ A\ B' \ this,however,
from the centre A^ is in perspectivewith the range F, Z',P, Q',
which is then related to the range F, Z\ P, Q. If,then, we assume

that two related ranges on the same line which have three pointsin

common entirelycoincide,we can infer that the pointsQ and Q'

coincide,so that the joinsAB' and A'B intersect on the line YZ'.

By a similar proofthe joinsAC and A'C intersect on this line as

do the joinsBC and B'C. This shews that Pappus'theorem holds

for the two triads A^ P, C and A\ B\ C.

Pappus^ theorem and the Principle of Duality. It was

seen that the Propositionsof Incidence lead to a duality,in virtue

of which, in space of three dimensions,pointscorrespondto planes
and conversely,and lines to lines. And the conditions (1),(2),(3)
above are of self-reciprocalcharacter,since two lines with a common

pointlie in a plane.As so far stated.Pappus'theorem has not this

character,and we must enquirewhether its adjunctionto the Pro-positions

of Incidence would destroythe validityof the dualityof
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space. We shew that this is not so by deducingthe reciprocalof

Pa})pus'theorem from itselfand the Propositionsof Incidence. In

three dimensions this reciprocalwould be that,ifthree planes,a, /3,7,
have a line,/,in conmion, and three planes,a',y8',7',have a line,/',
iticonunon, the lines /,V beingin one plane,and we take the lines

(a,yS),and (a',/3),and the planecontainingthese,the three planes
so obtained have a line in common. By takinga section of the

figureby an arbitraryplane,we see that this is equivalentto the

statement that, if three lines,a, i,c, lyingin a plane,meet in a

point,O, and three other lines,a',6',c, of this plane,meet in a

point,0',and we denote the pointsof intersection

(i,c'\{h\c\ (c,a!),(c,a),(",h'\{a, h)

respectivelyby P, P\ Q, Q\ R, R\

then the three lines PP', QQ', RR' meet in a point.

In fact,if T be the pointof intersection of the lines QQ_'and RR\
the applicationof Pappus'theorem to the two triads,0, Q',R and

0\R\ Q, shews that the line PP' passes throughT.
Related ranges in space of more than three dimensions.

If in space of n dimensions we have a succession of ranges of which

every consecutive two (whichwill both lie in a threefold space)are
related by the definition appliedbefore,the proofgivenin Section i

of this Chapteravails to shew that the first and last are related,
and assumingPappus'theorem to hold generally,it follows as here

that three pointsare sufficientto identifya range related to a given
one. This leaves open the question,suggestedin the examplesin
Section i, whether a more compendiousmethod of relatingtwo

ranges in space of higherdimensions may not be possiblethan by
a succession of perspectivitiesby lines drawn from a centre. The

next Section (iii)throws some lighton the generalquestionhere
touched. For the presentwe shall onlyadd the further remark

that, as in space of three dimensions,the adjunctionof Pappus"*
theorem leads to no abandonment of the Principleof Duality,the
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reciprocalof Pappus'theorem in space of n dimensions being,as in

that case, reducible to the theorem itself. The reciprocalin ques-tion
would be as follows : In space of n dimensions we are giventwo

spaces, each of 71 " 2 dimensions,which we shall denote by \ and V,
both containingthe same space iS^-s,say "cr (thisbeingthe reciprocal
of the planein which the lines Z,V of the originaltheorem both lie].

Through the Sn_^ called \ there pass then three spaces *S'"_i,say
C/,F, W^ and, similarly,three spaces S^-i^say U\V\ W\ through
\'. Then the spaces C7,V intersect in a space S^-o^as do also the

spaces U\ V; and the two Sn-2 so obtained both lie in a Sn-i,which

we call w. The pairsU, W and XJ\ W similarlydetermine a iS^-i,
which we call v ; and the pairsF, W and V\ W determine a S^-x-,
which we call u. The spaces C7,F, W^ U\ V\ W\ u, v, w all

contain the *9^_3which we call ot. The theorem is that the spaces

^^, v^ w have a space *S'^_2in common.

To see that this is true, take a generalplane,a-, in the space of

n dimensions,not intersectingthe space S^-^ which we have called -zr.

This plane,a^ will be met by X, V each in a point,say in the points
0, 0\ respectively; it will be met by C/,F, W in lines through0,
say a, 6,c respectively,and by XJ\V\W' m lines,a\ h\ c\through
O'. The space w then meets the planea in the line joiningthe

points(fit,h')and {a
^ h\ and similarlywith the spaces u and v. We

therefore have the same figurein the planea as was obtained ir

three dimensions by reciprocatingthe figureof Pappus'theorem.
Thus the lines in the planecr arisingfrom the spaces u^ v^ w meet

in a point.This pointwith the space -sr,of ti " 3 dimensions,which
is contained in each of the spaces w, v^ w, determine a space S^^q
contained in all of these. This constitutes the space which proves
the theorem.

Examples in connexion with Pappus' theorem.

Eiv, 1. Pappus'theorem can be provedfor the case of two triads

which are in perspective.
*^

For if AA', BB\ CC meet in 0, the

pointsof intersection (BC\B'C\(CA\
C'A\ (AB\ A'B) lie on the linejoin-ing

the pointH, where the lines of

the two triads intersect,to the point
"VA^ which is the harmonic conjugateof O

in regardto A and A'
.

Ex. 2. We have so far regarded
two ranges in perspectiveas beinga

particularcase of two related ranges,
of which the two centres of perspective

coincide,and the intermediaryline is any line throughthe pointof
intersection of the lines of the two ranges.
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intersection of the lines of the ranges ; and the new centre of per-spective
is on the supplementaryline of the ranges. This follows

bj Desargues'theorem. The diagramin {a)may be used.

(d) And two related ranges are also in perspectivewith one

another when the supplementaryline passes throughthe point of

intersection of the lines of the ranges. This follows from Pappus'
theorem. The diagram in {h)may be used.

{e) It is clear that if,of two related ranges, the pointof inter-section

of the lines of the ranges correspondsto itself regardedas
belongingto both lines,then either the intermediaryline or the

supplementaryline passes through this point.Hence, with the

assumptionof Pappus'theorem,it follows,from what has been said,
that the two ranges are in perspectivewith one another.

Ex. 3. We have seen, assuming Pappus"*theorem, that,in the

case of two related ranges on intersect-ing

lines for which the supplementary
line does not pass throughthe pointof
intersection of the lines of the ranges,
the two centres of perspective,by means

of which the ranges are related,can be

taken to be any two pointson the sup-plementary
line. In particularif these

centres,B and C, be respectivelyon the

lines,(P',Q',. . .)and (P, Q, . . .),of the

two ranges, then the two triads B,P\Q'
and C,P, Q have the same Pappus line

as have the two triads P, Q, R and

P\ Q', R\ this beingthe intermediaryline for the two related

ranges.
Thus the centres of perspective,B and C, are correspondingpoints

of the two ranges.
More generallya linejoiningany point,S\ of the range (P',Q',. . .),

to the correspondingpoint,S, of the range (P,Q, . . . ),is a possible
supplementaryline. And it will appear later (inVolume ii)that,
through an arbitrarypoint of the planeof the two ranges, two

lines can be drawn either of which may serve as supplementaryline;
and further that any possiblesupplementaryline for the two ranges
is intersected,by the joinsPP\ QQ\

...,
of correspondingpointsof

the two ranges, in a range of pointswhich is related to either of

the two givenranges. This last is the same result as was found for

related ranges on two lines which do not intersect,before the intro-duction

of Pappus"*theorem.
Ex. 4. Consider two related ranges (A, P, C,D, ...)and (A\ B\

C\ Z)',...),on two lines which do not intersect one another. For

each pairof correspondingpointsof these ranges, such as A,B and
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A\ B\ consider the cross joins(not joiningcon-espondingpoints),
such as AB' and A'B. Let 0 be any pointof the threefold space
of the two ranges ; from this pointa transversal can be drawn to

the cross joinsAB' and AB. It can be shewn that all such trans-versals

lie in a planethrough0 ; such a planeis then determined,
by the two givenranges, passingthroughevery point0. Further,
if the transversal from O to the lines of the two given ranges meet

them, respectively,in P and Q', and P\ Q, be the pointsof the

ranges {A'B'...),{AB ...)respectivelycorrespondingto P, Q',this

planeis that joining0 to the line P'Q^.
This result,which is of subsequentinterest,is a consequence of

Pappus'theorem. Takingan arbitraryplane,not passingthroughO,
the given ranges are projectedfrom O upon this planeinto two

ranges, {A^,5^, Ci,...)and (^/,P/, C/, ...),related to one another,
for which, as we have shewn to follow from Pappus'theorem,the

pointsof intersection {A^B^',A^B^\ {Afi^,A^C^ (BiC^',BiC\),...,

are in line.

In particular,when P, Q' and P', Q are constructed,as in the

enunciation,instead of one there is an infinite number of trans-versals

from 0 to the cross joinsPQ', P'Q, namely any line in the

planeOP'Q is such a transversal.

Ex. 5. The reciprocaltheorem is that,if {A,B^ C, ...)and {A',
B\ C, ...)be related ranges on two lines,/ and /',which do not

intersect one another,and if an arbitraryplane,-07,meet these lines,
I and /',respectivelyin P and Q',to which there correspond,on the

other lines,I' and /,respectively,the pointsP' and Q, then the

point0, in which the planect is met by the line P'Q, lies on the

line joiningthe intersections of the planect with any pairof cross

joins,such as AB' and A'B. By the two givenranges there is thus

determined a point,0, upon any plane,-bt.
jE.r.6. If A, P, C, A',B', C be six generalpointsin threefold

space, and 0 be any pointon the line of intersection of the planes
ABC and AB'C, and we draw from 0 the transversal to the pair
of joinsBC and P'C, as also the transversal to CA' and C'A, and

the transversal to AB' and A'B, these three transversals are in one

plane.
Ejc. 7. If,in fourfold space, the four pointsA, P, C, D be in one

plane,and the four pointsA', B', C, D' be in another plane,the
three transversals,respectively,of the tripletsof lines (PC, B'C,
DD'), {CA',CA, DD'),{AB',A'B, DD'), are in one threefold space.
This space then contains the line DD' ; if we projectthe figureon
to an arbitraryplaneby means of planespassingthrough the line

DD', we obtain Pappus'theorem.
Ex. 8. In Pappus'theorem for two triads.A, B, C and A',B', C

,

there are six ways of arrangingthe triad A',B', C in association
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with A^ B, C. Consider the figureof the six Pappus lines thus found.

And reciprocatethe figure.
Ea,'. 9. The followingresult is of great importance for the

developmentof the theory.
We have seen that if five arbitrarypointsbe taken on a line,

consistingof two couples,
O, U and A, B, and a de-termining

pointE, and

there be drawn, in an

arbitraryplane passing
through this line,lines

o, ic, a, h respectively
throughthe pointsO, C/,
A^ S, subjectto the con-dition

that the intersec-tions,

(a,u) and (6,o),lie on a line throughthe pointE^ then the

joinof the points,(",6) and (5,u\ meets the originalline in a point,
P, independentof the lines o, u^ a, h. Similarly,if the lines o, w, a, h

be subjectto the condition that the intersections,(a,o) and (6,u)^
lie on a line through"",then the joinof the points,(a,u) and (6,o),
meets the originalline in a point,P\ also independentof the lines

o, w, a, h.

It was said (p.15)that the Propositionsof Incidence are insufficient

to determine whether P and P' coincide. It is importantto notice

that,if Pappus**theorem be assumed,these pointsmust be regarded
as identical.

For we can have a figurecontainingboth constructions,the lines

", 6, u beingthe same in both, the line drawn through O for the

second construction beingo'. If then,on the lines a, 6,we consider

the two triads of points,respectively

(a,u\ (",o'),{a,o),
and (",u\ (b,o), (b,o'),

then the firstand second of these three pairsof correspondingpoints,
by the joinsof the points,(",u) to (6,o) and (a,o')to (6,u),give
the pointE ; the second and third,by the joinsof (a,o) to (6,o)
and of (a,o')to (6,o'),givethe point O ; but the firstand third,
of (a,o) to (6,iz)and of (a,"/)to (b,o'),are the lines respectively
containingP ami.P\ These lines thus meet the originalline,EO,
in the same point.

In the originalfigure,before the consideration of Pappus"*theorem,
the pointsO, U, of a couple,were symmetrical,as were also the

pointsA, B of the other couple.The introduction of Pappus"*
theorem renders the pointsE, P symmetricalin regardto one

another. This is brought out well by a diagramillustratingthe
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two cases in which lines o, 7^, ", b are drawn in one plane,and other

lines o\ u\ a\ b\ through the same points,are drawn in another

planethrough the originalline. The diagram so obtained is pre-cisely
that which, with different lettering,is used to illustrate the

followingexample.
E.r. 10. Let A^ /?,C, D be any four pointsnot in one plane;

let A\ B\ C\ D' be further pointsIving,respectivelv,in the planes
BCD. CAD, ABB, ABC \ suppose that the line BC meets AD\
the line C'A' meets BD and the line A'B' meets CD'

.

Thus the

planesBCD', C'A'D\ A'B'D' contain,respectively,the pointsA,
B, C. It is supposedthat the pointsA\ B\ C are not in the plane

D

ABC (respectivelyon the lines BC, CA, AB\ so that the points
A'

,
B', C\ D' are not in one plane.

AVe can then shew, assuming Pappus"*theorem, that the plane
A'B'C contains the pointD.

Consider the line of intersection of the two planesABC and

A'B'C
.

As B'C, AD' meet, their intersection,P', must be on this

line ; as must similarly be the point of intersection,Q',
of C A!

,

BD', and the intersection,R', of A'B',CD'. Let BC, CA, AB meet

this line,respectively,in P, Q, R.

Tlien we have a figuresuch as that spokenof in the lastexample.
Consideringthe planeof the pointsA, B, C, D',and denotingby
p, p' and r, r the lines drawn in that planerespectivelythrough
the pointsP, P', R, R', the joinof the points(p,r')and (y/,r)

passes through the pointQ, and the joinof the points(p,?')and

Ip',r')passes through the pointQ. In the other plane,consider
the lines PA' and RC, denotingthese,respectively,by p^ and i\ ,

the lines drawn in this planethroughP' and R' beingrespectively
denoted by p^ and r/. It follows then,from the fact that the join
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of the points(pi,r/)and (p/,7\)passes throughQ',that the join
of the points(pi,r^)and (j9/,r/)passes throughQ. Thus the lines

PA\ QB\ RC meet in one point.This pointis evidentlyon each

of the planesABC, B'CA, CAB, and is therefore the pointB. It

is thus provedthat the planeA'B'C contains the pointD.
It is thus shewn that it is possibleto have two tetrads of points

A, B, C, D and A\ B', C D' with the relation that the planecon-taining

any three pointsof either tetrad contains a point of the

other tetrad. This remark was firstmade by Moebius,and we shall

therefore sometimes refer to the tetrads as Moebius tetrads.

It is also shewn incidentallythat the three pairsof oppositejoins
of four pointsin a planemeet an arbitraryline of that planein six

pointsof which one is to be regardedas determined uniquelyby
the other five. It is usuallysaid that the three couples,of which

the six pointsare composed,are three couplesin involution. The

relation w^as recognisedby Pappus (cf.Ch. Taylor,Ancient and

Modern Geometryof Conies,Cambridge,1881, p. lii).It is im-portant

for our purpose to notice that it does not follow from the

Propositionsof Incidence,without what we have called Pappus'
theorem.

The theorem of Moebius tetrads may be stated thus : Let Pj,Pg,
Pg, P4 be four arbitrarypointsin a plane; througheach of the six

joinsof two of these let an arbitraryplanebe drawn, the plane
throughPiPjbeingdenoted by cfy.

The set of three of these planes,
passingthroughthe pairsfrom three of the originalpoints,meet in

a point;for instance the planesa^^-,cfsi,Oia meet in a pointwhich
we may call P,23. The theorem is then that the four pointsP234,
P314,P124,P123lie in one plane.

The reciprocaltheorem,of which the generalisationto space of

higherdimensions will be of interest later,is as follows : Let four

planesoi^,a^, Ws, ^4 be drawn througha point0 ; on the line of in-tersection

of any two of these planestake an arbitrarypoint,say,
the pointPy on the line (o^,Gj); through the three such points
arisingfrom three of the planesthere passes a plane,for instance

the planeOios through the pointsP23,Pgj,Pjg. The four planes
"234 9 ot3i4?"i24? "i23 meet lu a point,say O'

.

In all we have eightpoints
and eightplanes; through each pointpass four of the planes,and
in each planelie four of the points.

SECTION III. INTRODUCTION OF ALGEBRAIC SYMBOLS

The laws of operation of the symbols employed. We have
considered in the two precedingSections,respectively,the Propo-sitions

of Incidence,and the consequences of supposingPappus**
theorem to hold. It will add greatlyto clearness,and,finally,will
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amply justifyitselfas a means of investigation,to accompany the

precedingwork bv an algebraicsymbolism.And as an exampleof
one kind of usefulness which this may have,it may be as well to

cite at once the following,which signalisesan importantstep in

the logicaldevelopment. It may perhapsbe supposedthat as

Desargues'theorem in a planewas deduced in consecjuence of the

Propositionsof Incidence for space of three dimensions,so it may

be possibleto obtain Pappus"theorem as a consecjuence of Propo-sitions
of Incidence assumed for higherspace. It will appear how-ever

that there is an algebraicsymbolismcorrespondingin every
detail with the geometry deducible from the Propositionsof Inci-dence

alone,in space of however highdimensions,which is sharply
and definitelydistinguishedfrom the symbolismwhich isappropriate
if Pappus'theorem is true. This theorem requiresa preciselimita-tion,

in the character of the symbols adequatewhen onlythe Pro-positions

of Incidence are assumed ; thus Pappus'theorem cannot

be a consequence of Propositionsof Incidence in however high
dimensions.

The symbolswhich we firstintroduce are, speakingin general
terms, subjectto all the laws of ordinaryalgebra,exceptthe com-

nmtative law of multiplication.They are not necessarily,and will

not be finally,arrangedin order of magnitude,so that,in their

entirety,theyare wider than the real numbers of arithmetic. In

order to emphasizethis,we givehere a formal statement of the

propertiesassumed for them, and some examples.
We use the symbol= to mean

"

may be replacedbv.'' Thus if

a. h be two of the symbols,the statement a = 6 is the same eisb = a.

From any two of the symbols,say a and 6,another symbol can

be formed, representedby a -\-b, or by 6 -|-a, independentof the

order in which a, b are taken. Further,\i a = b and oc=y^ then

also a-\-x " h-\-y.Also,if a, 5, c be any three of the symbols,the
symbol thus formed from a and b-\-c \?" equivalentwith that so

formed from a-\-b and c ; that is

" + (^+ c)= (fl+ 6)+ r.

We speakof the process of forminga -I-6 as addition ând of a -f-5

as the sum of a and b ; and we may say that the addition of two

symbolsis commutative ând the addition of three symbolsis asso-ciative.

It follows that the symbol

a-\-b-\-c-\-..,-\-k,

formed from any number of the symbols,has a definite meaning
independentof the order,and of the partialassociations,of the

"^vmbols.

Among the symbolshowever there is one, and onlyone, which
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we denote by 0, whose addition to any other symbol leaves that

unaltered,so that

a + 0 = 0 + a = ".

To every symbol,say a, there correspondsanother,which we

denote by "a, whose addition to the originalgives0 for sum, so

that

a-\-{"a) = 0 = {"d)-\-a.

The symbolsso correspondingto any two equivalentsymbolsare
themselves equivalent,so that if a = b,then also "a= " h. Thus

the symbol so correspondingto 0 is itself 0 ; for " 0 is,by the

definition of 0,equalto 0 + (" 0),and this,by the definition of " 0,
is itself0. Conversely,if a be such that

a = " ",

it follows that a + " = 0 ; it w411 be a consequence of subsequent
prescriptionsthat thence a = 0. We denote the sum of two symbols
a and " 6,namely " 6 + a, or a + (" 6),also hj a " h. Thus \i a = h

and oc==y ^e also have a " x = h"y. And, by the associative law,
whatever symbolsa and h may be, we have

(a-6) + 6 = a + (-6) + 6 = a-f(-6 + 6) = " + 0 = a,

a-{a-h) = l{a-h)^h'\-{a-h) = h-^{a-}))-{a-h) = h.

Thus also,if 6 = " a, then "b = a^ for

" h = 0 " h = a-\-{"a) " h = a-\-h " h = a^

and either of these follows from a-[-h = 0. We may speakof "a

as the negativeof a.

From any two symbols,a, 6, can be formed, beside the sum

fit+ 6,= 6 + a, two further combinations,different from this,de-pendent

on the order in which a, h are considered,denoted,respec-tively,

by
a.b or ah^ and b

.
a or ba.

It may happen that these symbolsare equivalent,but this is not

to be assumed in general.In particular,for the symbol0,whatever
a may be, we have 0

.
a = a

.

0 = 0.

If " = 6 and 00 = y^ then aoo = by, and xa=yb. Also, if three

symbols"2,",c be taken,the consequence of combining,in this way,

the symbol"6, taken first,with c, is the same as of combininga^
taken first,with be ; namely

iab)c = a (be).

We may speakof ab as obtained by multiplicationof a and 6,and

of ab as their product,and say that multiplicationis associative.

Thus if ", b,
...,

A;be any symbols,the symbol
ab...k
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It is to be remarked that the symbol1 isby no means necessarily
identical with that so denoted in ordinaryarithmetic,as subsequent
exampleswill illustrate. But no confusion need arise,since the laws

of combination agree. Similarlywe may use the symbol2 for the

sum 1 + 1, and 3 for the sum 1 + 1 + 1, and so on. It may then be

shewn, as in ordinaryarithmetic,that these combine togetherjust
as do the symbolsof ordinaryarithmetic "

and in particularthat

theyare commutative in multiplication.For distinctness we shall

speakof them as the iterative symbols.None of these symbolsis

singular,and to any one of them, for instance for 2, or for 3,there

is a symbol2~^,or 3~^,of which 1~^ is equivalentto 1 ; if 7n, n be

any two of these symbols,we have rrr'^n = nmr^^ this being equi-valent
to nvi = mn. As regardscombinations with other of our

symbols,we have

2." = (l+l)" = a + a = a(l + l)= ".2,

^a .h = {a -" a)b = ah -\-ah = ^
.

ah = a{h + b)

= a.2h = a2.b = a,h.^ = ah.^,

and so on ; so that if,in a productahc ...Jc,any of the symbols
a, 6, ...,

A; be those denoted by 1, 2, 3,
...,

the placeswhere they
occur in the productare indifferent,so long as the order of the

other symbolsis preserved.

Examples of symbols obeying these law^s. Simple examplesof
such symbolsmay be formed with aggregates of the numbers of ordinary
arithmetic t̂he addition and multiplicationof the symbols being defined by
arithmetical operationscarried out^ accordingto a prescribedrule,with the

numbers of the aggregate. If a, a, ^, ^',
...

be numbers of ordinaryarith-metic,

includingnegative and fractional numbers, the numbers zero and unity-

being,for distinctness,denoted by 0, 1, we may, for example,have symbols
formed with two such numbers, taken in a definite order,

a = {a,a'), 6 = 0, /3'),...,

definingthe fundamental symbolsand operationsby

0=(0, 0), 1 = (1,0), o + 6 = (a+ ^, a'+ /3'),-a = (-a,-a').

Here 0 is the onlysingularsymbol,and every two symbolsare commutative

in multiplication.
Another example is furnished by symbols which are aggregates of three

ordinary numbers, taken in a definite order, say

Ci = i^,a, a"), 6 = 0, /3',̂"),...,

with 0 = (0,0, 0), 1=(1, 0, 1), a + b = (a+ ^, a'+ ^',a'+/3"),

-a=(-a, -a', -a"), ab = (a^,a/3'+ a'^",a"/3").

\a' aa"' a"J
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Here every symbol {a,a
,
a")for wliich either a or a" vanishes is a singular

symbol ; and tlieequationab = ha is not generallytrue.
A very fjeneralexample of such symbols as we have descrilied is furnished

by those a^'-f,'re^atesof Ji- ordinarynumbers wliich are called matrices ; here

31 may be two, or three,or any positiveintetjernumber. The n'^component
numbers are thought of as arranged in 7t rows and n columns, so that it is

convenient to denote the number in the rth row and *th column by o,.,.

Two such symbols are considered equivalentonly when they have the same

number of component numbers, and these are separatelythe same. The sum

of two such symbols,a, b, of the same number of components, generallyde-noted

by a;.,,and /rJ^.,,is the symbol whose general component is a;.,g+ /3r,g;
the symbol 0 is that of which every component vanishes ; the symbol - a is

that of which the treneral component is - a,. ,.
The symbol ah isthat of which

the g-eueralcomponent, y^.s, i^ formed, from the rth row of a, and the *th

column of b,accordingto the rule

"where,in the suffixes,the numbers 1, 2, ... are those of ordinaryarithmetic.
It is easy to prove from this definition that,for three such symbols a, b,c,

with eaciili-components, we have

ab
.
c = a

.
be

{a+ b)c=ac + bc, c{a-\-b)=ca-{-cb,

but not in generalab = ba. The symbol 1, when the number n^ is specified,
denotes the matrix in which every component a^, "

is zero except the diagonal
components c^.,̂̂ of which each is unity. The symbol 2 may then denote that

formed by an equal number of components, of which 0^,8=0, except o^^^^

which is the number 2 of ordinaryarithmetic,and so on. It will easilybe
seen that this is in accordance with the generalspecificationsabove, this

descriptionbeing stillapplicablewhen 2 is replacedby any number of ordinary
arithmetic. In particular,if h be any number of ordinaryarithmetic,and a be

a matrix symbol,say of rj^components a^.g, it will be legitimateto regard the

matrix whose generalcomponent is /m^^gas the product of // and the matrix

denoted by a. To define the symbol a~^, denote by |o| the determinant

formed with the n- components, and by Ar,8the cofactor of a^.g therein,with
its proper sign. Then a "Ms the matrix of n^ components of which the com-ponent

in the rth row and *th column is givenby

a'r,g= ^8,r/|"|.

When the components are such that the determinant |a |is zero, there is no

symbol fl-^ In this case a is a singularsymbol; and there may evidently,
for specifiedn, be an infinite number of such symbols.

Particular examplesof such matrix symbols may be referred to :

(1) For n = 2, if a, a be numbers _of_ordinaryarithmetic,of which the

numbers zero and one are denoted by 0, 1, and we put

1=/1, 0\, i=/0.ft?)'"(?:-o)'
then the symbol

may be replacedby

a/1, OX+a'/O, -1\, =a.l+a'.i;

we find 1.1=1, l.i = f.l, i.i=-l.

6"2
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and hence

a6 = (a.l+ a'.i)0.1+/3'.*)= ("i3-a'/3')l+ (a^'+ "'/3)"
= /a^ -a'/3',-(a/3'+ a'^)\,
W' + a'^, a/3-a'/37

SO that ah=-ha.

If,for brevity ŵ stand for a^ + a^,the symbol a~^ is givenby
-l_

/ a a'

which is impossibleif a = 0, a'= 0.

The symbolshere described have preciselythe same behaviour as the inde-pendent

variables of ordinaryanalysis.They are therefore of the highest
importance.

(2) If we similarlyconsider symbolsgivenby

a, a\, b = f^,/3'\,...
0, a") \0, /3'7

where 0 is the zero and a, a, ..., /3_,... are numbers of ordinaryarithmetic,
we find

ab=/a8, aB' + a8"\, "-!= /Ifa^,a/3'+ a'/:

VO, a"/3" la aa \

U y
so that ab is different from ba in general,and a~^ is impossibleif either a or a"

be zero.

(3) As the symbols considered in Ex. (1)obey all the laws of combination

of the numbers of ordinaryarithmetic,they may themselves be used as com-ponents

to define other symbols. Using 0, 1, i for the particularsymbolsof
this kind defined in Ex. (1),let us consider then the four symbols

U=fl, 0\, I=fO,-1\, J=/0, i\, K=f-i, 0\;

Vo,ij Vl, Oj \i, Oj \ 0, i)
it is then easy to compute that

JK=-KJ=I, KI=-IK=J, IJ=-JI=K,

Hence, if a, /3,y, h be iterative symbols,that is,here, matrices of two rows

and columns with components zero exceptin the diagonalwhere there are equal
numbers of ordinaryarithmetic" so that,in brief,a, /3,y, S behave like num-bers

of ordinaryarithmetic "

,
the symbol

a = a4-ai + /3/+y^
is the same as a = /5 " yi, - a + /3A .

Va+ /3i, S + yiy

Replacinga, j3,y, S respectivelyby a, /3',y, 8',to form a symbol a'
,

we

easilyfind that ao! is generallydifferent from da. In particular,the symbol
ar^ is obtained by replacinga, |3,y, d respectivelyby

d="m~^ay /3'=" m~i/3, y'=-w~^y, h'^m-^h.
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where m denotes? a- 4-3" +̂ y^+ 5^ Thus a~^ is impossiblewhen a=0, /3= 0,

y = 0, d = 0, iu which case " = 0.

Another symbol with the same huvs of combination as a may be repre-sented

by

/ 5. y,

(-7, 5,

^ /3, a, y,

Beside the symbolsformed with ai,^i;rei;-atesof ordinarynumbers, there are

other symbols obeying the laws of combination wliich we have enunciated.

Of such those introduced by Grassman are probablythe most important. For

a definite positiveintej^ernumber 71, consider symbols e^, eo, .-., Cn ^uch that

ei2= 0, ei"j=-ejei, {i,j=\, -2, ..., n).

^\'iththese we can form a symbol

a = a + aiei-}-...+ a"f,j,

M-here a, aj, ..., a" are (inthe first instance)numbers of ordinaryarithmetic.
The symbols0_,1 are obtained then by putting,respectively,

a = ai =
...

= 0,1 = 0, and a " l = ai =
...

= a,t = 0 ;

1 ""! -1 " " 1 _i
1 "1 ^n

while a
1

IS ffiven by a ^=
^ ej -

... ^ e",
a a- a-

and is impossible,whatever ai, ..., a" may be, when a = 0.

Preliminary remarks in regard to the use of the symbols
in geometry. Some brief remarks seem necessary to make clear

the pointof view taken at this stage in introducingthe symbols
into geometricaldiscussions. It appears to be more interesting,as

well as more satisfactory,to regardthis introduction at presentas

provisional,and illustrative,and to require,for every geometrical
result,a geometricalproofindependentof the symbols.In the first

placewe shew that the Propositionsof Incidence,and the conse-quences

of these, can be well representedby the symbols.It is

more difficultto be sure that every result obtainable from the sym-bolism,

when interpretedas a geometricaltheorem, is demonstrable

by geometricalreasoning;but we give in detail a geometrical
representationof every one of the fundamental laws of combination

of the symbols,in accordance with the Propositionsof Incidence.

We then shew that the introduction of Pappus'theorem corre-sponds

to a definite additional limitinglaw of combination for the

symbols,namely that their multiplicationis commutative. If the

correspondencebetween the geometry and the symbolsbe exact, it

will then follow that a geometricalresult is a consequence of the

Propositionsof Incidence only,when its representationand deduc-tion

by means of the symbolsdoes not requirethis commutative

property. In attempting to construct a geometricalproofof a

suspectedtheorem, this remark is of value,and we give several

examplesof its application.
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Two kinds of symbolsare employedin what follows : Symbols
for geometricalelements,generallypoints,which we may call ele-ment-symbols

; and symbolssubjectto laws of computation,which

we may call algebraicsymbols.It is of these last we have so far

spokenin what precedes.In dealingwith any geometricalfigure
we have as many fundamental element-symbolsas is necessary to

fix the symbolsbelongingto all the points,or elements,of the

figure,togetherwith a certain number of algebraicsymbols.From
the manner in which the symbolsare introduced it will appear to

be without doubt that two pointswhich are identical in virtue of

their geometricalconstruction must then have, as a consequence
of computation,the same element-symbol.If we are to employthe

symbolismwith confidence the converse must also be established,
the identityof two element-symbols,arrived at by computation,
must implythe possibilityof provingthe identityof the elements

by geometricalreasoning;we seek to induce the conviction that

this is so in the presentSection,reservinga final consideration for

Chapteriii.

The use of algebraicsymbolsfor geometricalreasoningdates
from very earlytimes {?Apolloniusb.c. 230 ; Ptolemy a.d. 130),
and has promptedmuch in the developmentof Abstract Geometry.
To some writers,therefore,it has seemed to need no justification.
But first,it seems evident that a geometry promptedby an algebra
must necessarilyrun parallelto the laws of combination of the

symbolsof that algebra; and, as we have soughtto indicate,there

is a good deal of arbitrariness in such laws. And, second,it would

seem that a geometry,properlyso called,must necessarilybe based

upon an analysisof our intuition,or experience,of geometrical
relations ; and that it is necessary to shew that the ideas we adopt
from this experience,are properlyrepresentedby the symbols.It
does not seem likelythat a purelyanalyticalgeometry can convey

any geometricalideas;there must be constant appealto geometrical
conceptionsto giveit a meaning; it is surelyproper that these

conceptionsshould receive consideration before the symbolsare in-troduced.

And, while it would be foolish not to employ the symbols
for purposes of discovery,the view taken in the presentvolumes is,

that the objectof a geometricaltheoryis to reach such a compre-hensive

scheme of conceptions,that every geometricalresult may

be obvious on geometricalgroundsalone.
The symbolical representation of the Propositions of

Incidence. In the symbolicalscheme which we now proceedto
construct to accompany the geometry, we representa pointby a

symbol,generallyindicated by the same capitalletter as that by
which we name the point.But we suppose that,if P is the symbol
which representsa point,preciselythe same pointis equallyrepre-
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sented bv a symbol wP, wberc m is any one, other tlian 0, of the

system of algebraicalsymbolswhich we are employing.It is sup-posed

that this system has no singularsymbolother than 0, so that

m~^ is also a symbol of the system. If P, Q representany two

points,we regardthe symbolrnP + nQ^ where m and n are any two

algebraicalsymbolsof the systememployed,as equallyrepresenting
a point;and regardall pointsso represented,for different values

of m and n^ as beingpointsof the line determined by the points
P and Q, making the further assumptionthat all pointsof this line

can be so representedT̂hus a symbol mP + iiQ can be replacedby
a symbol "h'R, where R representsa pointof the line PQ and k is

an algebraicsymbolof our system; and, conversely,if P, Q, R be

pointsof a line,there is a relation between them which we may

express by writing ^p ^ ^^^^ ^.^ ^ ^^

speakingof this expressionas a syzygy. Here ttz,w, ^'are algebraic
symbolsof the system employed; in general,when such a syzygy

arises,it is in the course of work in which a precisesymbol,not
further susceptibleof beingmultipliedby an algebraicsymbol,has
been introduced for each of the pointsP, Q, R; when this is so,

the symbolstt?,7i, k in the syzygy are definite when the points
P, Q, R are given,save for a common multiplierprefixedto each.

Such syzygieswe suppose capableof beingcombined together,by
addition and subtraction,in the manner of linear algebraicequa-tions,

the order of the terms in any syzygy being indifferent. To

this end it is necessary to understand that a symbolmP -f nP may

be replacedby {m 4- n)P, and,more generally,that a symbolm (nP)
may be replacedby mn

.

P. This last assumptionrequiresthe asso-ciative

law in multiplicationfor the algebraicsymbols; for,in

virtue of this,

m [n(kP)]= m [nk.P] = m (nk).
P,

and m [n(kP)]= mn (kP) " {mn) k
.

P.

Similarlythe associative law in addition is involved in the former

assumption.For [(m-f-w) + A:]P is thence {m-"n)P -\-kP, and this

is mP -f-nP 4- A:P,which againis [m + (n -{-k)]P.
These various suppositionsreceive their justificationby the exact

correspondencetheyset up between the Propositionsof Incidence

and their symbolicalrepresentation.
In generalwhen a pointis,in the phraseologyalreadyemployed

in formulatingthe Propositionsof Incidence,dependentupon other

points,there is a syzygy connectingits symbolwith those of these

other points; and,conversely,pointswhose symbols are connected

by a syzygy are not independent.For instance,three pointswhich

1 See Note I, at the end of the Volume.
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are not in line determine a plane,but for any four pointsof a plane,
representedby symbolsA^ B^ C, D, there is a syzygy

aA + bB + cC-\-dD = 0,

in which a, b,c, d are algebraicsymbolsof the system employed;
and any point,Z",of the planedetermined by the pointsA, JS,C,
has a symbolcapableof the form

D = - d-'aA - d-'bB - d-'cC,

or, say, D
"

mA + nB + kC.

Such a statement may be expressedalso by sayingthat the pointD
is a derivative of the pointsA, B, C.

Ths formulation is applicableto space of any number of dimen-sions.

Any r + 1 independentpoints,havingsymbolsunconnected
by a syzygy, determine a space of r dimensions,in which any r -f 2

pointshave symbolswhich are so connected,and conversely.If
such (r+ 2)pointshe A^, A2, ..., ^,+25this syzygy, written in the

form

TfijA+̂ m^A^ = 7n.^As+
. . .

+ my+2^,.+2,

expresses that the line determined by the two pointsA;^,A^, has a

pointin common with the (r " 1) fold determined by the r points
"^3)-^4? """5 "^r+2'

Examples of the application of the symbolism. Particular

examplesmay be more illustrative than any further generalstate-ment

:

{a) That two planesin a threefold space have a line in common

may be formulated thus : let the planesbe respectivelydetermined

by the pointsA, B, C, and the pointsA\ B\ C As, in three

dimensions,any five pointsare connected by a syzygy, there is such

a syzygy connectingthe pointsA\ B' and A,B,C; by this is deter-mined

a pointof the line A'B' which also lieson the planeABC ;

this pointis then on both planes.Another such pointis deter-mined

by the syzygy connectingthe five pointsB\ C' and A, B, C.

The line joiningthese two pointsis then that common to the two

planes.
(b) That, in threefold space, a definite transversal can be drawn

through an arbitrarypointto meet two lines which have no point
in common, is clear because, if the pointbe P, and the lines be,

respectively,determined by the pairsof pointsA, B and C, D, the

syzygy connectingthese five points,of the form

pP + aA-{- bB + cC + dD = 0,

expresses that the three pointsP, aA + bB, cC + dD, being con-nected

by a syzygy, are in line. The pointsaA + bB, cC + dD are

upon the two lines,respectively.
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lyingrespectivelyon these lines,are in syzygy. So that three lines
of generalpositionin fourfold space have a common transversal.

Interpretation of the fundamental laws of the algebraic
symbols. After these illustrative examples,which could be in-definitely

multiplied,we pass now to givea geometricinterpretation
of the laws of operationof the algebraicsymbolswhich have been

formulated.

(1) The symbol -a.

Let O, JJ be any two points,and P, representedby O + aC7,be

any point on the line joiningthese.
As has been remarked, incidentally,in

the above consideration of Desargues*
theorem,there would be no gain in re-presenting

P in the form mO -\-aU. In

any planethroughthe line OU take the

pointsU\ V, on a line passingthrough
U; let OU',VP meet in Q, then QU
and OV meet in O',and lastlyO'U' meets

OU in P'. Thus P' is the harmonic

conjugateof P in regardto O and U,

We may regardthe pointsof the planeas dependentupon 0, U

and V. The symbol for the pointU' is of the form U + mF, and

by puttingV for mV, in accordance with our originalconvention^
we may suppose this symbolto be U' = U + V. Then the pointQ
is in syzygy with O and U', and also in syzygy with P and F, and

the symbol for Q is determined by the fact that it expresses both

these circumstances ; absorbingan immaterial multiplier,we thence

have Q = 0 + a{U-\-V), which is both O + all' and P + aV. Simi-larly,

the svmbol for O',which is in syzygy both with O and Vy
and with U and Q, is givenby O' = 0 + aF, which is the same as

Q - all. Thence the pointP\ which is in syzygy as well with O'

and U\ as with O and t/",is givenby P' = O " aC7,this beingthe
same as O + aF - a (t/ + F), or O' - all'. Thus the point0 - aU

is P'; and the symbolsimplythat P, P are distinct.

(2) The symbola + h.

Let the pointsA, B of the line joiningthe pointsO and Uy
when referred to O and U^

'

^ be,respectively,representedby
symbols

.8' A = 0 + aU, B = 0 + bU.

We desire to construct the

point0-\-(a+ b)U.
In an arbitraryplanedrawn

through the line AB^ draw

two lines respectivelythrough
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A and 5, and let anv line throuirh O, in this plane,meet these

respectivelyin A and B'
.

Let UA' meet BB' in L, and UB' meet

AA' in J/, and let LJ/ meet the oriirinalline OU in P.

Tlie figureis evidentlydeterminate when, beside O, C^,A^ B^ the

points3/ and A' are given. For the symbol of M we may take

M = A + mA\ or M=0-{- aU + mA\\vh\ch givesM -aU=0 + mA';

in this syzygy the two members are the symbols,respectively,of

a point on the line MU and of a point on the line OA' ; this

point must then be B\ and we may write,for the svmbol of this,
B' = 0 + mA'. As, however, we have B=0 + bU, we thence obtain

B' " B = 771A' " bU, which states the equivalenceof a pointof the

line B'B with a point of the line A'U. We can, therefore,write,
for the symbol of the pointL the form L = mA' " bU. Thus, as

M = A -{-jnA\ and, therefore,M " L = A "}-bU, we can, similarly,
infer that the pointP is givenby P = ^ + bU, or P = O -{-(a-\-b)U.

Tlie construction of P is clearlysymmetricalin regardto the

pointsA^ B, in accordance with the equationa -\-b = b + a, and, as

in earlier cases considered in Section i, is independentof the lines

drawn throughA, 5, 0, U when these pointsare given.Further,
when b is " ", the figureat once givesP =0, in accordance with

a + (- a) = 0.

(3) The equation(a + b)+ c = a + (b--hc).

Let p, q denote a + b and b + c, respectively.Let A, B, C, re-ferred

to the points0, U be,respectively,

A = 0 + aU, B = 0-hbU, C = 0 + cU.

Make the same construction as in the precedingcase for A and By

so obtainingthe pointP givenby P = O -\-pU. Now let OL meet

the line MB U in A'';joinCN meetingthe line A'LU in C; join
B'C meeting OU in Q ; also join]\IC\ meetingOU in R. Then

as the pointsL, A^,on BB\ CC\ respectively,are in line with 0,

it follows,as in the precedingcase, that Q is O -^ qU.
Further, as the pointsA\ B\ on the lines AM^ QC\ are in line

with 0, itfollows,also as in the precedingcase, that R = 0 -\-(a+ q)U.
And, as the pointsL, A^ on the lines PM, CC\ are in line with O,
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it follows,as in the precedingcase, that R = 0 -\-{p -\-c)U. Thus

p -\-c = a + q, B.S was desired.

(4) The interpretationof the productah.
For the interpretationof the productah we go back to a figure

which we have alreadybeen twice concerned with,first as an imme-diate

applicationof the Propositionsof Incidence (p.16 above),
and then as an exampleof the consequences of Pappus'theorem

(p.60 above).
Upon the line OU let the pointsA^ B be respectivelyO -\-all and

O + bU, and let E be the pointO+TJ. In an arbitraryplane
throughthis line,draw lines o, u^ a, 6,respectivelythroughthe

Y

points0, C/,A^ B, subjectonlyto the condition that the inter-sections

(a,u),(6,o) are in line with E. Let the joiningline of the

points(a,o),(b,u) meet the line OU in P. We proceedto shew

that the symbol of the pointP is givenby P = O -1-abU. It has

alreadybeen shewn that the same pointP is obtained for all lines

o, u, a, b.

Let the lines a, h meet in the pointF, and the line o meet YJJ

in the pointU\ and meet the line YE in the pointE'. The two

triads of pointsE\ E, B and (a,o),(a,u),(b,u) are in perspective
from the point(6,o); and the correspondingjoins,of E' to E and

{a,o) to (a,w),meet in Y, while the correspondingjoins,of B to E

and (6,u) to (a,u),meet in U. Wherefore,by Desargues'theorem,
the line E'B meets the joinof (a,o) to (6,u) in a pointof the line

UY, say X.

The symbol of U',by absorptionof a multiplierin the symbol
of F, may be taken to be Z7'= C/ + F. Then E\ beingboth on the

joinof 0 to Z7 4- F, and on the joinof E, or 0+ U, to F, is given
by E' = 0+ U+Y. In a similar way, the point(a,o),beingon

the joinof O to U\ or C7-f-F, and also on the joinof ^, or O 4- aC7,
to F, has a symbolO + aU', which is O -\-aU + aY. We find,like-
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wise,for the symbolof the point(6,o),the form O 4- bU\ Thence,
the pointX, beingon the line U'tJ,and also on the joinof Bio E\

that is of 0 + 6C7 to 0+U\ has the symbol U' -bU. Thence,

finally,the pointP, being on the line OU^ and also (m the joinof
X to (",o),that is of L^' " bU to 0 + all',has a symbol

0 + aU' -a{U' -bU\ or 0-\-abU.

If a line,o',be drawn through O to meet the line a in a point
(a,o')which is in line with E and (b,u),and the point(b,o) in

which this meets the line b,be joinedto the point(a,u) by a line

meetingOU in the pointP', it can be similarlyshewn that the

line E'A meets the joinof (a,u) and (6,o) in a pointof the line

YU, and that the pointP' has a symbol0 + baU.

(5) The possibilityof the equationab "
ba.

We have seen above that the pointsP, P' coincide if we assume

Pappus'theorem (pp. 60, 61). In the presentdescriptionof the

derivation of the pointsP and P', we have slightlyadded to the

originalfigureof p. 16, using Desargues'theorem, in order to

simplifythe proofof the symbolsfor the pointsP, P'. In the

figurethus reached,arbitrarylines are drawn from E, P, A, U to

meet in F; an arbitraryline is drawn from O to meet these,re-

spectivelv,in E\ B\ A\ U'; then P is found by drawingE'B to

meet YU in X, and takingthe intersection of A'X with 0L\ while

P' is found bv drawing E'A to meet YU in X\ and takingthe
intersection of B'X' with OU. The identityof P and P' as a con-sequence

of Pappus'theorem can then be seen, differentlyfrom
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before,by consideringthe two triads F, X, X' and E\ B\ A'; as

YA\ EX' meet in A, while YB\ EX meet in B, it follows then

that XA' and X'B\ or AT and BT', meet on AB.

A direct deduction from the figureof p. 16 of the symbolsfor
P and P' may be given,which has a value as an exhibition of the

self-consistencyof the non-commutative symbolism.
A further construction of P is obtainable by remarkingthat,in

virtue of Desargues'theorem, the lines UE\ UA' meet YB, YP,

respectively,in two pointslyingin line with 0.

We have seen above (p. 46) that Pappus'theorem, though a

theorem of geometry in a plane,is equivalentwith a theorem in

regardto lines in space. We shall see below (p.82) that the cor-responding

expressionin symbols,of this theorem in regardto lines

in space, also requiresthat the symbolsshould be commutative in

multiplication.
We have remarked above (p.66) that,in the case of the iterative

symbols,the commutative equationmn = nm is a consequence of

their definition. The questionwhether the geometricalrepresenta-tion
of this identityinvolves Pappus'theorem, and the question

Avhether von Staudt's introduction of numbers in Geometryinvolves
the assumptionof Pappus'theorem, are considered below (p.87
and p. 93).

Provisionally,we may infer that the assumptionof Pappus''
theo7rm,and the restiictionof the algebraicsymbolsto such as are

commutative in multiplication,are, subjectto the other assumptions
made, equivalent.

(6) The symbola~^.
This may be representedby the same figureas that used for the

representationof ab, if this be

specialisedso that P coincides

with E.

On the line OU letAhe O+aU;
let A', H be any two pointsin
line with A; let B', on OA', be

in line with E and H, and N, on

UH, be in line with E and A'.

Then NB' meets OU in 0 + a-'U.

For, if H have the symbol
A + XA', or H=0 + aU+XA\

we firsthave

(1 - a)0 +\A'=0 -\-aU + \A' -a(0 + U),

as the symbolof a pointlyingboth on OA' and on HE, the point
B'; and then we have

O + U + \A' = 0 -]-aU + XA' + (1 - a)U

Nbu
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as the symbol of a pointlyingon EA' and also on //t/,the pointN.
Thence we have nO + C/as the symbolof a pointlyin^-on B'N which

lies on OU \ and this givesthe same point,A^^ as O -f a~^U.

Evidently,by the construction,if b = a~S then a = b~\ and ub = \.

Also when a = 1, then also a~^= 1.

(7) The equation(ab)c = a (be).
Let p denote ab, and q denote be.

Let the pointsA, B, C and E, on the line OU be respectively
O -\-all,O 4-bU, 0 + cU, and O "}"U. Draw, in an arbitraryplane

" C BQ

through OU, two lines throughO and C/,intersectingin U', and

let a line throughB, in this plane,intersect these,respectively,in

B' and Y. Let the lines joiningthe pointE, respectivelyto Y and

B\ meet these lines,0U\ UU\ respectivelyin C and X. Let AX

meet OU' in A\ and CC meet C/(7' in Z. Lastly,draw YA\ ZB\

ZA\ meetingOU respectivelyin P, Q, R.

Then, recallingonce more the construction for 0 + miiU from

the pointsO + mU, 0 + nU,

we see {a)that P is 0 + abU,

or 0 + pU; (b) that Q is

O + 6fl7,or 0 + ^C/;(c)that
R is 0-\-agU;{d) that i? is

also O + pcU. Wherefore

aq = pc, as we desired to see.

(8) The equation(" + 6)c= flc + 5r.

First remark the followingfigure: let ZPR,ZR'P\UPR\ URP'

be any four lines in a plane,with intersections indicated by the

lettering,the joinsPP\ RR' meetingin T ; take an arbitrarypoint,
F, upon ZC/,and an arbitrarypoint,C',upon PP' x let the joinsFP,
YP' meet P'R, R'P respectivelyin the pointsQ and Q',so that,by
Desargues'theorem, as coiTespondingjoinsof the two triads P, Q, R

and P', Q',/?' meet, respectively,in the three pointsC7,Z, F, which

are in line,it follows that QQ' passes throughthe pointof inter-section,

T, of PP' and RR' ; next, let the joinsC Y, C Z meet QQ'
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and RR\ respectively,in H and K. Then, as the corresponding^
joinsof the two triads Y, H, Q' and Z, K, B' meet, respectively^

in the pointsT, P\ C\ which are in line,it follows that the line

KH passes throughthe intersection,U^ of ZY and R'Q'. We are

concerned now with the intersections of all the lines of this figure
with a line drawn throughU, in the planeof the figure.

Let O, U be any two points,and E, A, J5,C be pointsupon the

line 0C7,whose symbols,referred to O and C7,are respectively

E = 0-\-U, A = 0-haU, B = 0 + hU, C=0-^cU.

In an arbitraryplanethroughthe line OU take a point,Z, and

then a point,F, upon the line ZU. Join YB and YA, and also ZC.

Let YE meet ZC in C, and, then, let OC meet YB and F^, re-spectively,

in P' and P. Let ZP' and ZP, respectively,meet OU

in P' and A' ; and let C7P and UP' meet ZP' and ZP, respectively,
in R' and R, these same lines meetingYP' and FP, respectively,
in Q' and Q. Then, by what has been remarked, the line QQ' passes

through the intersection,T, of PP' and RR', and if this line QQ'
meet YC'E in fl",while RR' meets ZC'C in K, then ^fl" passes

throughU. Denote the intersections of QQ' and RR\ respectively,
with OU hy S and M.

We have justrecalled (inNo. 7) the construction for findingthe

point0-\-mnU from the pointsO + mU and O + nU; if we recall

also the construction for finding0-\- (m + n)U from O -\-mU and

0 + 7iU, we see that,in the figurewe have constructed,the symbol
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by absorptionof algebraicmultiplesin these symbols,suppose that

the symbolof the pointC" is

C'^A+A' + B + B'.

This expresses, however, that C" is a derivative of the two points
represented,respectively,by A -\-A' and B + B\ of which the

former is on the line a and the latter on the line b. For the

symbolsof the pointsA" and B'^ we thus infer

A'' = A+A\ B" = B-\-B'.

For the symbolsof the pointsC and C we similarlyinfer

C = A+B, C = A' + B'.

The pointsP and Q are, respectively,derivatives of A^ A' and of

B, B'; thus proper symbolsfor these are, respectively,
P = A-hpA\ Q=B + \B\

with suitable values for the algebraicsymbolsp and \. Then the

pointR, a derivative of P and Q, must have a symbolof the form

R = mP + nQ, = mA + 7*5 + mpA' + n\B';

on the other hand, as jR is a derivative of C and C\ itssymbolmust
be of the form

R = h(A + B) + h'(A'+B');

comparingthese two forms, we infer that m = n and vip " ?iX,and

hence p = \. Thus the symbolsof P, Q involve the same algebraic
symbol,beingP = A + pA',Q = B + pB\

Thence the pointX, a derivative of P and Q, is givenby a symbol

X = P\-aQ, =A-\-pA' + (tB+"tpB'.

Again,the pointsP' and Q\ respectivelyderivatives of A^ B and

of ^', B\ have symbolsof the forms

P' = A^kB and Q' = A' + fiB';

and the pointR\ a derivative of P' and Q',is equallya derivative

of A" and B". There exists,therefore,a syzygy of the form

p{A-{-KB)+ q(A'-hfjLB')= r(A+A') + s{B + B');

hence we infer that p " q and p/c = q/ju,and therefore that k = fi.

Thus the pointF, any pointof the line P Q\ has a symbol

Y = P' + tQ\ =A-\-tA' + kB-\-tkB'.

Comparingthe symbolsfor the pointsX and F, we see that the

conditions for the lines x and y to have a common pointare that,
when p and k have been taken,correspondingto the positionsof P

and P' respectivelyon AA' and AB, it must be possibleto take

o- and T, correspondingto the positionsof X and Y respectivelyon

X and y^ so that

T = p, K = a, TK = crp.
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These can be satisfiedif,and onlyif,we have

and therefore,err = rcr, pa- = ap, kt = tk. The pointX is deter-mined

bv p and a alone ; only when these are such that pa = ap

is there a line ?/,transversal to n\ h\ c\ whicli meets the line .r.

The condition of connnutative nuiltiplication,for everv two of the

algebraicsymbolsemployed,is the necessary and sufficient condi-tion

that every line x should intersect every line y.

Examples in regard to the use of the symbols, in parti-cular
in regard to the commutative law of multiplication.

A viist number of applicationscan be givenof the symbolism ex-plained

in this Section. We limit ourselves mainlyto such as seem

to carry the explanationof generalprinciplessomewhat further.

Ex. 1. In the construction above givenfor the pointO +{a-{-h)U

V

from the pointsO, U,0 + aU and 0 -\-bU, the constructed pointP
may be differentlydefined. If AA\ BB meet in F, also AB meets

VU m U\ and meets VP in P
,

while U'A, U'B meet VP, re-spectively,

in H and N, and

U'A meets VB in K, then H

and N lie,respectively,on UB'

and UA', and the lines P'K,
NB, VA meet in one point,R.

These follow by applying
Desargues'theorem.

Ex. 2. The construction of the
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pointO + ahU, from the points0,U,E, 0 + aU, 0-\-bU, above

given,may be stated thus: Let OE'A' be any line through O

meeting YE, YA, respectively,in E' and A\ where Y itself is

arbitrary; let UE' meet YB in R, and OR meet UA' in K; then YK

givesthe requiredpointP. To reduce this to what is givenabove
we applyDesargues'theorem to the two triadsE\ R, B and A\ K, P.

Ex, S. If 0, "/,E, A, B, C represent0, U, 0 + U, 0 + aU,

O 4- bU, 0 + cU, and an arbitrarv line through0 meet the joinsof
the arbitrarypoint,F, to E, A, B, C, respectively,in E\ A',B\ C\

also EC meet YU in X, and XA'

meet OU in P, and B'P meet FU"

in Z, and lastlyZE' meet OC/ in L,
shew that the symbol of this point
is O + b~^acU. Then construct a geo-metrical

representationof the equa-tion

b-'ac + b-^dc = b'^ (a -\-d) c.

Esc. 4. If relativelyto the points
0, U, the points

E = 0+U, P = 0 + aU

be given,and a^,"^ ...
as usual de-note

a.a^a'^.a,...,construct the points
Q = 0 + "2t7, R = 0-\-d'U, S = 0 + a'U, etc.
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Ex, 5. To representthe equations

(-a){-b) = nh,

(-u)b = a{-b) = - ab,

Y

A

85

Let E = O^V, A = 0^caJ, B = 0^bXJ,

Let Y be any point,not on 017, and V be any pointon YTJ. Let

the Hne OJJ' meet YE, YA, YB, respectively,in E', A\ B' ; let

E'B meet YU in Z, and A'Z meet OU in P. Join the intersection

of YO and C/^' to U\ the joinmeeting0C7 in A^; jointhe inter-section

of YO and C/5' to U\ the joinmeeting OU in B^. Let

F^i meet OU' in ^Z; let 5^^' meet YU in X.

Prove that A^X passes through P, and hence representthe

e(]uation(" a){"b) = ab. Also prove that A'X and A^'Z meet on

OU, and hence representthe equation{" a)b = a{" b).
Ea\ 6. The iterative symbols.
{a) Let m, n be any iterative symbolsformed,respectively,by Til

and by n repetitionsof the symbol1,where Tfi,n are positiveintegers
of ordinaryarithmetic. In the firstplace,given the pointsO, U
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and E = O + C/,we seek to representthe pointsO -\-mU, mO + U,
mO + nil.

Take any pointY, not on OU, and any pointT on YE, for which

the symbol,with proper choice of the symbol F, may be written

T=Y + E, Let OT meet YU in H, and C7T meet OF in K ; the

pointH, on the joinof U and F, and on the joinof O and Y-^O-^U^
has symbolfl"= [7 + F ; so the pointK has symbolE^ = 0 + F. Let

HE and ^^ meet UT and OT, respectively,in L, and ilfi; and let

FLj and Fikfjmeet OU in ^j and i^i,respectively.Let HE^ and

^Fi meet UT and OT, respectively,in Lg and Tlfg; and let YL^ and

Filfgmeet OU in ^2 and 2^2?respectively.And let the process thus

suggestedbe continued indefinitely.
It can then be seen at once that the symbolsfor E^,E.^,...

are

Fi = 0 + 2C7,E, = 0-\-SU,
....

in generalF^-i^O + rC/."So we

have F, = W-\-U, F,= SO + U,
....

Then, if the joinof 0 and L,
meet YU in H^, the joinof K to H^ meets OC/ in O " 2C7; and, in

general,if the joinof O and Lr-i meet FC7 in H^-i, the joinof K

to fl^y_imeets 0C7 in 0 " rU. Similarlyif the joinof U and M^
meet FO in ^1, the joinof H to K^ meets 0C7 in 20 " C/,and so

on. We thus easilyconstruct all the pointsO + mU, mO + C/,
0-mU, mO-U.

In fact these pointsarise by successive applicationsof the con-struction

for determiningthe harmonic conjugateof a pointP in

regardto a givenpairof pointsA, B. For, denotingthis fourth

harmonic pointby (A, -B)/P,we clearlyhave

E, = iE,U)/0, E, = (E,,U)IE,...,

F,=={E,0)/U, F,= {F,,0)IE,...,
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and in general

More generally,recallingthat the harmonic conjugateof a point
A -{-XB, in regardto the pointsA, B^ is A " \B, wu see that the

pointmO-\-nU, being mO -\-{n" \)U -\-U^is the harmonic conju-gate
of inO + (w " 2) C7 in regardto mO + (n " 1) L/ ând U, or, say,

Everv one of the pointsmO "nU can thus be constructed by a

succession of processes of findingthe fourth harmonic, giventhe

pointsO, U, O -hU I the 7/i,n beingany iterative symbols.
Consider next the representationof the equationjim = tw?? ; we

shew that this is independentof

Pappus'theorem. In the firstplace,
from the points0, C/,E, and F, we

can construct, as above, the points
mU-h y, 7iU + y, upon the line YU,
and the points0 + nY, 0-^mY, upon

the line YO. The intersection,P, of
\x/ x ^^ \ /j \r

the joinsof 0 to mU + Y and of U O+mYZ-^^y
^

\..--Ar't/^"'

to 0 + /^y,evidentlyhas a symbol
F^O^- nmU + 7iY,

and the intersection,Q, of the joins
of 0 to 7iU + y and of C7 to 0 -f-niY^ evidentlyhas a symbol

Q = 0-\-mnU-h7nY.

A representationof nm = mn is,thus,that the pointsP, Q are in

Ime with Y.

If,however, w^e consider the three points,P, so arising,for the

same value of w, and the three values ttz " 1,m, w 4- 1 in placeof m,

and at the same time the three points,Q, so arising,for this value of

n and the same values for 7W, the harmonic relation shews that the

assumptionthat two of the three triads Y, P, Q so arisingare in

line,involves that the third is also. For the initialvalues of m, n

the theorem that y, P, Q are in line is easy to prove. Thus, by
induction,it is alwaystrue.

Ex. 7. As examplesof the fact that a geometricalresult obtain-able

without Pappus"*theorem should be representablesymbolically
without use of the commutative law for multiplication,and the

converse statement that,if we can obtain a symbolicaldeduction
of a result without use of this commutative law, we should be able

to construct a geometricalprooffrom the Propositionsof Incidence

only,we may reconsider some of the work of Section i.

A simpleresult was that,if /?,a, 6,c, d be five arbitrarylines of

which no two intersect,lyingin three dimensions,and, from an
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arbitrarypoint,P, of the first line,jo, there be drawn the trans-versal

to two of these lines,say a and c, to meet these respectively
in A and C, and also from P the transversal to the other two given
lines 5,d meetingthese in B and D, then the intersection,say Q,
of the joinsof A and C respectivelyto B and Z),that is of AB and

CZ",also describes a line. The intersection of AD and CB equally
describes a line.

Choosing the symbolsof A, B, C, D suitably,we can suppose,
these pointsbeing in a plane,that the syzygy connectingthem is

A+B-{-C-{-D = 0. Then the pointrepresentedequallyby ^ + C

and "(B-{-D) is necessarilyP ; and, similarly,for the symbol of Q,
we have either ^ + ^ or " (C + D). If a second point,P\ be taken

on the line p, and a similar construction,with a like convention,
be made, we can equallywrite

P =A+C\ =-{B' + D'), Q'=A' + B\ =-(C' + D').

A third point,P" , upon p, has a symbolgivenby

P' = mP + niP' = m{A-^C) + m {A'+ C)
= mA + m'A' + mC + niC,

which is also - {mB + m'B')" (mD + mD').

Thus P" is in line with the pointsmA + m'A' and mC + tw'C,lying,
respectively,on the lines a and c, and is also in line with the points
mB -\-m'B'and mD + m'D',lying,respectively,on the lines b and d.

These are then the pointsobtainable by the originalconstruction
from the pointP". If we denote them, respectively,by A"^ C",
B"^ D'\ we see that

A" + B"==m(A + B) + rrl{A + B') = - {C" + D"\

and the lines A"B"^ C"D" meet in a point,Q", givenby

lyingon the joinof Q and Q'. This establishes the result stated.

Ex. 8. In Section i (p.27) we gave a construction,when four,
or more, non-intersectinglines AA'^ BB', CC\ DD'

...,
have three

common transversals ABCD
. . . ,

A'B'C'D'
. . . ,

PQRS
. . . ,

for finding
a fourth transversal P'Q'R'S' The pointP' was the harmonic

conjugateof P in regardto A and A', say P' = {A,A')/P;and,
similarly,Q' = (B,B')IQ,R' = (C,C')IR,....

The figurebeingin three dimensions we can regardA, A',B, B'

as fundamental points,and write the symbolsof P and Q in the

forms P = A + pA' and Q = B-\-aB'; and then the symbolsof
R and S in the forms R = P -\-mQ and S =^P -\-nQ. By properly
choosingthe symbolsA',B'^ Q, we can, if we wish,suppose /o= 1,
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the line PQRS, there be drawn ETE' to meet ABCD and A'B'C'D\

respectively,in E and E\ takingthe symbolof T to be T=P-\-tQ^y
we obtain

E = A + tB, E' = pA' + taB\
and P' + tQ' = E^ mn-^E' + mrr'' (nm-Hn-^m - t)aB'.

This shews that the pointin which the line P'Q' meets the plane
EE'B' is not on EE\ that is,that P'Q' does not intersect EE\ unless

tn~^m = mn~^t,

a relation which, if we suppose m = 1, as we may do without loss

of generality,becomes tn~^ = n~^t^ or nt = tn. It would follow if

Pappus'theorem were assumed,and it is true,independentlyof this^
when ^,w, n are iterative symbols.

The other results stated to be true follow from the syzygies
X + {nmr'--l)A = nY + (m - n)aB' = nm-^C + C = nQ + ?im-'P\

these combinations beingall identical with

nmr^A + pA'+ nB + maB',

togetherwith

mY-(m-n)B = X + (nm-'-'\)pA' = D-\- mn-'D' = nQ' + P\

these beingall equivalentwith

A + mn-^pA'-{-nB + maB'.

The facts that X lies on CD, and Y lies on CD', have already
appeared.

If we proceedby the same rule to deduce P'\ Q" from P\ Q\,

justas we have deduced P', Q' from P, Q, we find that

P" = A-{- mn-^ mn-'pA\ Q" = B -{-n-'m n-'maB',

P' + mQ' = C + mn-' mn'^C, P' + nQ" =D + mrr^ mn-'D',

the last two givingthe pointswhere P"Q" meets CC and DD\

Ex. 10. We gave in Section i (p.26) a process for findinga
transversal,in the figureof Ex. 8, for the two pairsof cross joins
AB', AB, CD', CD. With the notation of Ex. 8, we find for the

symbolsof the pointsM, M', N, N', occurringin that construction

M = A -{-maB', M' = pA'-\-mB, N = A + naB\ N' = pA'-\-nB,

from which follow

M "VN'=C-{-D, M + mn-^N' = C + mn-'D',
M' + N =C -\-D',M' + m7i-'N =C + mn-^D

,

in agreementwith the fact that the lines MN' and M'N both meet

the lines CD' and CD.

Ex. 11. Consider now the questionof two Moebius tetrads of

points.A, B, C, D and A
,
B'

,
C

, D', such that each of the latter

is on the planedetermined by three of the former,and each of the
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former on the correspondingplanedetermined bv three of the latter.

We have, in Section i (p.61), deduced the possibilityof this bv

helpof Pappus'theorem ; it is to be expectedthat the symbolical
representationwill recpiirethe commutative restriction.

The pointsA^ B^ C\ D beingregardedas fundamental, the fact

that the pointsD\ A\ B\ C are, respectively,on the })lanesABC^
BCD, CAD, ABD, can be expressed,by properlychoosingthe

symbolsof ^, B^ C, A', B\ C\ by the syzygies

A' = mC-7i,B-D, B' = nA-l,C-D, C = IB ^ vi.A - D,

as is easilyseen, /, w, n and Ij,m^, n^ being suitable algebraic
symbols. Then, the line B'C meets the planeABC in a point
which is representedby either of the symbols

B'-C\ (m,-\-n)A-lB-l,C;

ifthis pointis to be on the line DA, rememberingD' = A -\-B + C^

this point must be a derivative of A and B + C. Thus / = l^. So

we get Jfi = m^ and n = Ui .

In order that D should lie on the planeA'B'C\ there must be a

derivative of A\ B\ C\ say aA' + hB' + cC\ which coincides with Z).

As A, B, C, D are not in a plane,there must then be a syzy gy

a {mC - nB) + b (nA -lC)-\-c{IB - mA) = 0,

which,since A, B, C are independent,requiresthe equations
b?i = cm, cl = an, am = hi ;

these however require

a = chi~^,a = blm~^, cm
.

m~^ ln~^ = bn
.

n~^ hn~^,

and hence mr^lrT^ = n~^lm~^,or lm~^n = nm~H. By a slightchange
of symbols we can, without loss of generality,suppose m = \. The

condition for the ]Moebius tetrads is thus In = nl,as was anticipated.
Ex. 12. Obtain the symbolicalrepresentationof th? result given

in Section i (p.37) that,in four dimensions,an infinite number of

planescan be drawn throughan arbitrarypointto meet three given
lines of generalposition,and that these planesall meet three other

lines.

Also of the result that,in five dimensions,an infinite number of

planescan be drawn to meet four givenlines of generalposition,
and that these planesall meet six other lines.

Ex. 13. It has been seen that a planemeeting four lines,of

generalposition,in four dimensions,can be drawn to meet two of

these lines in assignedpoints(Sectioni, p. 37). Denote the four

lines by a, b,c, d. Let the transversal of b, c, d meet 6, c and d,

respectively,in C, B' and P'; the transversal of c, a, d meet c, a, d

respectively,in A, C and Q'; and the transversal of a, b,d meet
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fl, 5,J, respectively,in B, ^' and R'
.

The pointsP', Q', i2' are,

thence,respectively,derivatives of B' and C, of C and ^, and of

A' and S ; theyare however in syzygy among themselves,as being
on the line d. This syzygy leads then to a syzygy connectingthe

symbolsof A, A\ B, B\ C, C; by a proper choice of the symbols
this last syzygy may be taken to'be^ + ^' + S + 5' -f C + C = 0,

any five of these pointsremainingindependent,and sufficientto

determine the fourfold space. Hence the symbolof P',a derivative

of B' and C, may be taken to be P' = B' -^ C, with, similarly,
0' = C' + A, and P' = A+ B. The line a is determined by the

pointsB and C\ the line b by the pointsC and A', and the line c

by the pointsA and B'.

If then we take the planecontainingthe three points
B + pC\ C-V(tA\ A + p-'a-'B',

we see, because

B + pC'-\-(7-1(C + aA') + p{A + p-'a-'B')
is the same as

a-'(B' + C) + p (C + A) + A' + B,

that this planemeets the line d. As p, a may be taken arbitrarily
we thus have the generalplanemeetingthe four lines a, b,c and d,

spokenof at starting.
With the four givenlines is associated another line ; it is that,

namely,which contains the three pointswhose symbolsare A + A',
B +B\ C + C, these being in syzygy in virtue of the syzygy con-necting

the six pointsA^ A\ P, P',C, C
.

This line may be defined

geometrically; if a' be the common transversal of b, c, d; b' of

c^a^d; c of a, 6,d and d' of a, 6,c, it isthe intersection of the four

threefolds {a,a'},{6,6'},(c,c),{c?,c?'},which meet in a line. For

brevitywe omit the geometricalproofof this,which will ariselater;
it is independentof Pappus'theorem.

But now we remark that

p- (̂P + pC) + C + (tA'-\-(t{A+ p-^a-'B')
is the same as

(7{A+ A')+ p-'B+"7 p-'a-'B' +C + C,

The pointof which this is the symbolwill lieon the line containing
the three pointsA + A\ B "\-B\ C + C, onlyif p-^ = ap-^a~\ or

per = dp. Hence we forecast a geometricaltheorem : If,and only
if,Pappus' theorem be assumed, all planesmeetingfour lines of
generalpositionin four dimensions are met by another line.

A proof of this theorem, apart from the symbolism,will be

givenlater (inVolume IV).
Ex. 14. Finallywe make a brief remark in regardto von Staudt's

introduction of numbers in Geometry. This depends(Beitrdgezur
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Geometrie der Lagi\ Zweites Heft, No. 256, p. !()())upon con-sidering

two sets of four points, on two different lines,each set

taken in a definite order, as being equivalent, when they are in

perspective with one another. In effect such a set of four points,
(or Wurf), is regarded as determining what we have called an

algebraicalsymbol, and rules for the sum and product of two such

symbols, or, in general,for computation with these symbols, are

developed from geometrical theorems previously established on

geometrical grounds.
It is impossiblein a few words to make a comparison, between

two methods of arranging the fundamental logicalideas, which

shall not be open to objection. Ikit it would seem that von Staudt's

scheme, when approached from the point of view we have taken up,

assumes Pappus' theorem in its initial definition. For, as will

appear more fullybelow, for four points of a line which have,
with the suppositions here made, the respective symbols A^ B,
A + \B, A 4- fiB, the symbol of von Staudt corresponding to one

arrangement of these points,is effectively Xyu,"^ We have shewn

(p. 25 above) that these points can be placed in perspective with

the points B^ A^ A-\- jiB, A + \B ; in accordance with our con-ventions

these last may equallybe written B, A, B-{-/j,~^A,B + X~^A.

The symbol associated with these four, by the rule suggested,would
be fjL~^\. The equivalenceof the symbols \fj,~ ând /jl~^\involves

however /xX = X/j,. We have shewn that, unless X, /jl be iterative

symbols, that is (p. 86 above) unless the pointsA + XB, A + fiB
are limited to such as are obtainable, from the points A^ B and

another point of the line taken to be ^ + B^ by a finite number

of harmonic constructions, the equation fjbX= X/j,in generalrequires
Pappus' theorem.

It is very interestinghowever to notice that von Staudt recognises
the possibilitythat the symbols which he introduces may not be

commutative in multiplication.He gives a proof that the set of

four points by which he defines the product of two of his symbols,
each defined by a set of four points,is independent of the order in

which these two sets are taken (loc.cit.," 20, No. 268, p. 171).
The relation of Pappus"*theorem with commutativity of multi-plication,

under certain hypotheses, is considered by F. Schur,

Analy. Geom., IntrocL, 1898, and by Hilbert, Grundlagen der Geo-metrie,

1899, " 31, p. 71.



CHAPTER II

REAL GEOMETRY

SECTION I. THE PROPOSITIONS OF INCIDENCE. INTRODUCTION

OF A PLANE, AND OF A SPACE

Preliminary remarks. The point of view to which we have

sought to guide the reader by the precedingdiscussion is that which

we finallyadopt as basis of the theory ; it appears to possess a

simplicitywhich justifiesits being taken first. But it is general,
and therefore abstract ; as, for instance, in its use of the word line

in such a sense that every two lines of a plane intersect one another.

And it may appear to be artificial ; as, for instance,in its adoption
of Pappus' theorem. Moreover, it gives no recognition to at least

two notions which are, probably,inseparablefrom any conception
of space

founded directlyon experience. One of these notions is,

that space
consists of a limited part which is accessible,surrounded

by an unlimited part which is inaccessible. The other notion, inti-mately

connected with the former, is,that, when a point is given

upon a line, there is thereby effected a distinction, between the

points of the line on one side of the given point, and those on the

other
; or, when a line is given in a given plane,ihere is thereby

effected a distinction between the points of the plane,according

as they lie on one side, or the other, of the given line ; or, when a

plane is given in space, a similar separationis thereby made. This

notion, applied to the pointsof a line, leads to the further notion,

of the order of a set of points on the line. It will be found that

the development of this notion of order suggests a view of what

points are possibleupon a line which, if it were adopted, would

make Pappus' theorem inevitable. Though we regard this view as,

finally,inadequate,we follow the usual procedure,of allowingthe

suggestionof a simplercase to become a startingpoint of the theory
of the more generalcase.

We proceed,then, to examine the fundamental conceptions in a

more concrete way than has hitherto been done. Logically,this

examination should precede the foregoing formulation
;

but it will

readilybe seen that the examination, in proportion as it is com-plete,

is prolix. Moreover, it will appear that the real geometry,

which is built up on the basis of this examination, may be regarded

as included in the geometry so far dealt with.
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Fiankly recognising,now, the possibilityof inac-cessiblepoints,
Ave can assume no generalpropositionthat every two lines in a plane
intersect one another,or that any two planesintersect one another ;

and, requiring,now, that all constructions made shall utilise only
accessible points,we need assumptionsas to what pointsare acces-sible

when others are known to be so. Tiiese we obtain,for points
of a line,bv recognisingthe separationeffected by the assignment
of a pointof the line ; this leads to the notion of the pointsof the

line which are between two givenpoints,all of which are regarded
as beingequallyaccessible. A similar notion dominates our recog-nition

of the pointsof a planewhich are to be regardedas accessible

when three pointsare givenas beingso; and similarlyfor the points
of (threedimensioned)space when four pointsare given.

Betweenness for points of a line. Segments. We assume

that when two points,̂ and

B^ are given,there exists a 7. 7 71 ^ ^'
point,C, which is between A

and B ; and then,also,a point,B\ such that B is between A and

B' ; and also a point,A\ such that A is between A' and B.

Thus, between C and B there exists a point,C ; and between A

and C there exists a point,C^.
We assume that the point. A' A Cj C C 6. B

C\ between C and -B,is be-tween

A and 5, and the point,Cj, between A and C, is equally
between A and B. And we assume, conversely,that every point
between A and B^ not coincidingwith C, is either between A and

C or between C and B. Also that B is not between A and C, nor

A between C and B. Thence it follows that the pointC, not being
between C and B^ is between A and C ; and C is,similarly,be-tween

Ci and B.

There is then, for example,a pointbetween C and C\ and this

pointis between C and jB,and, therefore,is between A and B.

This argument can be continued. There is thus an infinite aggre-gate
of pointsbetween A and B ; and every pointbetween A and

5, not coincidingwith Ci, or C, or C\ is between A and Ci, or

between Cj and C, or between C and C, or between C and B.

Again, as 2? is between A and B\ and not between A and C, it

is between C and B'
.

In this statement, C may be any pointbe-tween

A and B. Similarlythe pointA is between A and any point
which is between A and B.

It appears then,similarly,that there is an infinite aggregateof

pointsB\ and an infinite aggregateof pointsA .

And, as B is between A and B\ the pointA is not between B

and B' ; thus a pointA cannot be the same as a pointB' .

Any point,P, between -4' and B\ and not between A and 5,
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if not coincident with A or with B, is then between A and A or

between B and B'. But there exist pointswhich are not between

A' and B\ m infinite number, namely points,Q',such that B' is

between A' and Q',and also points,P\ such that A' is between P'

and -B'.

We regardthe aggregate,of all the pointsspokenof,as being
determined when the pointsA and B are given.We assume that

the same aggregate is determined when any two pointsof this

aggregateare the givenpoints.
When the pointsA^ B are given,and the pointC is between

them, and B' is a pointsuch that B is between C and B\ we say
that the pointsACBB' are in order. If C is a pointbetween C

and B, it is also between A and 5, and B is between C and B\ as

we have remarked. Thus ACBB' are in order. These orders are

regardedas identical. Again C is between A and C, as we have

said,and C between C and B. Thus ACC'B are in order. This

order we againregardas identical with the former. Similarly,A'

being,as before,a pointsuch that A is between A' and C, the

pointsA'ACB are in order ; and we regardthis as identical with

the preceding.In this order we then say that B is subsequentto,
or follows A^ or is superiorto A ; and that A is anterior to, or

precedes5, or is inferior to B. And for greaterclearness,we some-times

write this in the form A"B. Thus B' follows B, and A'

precedesA. SimilarlyC follows C, but precedesB.
The order described is determined by the pointsA, C, B. A

similar accomit may be givenof an order determined by the three

pointsB, C, A; this we regardas inverse to the former,speaking
of ^ as, in this order,JbllowingB, and of ^' as followingA, of B'

as precedingB, and so on.

The aggregate of pointsC between A and B, togetherwith A

and B, we speakof as lyingupon the segmentAB, of which A, B

are the end points.The completeaggregateof pointsdetermined

by A and B, that is,of pointsC, and of pointsB' which follow By
and of pointsA' which precedeA, we speakof as lyingupon a line.

A more minute disentanglementof the ideas involved,than in

the foregoing,may be found in the authorities quotedin the Biblio-graphy

at the end of this volume.

Points determined by three points. Intersections of lines

determined therewith. We now suppose that,beside the points
of the line determined by the pointsA, B, there is givena pointZ).
Each of the three pairsof points,A and B, A and Z),B and Z),will
then be the end pointsof a segment,and each of these three seg-ments

will be part of a line. The pointA will not be on the line

BB, nor B on DA.

An importantstepin the argument is then the following: let F
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is also between D and //. Thus either H and H^ coincide,or there

is a line determined by H and H^ which contains both L and D ;

in the latter case D would be on the line AB. Therefore H^ coin-cides

with H, and thence G^
,
between D and H^

and between A and F, is the pointG required.
Next, suppose that M is between F and B\

then, consideringA^ B, F, the point L, be-tween

A and M, involves,as before,a pointi?,
between A and i^,such that L is between S

and R ; and,consideringD, A, B, the pointR,
between A and F, involves S, between A and

D, such that i? is between B and 6* ; while,as
L is between B and i2,the pointR cannot be

between L and J5,nor coincide with L, and is between ^S and L.

Then, from A^ L, D, the pointJS,between S and L, involves a

point6ri,between Z) and L, with i2 between A and (rj.However,
i2 was between A and 2^. Thus, consideringthe line determined by
A and J?,if we assume that G^ îs between A and F, as it is between

D and L and therefore between D and H, it is such a pointG as

was required.And, indeed,consideringD, A, M, the point Gi,
between D and L, involves a point,jPi,between D and M, such

that Gi is between A and i^i; then F and -Fiare both on the line

AR, and, as A isnot on the lineDB, the pointF^
coincides with F, and so G^ is between A and F.

Whence, further,if E be between D and ^,
and 2^ be between D and 5, and H be between

^ and B, there is a pointG between E and F

which is also between D and H. For, from Z),

^, ^, there follows K, between E and 5 and

between D and i?. And then, from Z),", B,
from jfiC,between "^ and jB,and i^,between D

and -B,there follows G,between D and ^ and be-tween

E and F. And this G, between D and ^, is between D and Z?.

Also,stillwith E givenbetween Z) and A, and Z^ givenbetween
D and -B,if G, G' be between ^ and F, with 6^

between E and G' and G' between G and Z^,so
that EGG F are in order,and if H, H' be be-tween

A and 5 such that G is between D and

fl" and G' is between D and Z?',then also the

pointsAHH'B are in order. For, from Z),A^

H, SiS G is between E and G', so also is H be-tween

^ and H'; while,similarly,from DHB,

AH H' R
^^^ pointH' is between Zf and B. And con-versely,

given AHH'B in order,we can infer

that EGG'F are in order.
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The statement that when H is between A and B then G is be-tween
D and H is the same as that,unless ^ be at ^ or F be at J5,

there is no pointof the se"^nient EF which is also a pointof the

segment AU. Consider now, takinir E on the line DA^ and F on

the line DB, the questionwhether there are pointsof the line EF

which are also pointsof the Ihie AB.

If a pointA' be such that A is between A' and /?,it follows,by
Pcano's axiom, consideringZ),A\ jB,that,
when E is between D and A^ there is F,
between D and 5, such that E is between

A' and F ; and, also,from what we liave

seen, if B' be such that B is between A

and 5
,
there is an F\ between E and B\

which is between D and B. Thus, when

E^ F are, respectively,between D and A

and between D and B, while there is no

pointof the segment EF which is a pointof the segment AB^ there

may be a point,A\ or B\ of the line AB which is a pointof the

line EF.

We may examine the various combinations of the possibleposi-tions
of E on the line DA, with those of F on DB, puttingtogether

those in which such a common point of the two lines AB, EF

necessarilyfollows from Peano's axiom, and then those for which

this does not follow. There are evidentlynine possiblecombinations.

When F isbetween D and B and E not between D and A, whether

A be between D and E, or D be between A and E, there is neces-

sarilv a point,C, of the line EF which is a pointbetween A and B.

And similarlv when E is between D and A. This accounts for four

combinations. When F is not between D and B, it may be such

that D is between F and B ; then if E be such that A is between

" and D, there is a pointA' between E and /^ such that A is be-tween

A' and jB ; while,if F be such that B is between D and F,
and jB be such that D is between A and ", there is a pointB'
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between E and F such that B is between A and B'
.

This accounts

for two other combinations. For the three remainingcombinations

no common pointof the two hues is certain,the last of these being
the case considered above. In these three cases, E, F are either

both interior pointsof the segments DA, DB, or neither is an

interior point.In none of these three cases can there be a common

pointof the segments AB and EF, as we easilyprove from the

axiom.

In any case, the total number ofpointsof the line EF which lie

within one of the three segmentsAB, DA, DB^ is zero or two.

Example. If E, F be points such that D is between A and E, and D is

between B and F, and G be any pointbetween E and F, prove that there is

a pointC between A and B such that D is between C and G.

ConsideringE, F, B, there follows a pointyL, of DE, between B and G,
and_,then, consideringA, B, G, there follows C.

Points of a plane system. Let A, B, C be three givenpoints,
not belongingto one line. A line is determined by the pointA
and any point,P, of the segment BC ; so, a line is determined by
the pointB and any point,Q, of the segment CA, and a line is

determined by the pointC and any point,R, of the segment AB.

The system of pointslyingupon the aggregate
of all such lines,of the three kinds,is called a

planesystem,and the pointsare said to lie in

a plane.All pointsof the lines BC, CA, AB

belong to this system. The system contains

pointslyingupon a line of all the three kinds,
AP, BQ and CR ; but, also,it contains points
lyingupon a line of one kind only.

Consider a line of the kind CR, R beingbe-tween

A and B, and, thereon,points,H and K,
such that R is between H and C, and C isbetween R andK. A point
between C and R is equallyupon a line AP, and upon a line BQ,

by what we have shewn ; and, therefore,neither H nor K is upon
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a line of the kind AP or the kind BQ. If B' be a pointof the line

AB such that B isbetween A and

B\ a point,3/, between C and B'

is on a line AP ; a point,//,such
that 5' is between C and //, is

upon a hne BQ, as also is a point,
A',such that C is between K and

B'. A similar remark can be

made, startingfrom a pointA'
such that A is between A' and B.

The planesystem thus contains

the pointsof all lines determined

by C and a pointof the line AB ; but to say that the system con-sisted

onlyof such pointswould be to assume that every line,in
the plane,drawn through C, had a point of intersection with the

line AB.

Let " be a pointbetween C and A, and F a pointbetween C

and B ; and let //,K be pointsof the line EF,
tliepointF beingbetween E and H and the

pointE between K and F. It is clear from

what has been said that a pointof this line

between E and F lies on a line CJ?,where -R

is between A and ^. Consider C,A,H; as E

is between C and -^,and i^ is between E and

^, there is a point,T, between A and fl",such

that F is between C and T ; thus ^ lies on a line throughA con-taining

a pointof the line CB. We remarked that the planesystem
contains all pointsof a line determined by C and a pointof the

line AB. By similar reasoningit contains all pointsof a line

determined by A and a pointof the line CB. Thus H is a, point
of the system. Again consider C, K, B ; as F is between C and B,
and i^ is between K and -F,there is a point,"S,between A" and 5,
such that jB is between C and *S ; thus K lies on a line throughB

containinga point of the line CA. It is thus shewn that every

pointof the line EF belongsto the planesystem. Therefore a line,

containingpointsof any two of the segments BC, CA, AB, belongs
to the plane.

Now let A',B\ C be any three pointsof the planesystem not

lyingon one line. We shew that these may be used,instead of

A, B, C, to determine the planesystem. For this it is sufficient to

prove that if H be a pointsuch that at least one of the three pos-sibilities,
that the line HA' contains a pointof the segment B'C,

or the line HB contains a pointof the segment CA
,

or the line

HC contains a pointof the segment A'B\ is a fjict,then at least

one of the correspondingpossibilities,for // in regardto A, B, C,
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is also a fact,and to prove that the converse is also true. This

proofwill follow if we shew that,when A is any pointof the plane
system (^, -B,C), the planesystems,{A!̂ B^ C) and (^, B^ C),are

the same.

between A and C, then a point,H, for which the

line HA' contains a pointbetween B and C, is on

a line containingpointsof two of the segments
AC, CB, BA ; so that such point H belongsto
the planesystem (A, B^ C),by what was proved
above. The same follows if the line HA' contains

S, or C If the line HB contains a pointof the

segment A'C, it contains a pointof the segment
AC ; and if the line HC contains a pointof the

segment BA', it contains a pointof the segment AB ; in either case

it belongsto the planesystem {A, B, C). Conversely,if the line

HA contains a pointof the segment BC, other than B, it contains

a pointof the segment BA', and so belongsto the planesystem
(A',B, C),by what was provedabove ; and the same follows when

H is on the line AB. Again,if the line HB contains a pointof
the segment CA, it contains a pointof the line CA', and belongs
to the system (A',B, C) ; while,if the line HC contains a pointof
the segment AB, it contains a pointof the segment AB, and then,
also,belongsto {A', B, C). A pointbetween any two of the points
A, B, C may then be used instead of either of these to determine

the planesystem. The planesystems so obtained are the same.

But from this it follows that any one of the points.A, may be

replacedby any pointexceptB and C on either of the lines,ABy
AC, containingthis point.

Next, let A' be any pointof the planesystem{A,B, C),not lying
on the line BC : then, either

(a) the line BA' contains a pointof the segment CA, say the

^^

pointQ ; then the planesystem {A',B, C) is the same as {Q,B, C)
" each beingthe same as (Q,A', C) " and (Q,B, C) is the same as

{A,B,C),ov
(h) the line CA' contains a point of the segment BA, in which

case a similar argument shews that the systems,{A',B, C),{A,B, C)y
are the same, or, lastly,
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(c) the line AA' contains a point of the segment BC^ say the

.A'

Ia A A

pointP ; then the system {A\ B, C) is the same as {A\ B, P), and

this as (A, P, P), and this as (A, P, C).
It is thus established,whatever be the pointA' of the plane

system(A,P, C),not lyingon the line BC, that the system(A\ P, C)
is the same as (A, P, C). Hence it is easy to deduce that the system
{A^ P, C) may be defined from any three points(A\ P',C) of itself

which are not in line.

An incidental consequence is that all the pointsof the line

determined by any two pointsof a planesystem lie also in the

system.

Separation of the points of a plane effected by a line

therein. Let us say that two pointsof a planesystem belongto
the same class when the segment of which theyare the end points
contains no pointof a certain line lyingin the plane,but that two

pointsbelongto different classes in the contrarycase. Then the

results we have developedshew that every pointof the planebe-longs

to one of two classes,save that the pointsof the chosen line

are exceptional.For let A, B be any two chosen pointsof different

class,the segment AB containinga pointof the line ; let C be any

other pointof the system not lyingon the chosen line : we have

shewn that,of pointsof the three segmentsAB, BC, AC, there are

two or none lyingon a line of the plane: the chosen line there-fore

contains a pointof the segment AC, or a pointof the segment
BC. The pointC thus belongseither to the same class as A or to

the same class as P. Moreover, in this description,A may be re-placed

by any pointof its own class,and P by any point of its

class. For if A' and C be of the same class as A, the line not con-taining

a pointof either segment AA' or AC, then the line does

not contain a pointof the segment A'C, and C belongsto the same

class as A\ Similarlyif B' be of the same class as P, but C of a

different class from P, then C, B' are of different class.

As soon as we are in a positionto shew that we can do so in a

self-consistent manner, we shall discard the distinction between the

accessible and the inaccessible pointsof a plane,upon which our
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theoryat presentrests ; and then the separationof the pointsof a

plane,effected by a hne, will disappear,unless reintroduced by a

convention as to which pointsare to be regardedas accessible. But

for the presentthis separationis most important.If it were intro-duced

at the start,as an axiom, and three lines were taken in the

plane,not having a common point; and the two classes of points
of the planewith reference to one line were denoted,say, by a and

a.\the two classes with reference to another of these lines by /Sand

/S',and the two classes with reference to the remainingline by 7

and 7',then the pointsof the plane,not lyingon any of the lines,
would be each of one of seven categories(a,/S,7),(a,/S,7),(a,/S',7),
(a,yS,7'),(a,yS',7'),(a,/3,7 ),(a',/S',7). Peano's axiom would then

arise in a very natural way.

Example. Given two lines,AB, AC, with a common point.A, it may be

proposedto define a planesystem as the aggregate of pointsthrough which a

line can be drawn having a point,other than A, common with each of the

two given lines. Examine whether this system is coextensive with that,

adoptedabove, defined by the pointsA, B, G.

Space systems^ defined by four points not lying in a

plane. As a preliminaryremark, before proceedingto a formal

definition,suppose that we have a system of points,not lyingin a

plane,of such character and multiplicitythat it contains an infinite

number of planesystems,while those of the system not lyingon a

specifiedplaneare, by means of this plane,divided into two classes.

Then, if A^ B, C, D be four pointsof the system not lyingin a

plane,the planedetermined by A, B, C distinguishestwo classes,

say B and S';similarlythe planeBCD distinguishestwo classes,
a and a';the planeCAD two classes,jSand jS';and the planeABD
two classes,7 and y. The pointsof the system are then, by these

four planes,distinguishedinto 2^ " 1, or fifteen,categories,such as

(a,(3,ry,B),or (a,/8,7, 8),etc.,exceptionmade of pointson one

of the four planes.Supposefurther that two pointsof the system
are of the same class,with respectto one of the planes,or of dif-ferent

class,accordingas the segment of which these are the end

pointsdoes not, or does,contain a pointof this plane,it being
understood that,with reference to the planeABC, the pointD is

of class S,while A is of class a with reference to the planeBCD,
and B of class /8 with reference to the planeCAD, and similarly
for C. Then, if a point of the system,P, be of the category
(a,/3,7, 8'),the segment PD, whose end pointsare respectivelyof

classes B' and B, contains a pointof the planeABC; this will,
however,be of category(a,/3,7) with reference to the other three

planes,this beingso both for P and D. A pointP of the category
(a,/3,7, 8')may therefore be said to be such that the line PD con-tains

a pointof the j^c^ABC; this statement is then equallytrue
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Q be another point of the plane a, not lying on y5; of the two

pointsP, P\ let P be that one which is of the same class as Q with

respect to the plane /3, so that P\ Q are of different class. The

segment P'Q thus contains a point of the plane /5, say 0' ; this

point,lying on the segment P'Q, is also on the plane a. Thus both

the planescontain the two points0 and 0\ and the line determined

by these is,therefore, common to the two planes. The statement

(d) then follows by remarking that, in virtue of (c),if a plane con-tain

a point of one of the segments QR, RP, PQ, it meets the plane
PQR in a line. For we have shewn that in a plane (PQR) a line

contains none, or two, pointsof the segments QR, RP, PQ.

Extension to fourfold and higher space. If now it be al-lowed

that five points A, B, C, 2), E can exist, of which A, B, C, D

are not in a plane,such that E does not belong to the threefold

space system determined by A, B, C, Z), we can regard these five

points as determining a fourfold space, specifying,in a manner

analogous to that followed above for twofold and for threefold

space, what points are to be regarded as belonging thereto. Such

a space will contain lines,and planes,and also threefold space

systems. It will not be true, in such a fourfold system, to take one

illustrative example, that two planes which have one point in

common, necessarilyhave in common the points of a line; for it

will now be by a threefold space, and not by a plane,that the

points of the fourfold system are separatedinto two classes. But

a similar proof to that followed above will shew that two threefold

spaces of the fourfold system which have a point in common, have

also a plane in common ; let a, ^ denote the threefold spaces, O

the assumed common point, and P, P' two points of a having O

between them ; as before a point Q is possiblein a such that the

segment QP' contains a point,0\ of /3 which also lies in a, so that

the line 00' is common to a and yS. But now, beside Q, a point R

is possible,in a, which does not lie in the plane QPO ; and this

gives a further point,0'\ common to a and yS,which does not belong
to the line 00'. The points 0, O', O' determine a plane common

to a and /3.

We regard such a fourfold space, or spaces of higher multiplicity,
as entirelypossible; and experience has shewn the great usefulness

and interest of taking them into consideration. It seems, however,

unnecessary, at this stage, to enter into further detail.
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SFXTION II. THE GENERALISATION OF THE REAL GEOMETRY

BY THE INTRODUCTION OF POSTULATED POINTS

Purpose of the Section. In comparisonwith the gcometrv of

Chapteri, the Real Geometry we have dealt with in the preceding
Section is inconvenient to apply,owing to such circumstances as

that two lines in a planemay not have a common point,and two

planesin a threefold space may not have a common line. The

common pointof two lines,in Chapteri, is,however,onlyof use

because,as a point,it can serve as one of two pointsdetermininga
line ; in other words, the propositionof Chapteri is that,if two

lines be given in a plane,there is therebydetermined through an

arbitrarypointwhich does not lie on either of them, a definite line

having no common pointwith either of them, save perhapswhere
they have a common point.Now, in this form, the propositionis

equallytrue for the Real Geometry. When this is made clear it

will be convenient to speakof the two given lines as having in

common a so-called postulatedpointyleavingopen the question
whether this pointis accessible or not. Similar remarks applyto
the other cases in which the Real Geometry appears incompletein

comparisonwith that dealt with in Chapteri. The result of the

whole examination now to be made is that, we may regardthe

space of the Real Geometry as part of a space in which the Propo-sitions
of Incidence formulated in Chapteri are completelyvalid,

providedthat postulatedpoints,lines and planesare allowed an

existence,whether they be accessible or not.

Extended form of Desargues^ Theorem, for lines and

planes having a common point. Let 0 be a point,and ", b^c,
a\ b',c be six lines passingthroughthis point,no three of which

lie in a plane.The pairs,a, a\ and b,b\ and c, c',of these lines,
will determine three planescontainingthe pointO ; any two of

these planeswill,therefore,have a line in common, passingthrough
0. Suppose the three lines so arisingcoincide with one another,so
that the three planesall contain one line,/,passingthrough 0.

Consider six other planesdetermined by the givenlines,of which

two are the planescontainingrespectivelythe pairsb and c, and

b' and c'; these two planes,which we may respectivelycall [6,c]
and [b\c'],meet in a line through0. There are then two other

lines through0, given,respectively,by the planes[c,a],[c,a']and

[a,6],[a,b'].With the hypothesismade, that the three planes
[a,a'],[b,b'],[c,c']have a line,/,in common, we prove that the

three lines which are the intersections of the respectivepairsof

planes
[b,c],[6',c'];[c,fl],[c\a]; [a,b],[a,6'],

he in one plane.This planewill pass throughO.
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To prove this,remark, first,that if three lines a, a',Z in a plane
have a point0 in common, and pointsP',Q' be taken on a so that

O is between P' and Q',the line I must have a pointin common

either with PP' or PQ'. For, as we saw in Section i, the line I has

none or two points,in all,lyingon the segmentsPP\ P'Q\ Q'P ;

and it has the point0 on the segment P'Q'. It is thus possibleto
take P' and P (orQ' and P), respectivelyon a and a, so as to lie

on oppositesides of the line I.

It follows that,in our figure,pointsA, A' can be taken,respec-tively

on the lines a and a, such that there is a point,L, of the

line /,lyingbetween them. By a similar argument, a point,C, can

be taken,on the line c, so that there is a point,C\ of the line c\

lyingbetween L and C Then it follows,from Peano's axiom, that,
in the planeAA'C, there is a point,B'\ lyingbetween A and C,
such that C is between ^' and P". Again, a point,B\ can be

taken,on the line b\ so that there is a point,P, of the line 6,lying
between L and P'; then it follows,from Peano's axiom, that,in
the planeAB'A\ there is a point,C'\ between A' and P', such

that P is between ^ and C". It follows further,by the axiom, that.
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in the planeCLB\ there is a point,A', which is between C and

B' and also between C and B.

It is at once seen that the pointsA", B", C" are upon the plane
ABC and upon the planeABC. Thus A'\ B'\ C" are in line.

But the line OA" is the line of intersection of the planes[6,c]anc

[h\c'];similarlyOB" is the line of intersection of the planesfc,a
and ["",a],and OC

'

is the line of intersection of the planes[a,b
and [rt',h'\ These three lines of intersection are therefore in one

plane; as we desired to prove.
Consider now the converse proposition.As before consider six

linesa, 6,f, a\ b\ c\passingthroughthe point0, of which no three

are in one plane; suppose that the lines of intersection of the

respectivepairsof planes,[6,c]and [b\c],[c,a]and [c\a],[a,b]
and [a\b'],are in one plane.It can be shewn that the planes[a,"'],
[6,6'],[c,c] have a line in common.

For, let the planes[a,a'],[b,b'],which meet in 0, meet in the

line /. Let the line of intersection of the plane[/,c]with the plane
[a\c']be the line Cj, passingthroughO ; so that the planes[a,a],
[6,6 ],[c,Ti]have the line / in common. Then, by the preceding,
it follows that tlie lines of intersection of the three pairsof planes
[b,c]and [b',cj,[c,a]and [fj,a'],[a,b]and [a,b'],lie in one plane.
By construction,however, the plane[ci,a] is the same as the plane
[c\a]; thus,of the three lines which are in one plane,two are the

intersections,respectively,of [c,a] and [c,a] and of [a,b] and

[a\b'];and it was to be supposedthat the planeof these contains

the line of intersection of the planes[b,c]and [b\c'].The line of

intersection of the planeof these,with the plane[6,c],thus liesin

both the planes[b\cj and [b\c'];and,therefore,these last plaiiCs,
both containingthe line b\ coincide with one another. Wherefore

the lines Cj, c are the same, or the planecontainingthem contains

the line b'
. By construction,however,the planeof Cj and c contains

the line a; and, it was assumed that the lines "',b\ c are not in

one plane.Thus it follows that the lines c\ and c coincide ; and,

therefore, the planes[a,a'],[6,5'],[c,c] meet in a line,as was to

be proved.
For the propositionhere given,and its application,we may refer

to Reyes-y-Prosper," Sur les proprietesgraphiquesdes figurescen-

triques,"J/^^A. Amial. xxxii, 1888, 157; Pasch, Math. Annal. xxxii,

1888, 159; F. Schur, Grundlogendcr Gcormirie,1909, " 2.

Fundamental theorem in regard to the correspondence

of the lines and planes of two central figures, or stars. A

figureconsistingof lines and planespassingthrough a point,such

as that considered above, may be called a central Jif^ureôr a star ;

the pointitselfbeingcalled the centre. Suppose now we have two

centres,0^ and Og. Let a be a plane,not passingthrough0^ or Oo.
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To every line through the point0^ which has a pointin common

with the planea, we can evidentlymake corresponda line through
the pointO2, namely that which meets the planea in the same

pointas does the former ; and either of these lines determines the

other. To establish such a correspondenceit is not necessary, how-ever,

to assume an actual,or accessible,intersection of the former

line with the planea. We can shew that,to every line throughthe
centre Oi,there correspondsa definitelinethroughthe centre O.^iand

conversely,without utilisingan actual,or accessible,point common

to the plane a and the lines. And this in such a way that to three

lines through0^ zohich lie in a plane,there shall correspondthree

lines throughO^ which also lie in a plane" these planescoinciding
when theformerplane,throughOj,passes throughOr,.

P'irst consider the statement in regardto singlelines throughOj
andOg. Let libe any line through Oj ; we make no use of any

intersection it may have with the planea. Upon the planea take

three arbitrarypoints; through the line l p̂ass three planes,each

containingone of these points; any one of these planes,havinga

pointcommon with the planea, will have a line of intersection with

it. Denote these lines by a, b,c, respectively.If the line l ĥas an

actual pointof intersection with the planea, each of the lines

a, 6, c will pass though this point; converselya point,common to

two of the lines a, b,c, lies upon two planespassingthrough the

line Zi,and therefore lies upon l^,as well as upon the planea. Thus,
to refrain from usingany possibleintersection of the line \ with the

planea, we must avoid the assumptionof an accessible intersection

of any two of the lines a, b,c.

On the line a, take two

arbitrarypoints,A and A
.

By what has been seen above

in regardto the separation
of the pointsof a plane
effected by a line of that

plane,it is possibleto take

a point,E, of the planea,
such that each of the seg-ments

EA and EA contains

a pointof the line c. Say
these pointsare, respectively,

C and C. On the line b take an arbitrarypoint,B; it is then

possibleto take a further point,B',upon the line 6,such that there

is a point,D, of the segment BC lyingbetween B' and C. Then,

consideringthe pointsA', C, B', we see that there is a pointF

between A' and B', such that D is between F and E.

We can now prove, by the theorem of the foregoingarticle,that
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the pointsA^ F, B are in line. For, let the lines joiniiiirthe point
Oi, respectivelyto tlie pointsA^ B, C, A\ B\ C\ be called Ui^hi,Ci,
a^\ bi\c/; so that the planes[a^,ri,'],[6,,̂/J,[c,,c/]are, respec-tively,

the planesthrough Oj containingthe lines a, b, c. By
construction these planeshave a line in common, the line /j. There-fore,

by the theorem referretl to, the lines of intersection of the

three pairsof planes

[^1,6-,]and [bi,c/],[c,,a,]and [r/,a/],[a,,b,]and [a,\/;/]
lie all in one plane; of these lines,however, the two former are

respectivelythe lines O^D and OiE ; and the last line meets the

planea in a pointlyingupon both the lines AB and A'B'. Thus

the pointF must lie on the line AB.

By the converse part of the theorem of the foregoingarticle,we
can thence infer that the planesthrough0. ŵhich contain, respec-tively,

the lines a, b,c, also meet in a line,which we shall call 4-
For, if the linesjoiningthe pointOg to the pointsA, B, C, A\ B\ C

be,respectively,called a.,,h,,Co, "/,6/,Cg',it follows from the fact

that the lines which are the intersections of the three pairsof

planes

[62,C2]and [bo,c/],[co,a^]and [r./,"o'],[^o,b. ând [^2',̂2'],
lie in a plane,namelythe planethroughOo which contains the line

DEF, that the three planes[ffg?CI2],[62? ^/J?[co,̂2]meet in a line.

These are the planesjoiningO^ respectivelyto the lines fl,b,c.

It is thus provedthat,giventhe pointsO^ and Oo,and a planea

not containing0^ or O2, if any line Zjbe drawn through Oj, and,
throughthis,be taken three planesintersectingthe planea respec-tively

in the actual lines a, 6,c, then the planesthroughO.2con-taining

these lines ", b, c have in common another line,4? which

will pass through O^. There is thus determined a line through0.,
correspondingto any given line passingthrough O^ ; and, if the

line through O^ be given,that throughOi is determined by the

same construction. The lines a, b, c were determined by planes
containing/j,drawn, respectively,through three arbitrarilytaken

pointsof the planea ; it is easy to see that the line 4 is the same

whatever these pointsmay be. For, if two of these pointsremain
the same, say those which lead to the lines b and c, the third may

vary; the line L will still be determined by the intersection of the

planesjoining0^ to the lines b and c. By varying,thus,one point
at a time,all can be varied. The construction given has not used

any intersection of the planea with the line 4; when such a point
is giventhe line L is that joiningO. t̂o this point.

Next consider three lines,passingthrough Oj, which lie on a

plane;we desire to prove that the lines throughO., corresponding
to these respectively,by the above rule,also lie in a plane.Let
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the givenlinesthrough0^ bejo,q^ r. Take a pointP of the planea;
the plane,Pr^ containingthe line r and the pointP of the planea,
will meet a in a line ; let Q be a pointof this line other than P.

Let the lines O^P and OjQ be called,respectively,a and h. The

planesPq and Qp, that is the planesjoiningthe pointsP and Q

respectivelyto the lines q and p, have the point 0^ in common ;

theytherefore have a line in common, which we call c. Similarly,
take another pointP' of the planea, and then,in the line in which

the planeP'q meets the planea, take another pointR' ; denote the

lines O^P' and 0^R\ respectively,by a' and c\ and denote the line

of intersection of the planesP'r
p'

ic
,

^"^ ^P ^y ^
"

Then
^ 1

\ 1^ (^) ^^ plane Qp contains

.

\ 1
/ / / ^^ lines jO,h and c ; the plane

'

^ \
I
/^ ^'V contains the linesp, V and

.' \"'
1 /

^ '^ ^^^ ^^^ planes[6,c] and

' \ 1 ^
/

[^''̂']"^^^^ ^^ ^be lineje?;
'

\ \ ^
w ip) tbe planePq contains the

/ ^ W /
lines q, c and a ; the planecon-

/ \\ly tainingq and P'R' contains the

/
^

^^ C linesq, c and a'\thus the planes
/

^

^ " ^"" ^' ^

^

^
[cj"] and [c, a']meet in the

p Q (c)the planePV contains the

lines r, a' and 6' ; the plane
containingr and PQ contains the lines r, " and b ; thus the planes
[a,b]and [a',b] meet in the line r.

It was said,however,that the lines^, q, r are in one plane.Thus,
by the theorem of the last section,we are able to infer that the

planes[",a'],[b,6'],[c,c] have a line in common. Call this line

\. Further these planeshave each a line common with the planea,
having,respectively,thereon,the point P (upon a), the pointQ
(on b)and the pointR' (on c). Whence, by what has immediately
preceded,the planesjoiningthe pointO^,respectivelyto these lines

of the planea, have also a line in common, say Zg-And, also,to the

six lines a, 6,c, a, b\ c through O^,will correspond,respectively,
lines throughO2,say a^, 62?̂ 2? ^2? K^ ^2? there being throughO2,
correspondingto the planes[a,"'],[6,5'],[c,c'],the planes["2)̂s']?
[62?̂2'][̂"^'25 ^2']-As these meet in a line,Z2?the lines of intersection

of the three pairsof planes

[62,C2]and [62',c/],[c2,tta]and [c/,̂a']?["^2?̂ and [^g',62'],

are three lines,throughO2,lyingin a plane.These are the lines,

say /?2,q2, ^3, throughO2,which correspond,respectively,to /?,g^,r.

We have thus provedwhat we desired to prove. VVe have not
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But then, as Zi,4 correspondto one another with respectto the

planeHl^^ which contains a pointH between O^ and O2,theyHe in

a planethroughO^ and 0^. And, then,as l^ is an arbitraryline
through Oi, there follows what was desired,that, to any plane
throughOi containingO1O2, there corresponds,with respectto the

planea, as planethroughO2, the same plane.
Postulated points. Consider any two linesin a plane,of which

the intersection,if it exists,is not given.With the helpof the

foregoingconsiderations,we can shew that it is possibleto make

constructions which are of the same effectas if the pointof inter-section

were known to existand were accessibleand given; and this

in a unique manner. This will enable us to speakof the lines as

havingwhat we may call a postulatedpointof intersection.

Let the lines be a, 6,lyingin the planea. Let 0 be any point,
not lyingin this plane.The two planes0", 0^, with the common

point0, have a line in common, passingthrough0, which we call I.

Let c be a third line of the planea, such that the planeOc also

contains /. We desire to find justificationfor sayingthat the lines

", h have a postulatedpointof intersection,and that the line c

passes throughthis. For this to be legitimateit is sufficient,first,
that the statement shall not be dependentupon the positionof the

point0; the precedingarticle shews that it is not; and, second,
that ifthe lines a, h have an actual pointof intersection,the line c

shall contain this,which is obvious.

Then, if C be an arbitrarypointof the planea, the line from C

to the postulatedpointof intersection of the lines a and 6,would,
by the definition,be the line of intersection,with the planeOf,of the

planeCI. As the precedingarticleshews,the construction for this

line may be made in the planea alone ; we have onlyto take two

arbitrarypoints,A, A', on the line a, an arbitrarypoint,B, on 5,
then a point,B\ on b such that a point,F, between A and B, is

between A' and B' ; then, further a point,E^ so that the given
pointC is between A and E, so that,from the pointsA^B,E^ there

is a point,D, between B and C which is also between F and E^ and

there is also,from the pointsA',B\ E,a, point,C, between A^ and

E, such that D is between B' and C. The line CC is then the line

required.The line which we regardas determined by the postulated
point,and a point0 not lyingin the planeof a, b,is the line,/,
found as above,from the planesOa and Ob.

The postulatedpointhas then,like an actual point,the capability
of determininga line,when taken with another point.It is like-

w^ise sufficient,when taken with two other points,O and 0\ to

determine a plane; for we have seen, regardingthe postulatedpoint
as arisingfrom two givenlines ", 6,lyingin a planea, that these,
with the point0, outside this plane,giverise to a line,Z,passing
throughO; with the point0\ theyalso giverise to a line,l\passing
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through O'; and we have seen that these correspondinglines,
through0 and 0',He in a plane.This plane,in virtue of its con-struction,

may be said to contain the postulatedpoint.
If we have two pairsof lines in the planea, namely a^ h and a',6',

but no actual intersection of ^/, /;,or of ^i
,
/;',we have,thereby,two

postulatedpoints.With a j)ointO, not lyingin the planea, these

two pointsdetermine a plane; for theydetermine,by the preceding,
two lines throughthe pointO, say the lines / and /'. The planeof
these is the planein (piestion.

^Vhen we have three postulatedpointsof the planea, it may

happen that the lines /,/',/" similarlyarising,one from each of

these points,through a pointO, not in the planea, lie in one

plane.By the precedingarticle it follows,that,if this is so for one

positionof the pointO, it is so for another position.We shall then

be justifiedin speakingof the three postulatedpointsas beingin
line. This leads to a new conception,that of the postulatedline,
which is defined in the first instance by two postulatedpoints;if
the postulatedpointsbe actual,the postulatedline which joins
them is also actual,and subjectto the construction given.

The postulatedpointmay ecjuallybe defined by means of a plane,
a, and a line,/,not lyingin this plane; the line joiningany given
point,P, of the planea, to the postulatedpoint,beingthe inter-section

of the planePI with the planeo, this definition accords

with the former. And, similarly,the postulatedline joiningtwo
postulatedpointsof the plane", is,by the preceding,in fact deter-mined

by two planes,the planea and another. Conversely,if two

planes,say a and ts-,be given,but no intersection of these,we can

find postulatedpointsby the join of which a postulatedline is

determined which we may regardas determined by the planesa
and ts- ; for take on the planea the pointA, and on the plane-cr
the point0; then, an arbitraryplanethrough the line AO meets

the planela- in a line,say /,and meets the planea in a line,say a ;

if B be another pointof the planea, the planethrough/ and B

meets the planea in another line 6; these lines a, b,in the planea,
define a postulatedpointof this planewhich is equally,in accord-ance

with what precedes,to be regardedas beingon the planeot.
It is also clear incidentallythat,a postulatedline determines,with
an actual point,an actual plane.

Summing up the results so far obtained,we may then say :

1. Two actual linesin a planehave a pointof intersection,actual

or postulated.
2. A line containingan actual pointis an actual line ; for two

planeshavingan actual pointcommon have an actual line common.

But a pointlyingon an actual line may quitewell be a postulated
point.

8"2
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S. An actual line and a postulatedline,in the same plane,have

a pointin common, which is a postulatedpoint.If the postulated
line be that joiningtwo postulatedpointsdefined respectivelyby

the pairsof actual lines a, b and a, b\ lyingall in a plane,the
actual line beingthe line,c, of the same plane,and we take a point,.

0, external to this plane,the planesOa, Ob intersect in a line Z,.

and the planesOa, Ob' intersect in a line /';and the pointcommon
to the line,c, and the postulatedline is that defined by c and the

plane(/,l').
4. Similarlyit may be seen that two postulatedlines in a plane

have a pointcommon, a postulatedpoint.More generally,from

an actual pointan actual line can be drawn to meet in a pointy
actual or postulated,each of two skew lines ; for an actual plane
can be drawn throughthe pointto contain a line,actual or postu-lated,

and two such planesthrough the pointhave an actual line

in common.

5. We have seen that an actual line and an actual planenot

containingthis line,define a point,actual or postulated.More

generallya postulatedline and an actual planedefine a point,
unless the line lie in the plane; for,from an arbitrarypointof the

plane,there passes a line to each of two pointstaken on the line,and

these two lines determine a planemeetingthe givenplanein a line ;

this line with the postulatedline determine the pointin question.
6. Thus, also,any three actual planesmeet in a point,actual or

postulated.
7. The dualitybetween actual lines and points,in a plane,con-tinues

to hold for postulatedpointsand lines,beinga consequence

of the reciprocityexistingfor a star ; not onlyis it true that two

lines through the centre of the star determine a plane,but,also,
two planesthroughthe centre of the star meet in a line. In three

dimensions, a line and a planedetermine a point,which may be a

postulatedpoint; the reciprocaltheorem would be that a line and

a pointdetermine a plane.If the point,or the line,be onlypostu-lated,
we may stillregardthem as determininga plane; but in

case both the pointand line are postulatedelements this is a postu-lated

plane.It must then be provedthat the line determined by
two pointsof a postulatedplanelies entirelyin that plane; and,^
when the notion of a postulatedplaneis acquired,it is to be shewn

that two postulatedplanesdetermine a line,which will be a postu-lated
line because every planethrough an actual line is an actual

plane;and,further,that three postulatedplanesdetermine a (postu-lated)
point,and that a line and a planein all cases determine a

point.It seems unnecessary to developthese results in detail ; the

above account of the course of the argument will make its character

clear.
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Remark on the theory of postulated elements. A par-ticular
case of the foivu;i)ingtlieoryis that view of Euclid's Geo-metry

wherein two parallellines are said to have a pointin common,

Ivini;-at infinity.This view is at least as old as Kepler {Ad
V'licUionem paraVipomenad̂c Com scctiomhus^Francofurti,lf)04),who
deduced it independentlyof notions of perspective,and Desargues
(BrouiUon project.^Paris,1()^9;Ocuvres de Desar^w.sp̂ar M. Poudra,
Paris,18G4; t. i, pp. 104, 243. See Ch. Taylor,Ancient and

Modern Geometryof Conies,Cambridire,1881, pp. Ivi-lxxii).In
this view every line has a singlepostulatedpoint,and two lines

are parallelwhen they intersect therein ; if two other lines both

pass through the postulatedpointof a line,this is the postulated
pointof all. In the more generaltheoryoutlined above, two lines,
/;,C-, may determine different postulatedpointsof a line a but

intersect one another in an actual point.We arrive at such a

theory,in a plane,by confiningour attention to a limited portion
of the plane,regardingas actual,pointsin this limited portion,
and, as postulated,pointswithout this. The theoryinvolves the

definite discoverythat we can make constructions affectingthe
pointsexterior to the limited portionthough onlyusing as data

the pointsinterior to it. The limited portionof the planewhich
is considered must be such that the segment,whose end pointsare
any two pointsof this,contains onlypointsbelongingto the limited

portion; we have assumed that every pointbetween two actual

pointsis accessible. A pointwhich arises by postulationmay very
well be actual and accessible.

Application of the theory of postulated elements. Sepa-ration.
If we now allow to the postulatedpoints,lines and planes,

assuming that the theoryof these has been shewn to be self-con-sistent,

as real an existence as that which we attribute to the

accessible elements,the system of real geometry which results is in

accord with that considered in Chapteri, so far as the Propositions
of Incidence are concerned. But care must be taken in regardto
the modifications therebyintroduced in the notions of a segment,
and of the order of pointson a line,which were fundamental in

the developmentof the Real Geometry of the presentChapter.
AVhen postulatedpointsare allowed an equalstandingwith given

points,not only is it true, givena line I and a point0, that every

pointof this line determines a line through 0, but, conversely,
every line through 0, in the plane01, determines a pointof the

line /; thus notions of separation,and order,for the pointsof the

line I, can onlyretain their validityso far as similar notions can

be established for the lines drawn throughO, in this plane.Thus
it appears that,without some convention as to which are inaccessible

pointsof a line,two pointsj" the line must be regardedas deter-
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mining not one segment,but two segments,which can be distin-guished

from one another only by naming a point contained in

the segment referred to,in addition to the two givenpoints.Thus,,
ifA^ B be the givenpoints,we may have either the segment ACB,

or the segment ADB, where C and D are two pointswhich we speak
of as beingseparatedby A and B; in this case A and B are equally
separatedby C and D. An order,among pointsof the line,is now

determined by three points; and the orders ACB, CBA, BAG are

the same, being the same as BDA, or DAB, or ABD. Thus we

can speakof four pointsof the line as being in order. And to

any order there is a reverse, or opposite.When pointsof a line,

A, C,B,D, E, . . . ,
are in order,the pointsC and D beingseparated

by A and B, if a, c, h,d, e, ...
be, respectively,the lines joining

these pointsto a point,0, not on the line,then these lines are also

in order,and the lines c and d are separatedby a and 6. Thus,
if these lines are met by another line,respectivelyin the points
A', C, B\ D', E\

...,
then these pointsare also in order,and the

pointsC and D' are separatedby A' and B\ It is importantto
notice,however, that we may not speakofA'C'B'D' as beingthe

same order as ACBD. For if this were justified,the distinction

between the order ACBD and its reverse, givenby CADB, would

persistafter any number of perspectivities.We have shewn how-ever

in Chapteri (p.25 above)that, by a succession of perspec-tivities,
we can relate the pointsA,C,B,D respectivelyto C,A, D, B.

This remark shews that the ideas involved mightwell be submitted

to a more minute analysisthan we have entered upon.
The questionat issue is intimatelyrelated with the fact that,if

all pointsof a line be regardedas accessible,not onlydoes a point
of a line cease to separatethe other pointsinto two classes,but a

line in a planeceases to separatethe pointsof the plane,and a

planein threefold space ceases to separatethe pointsof the space,

and so on. For if / be a line in a plane,and A, B be two points,
not on this line,such that one of the segmentsAB contains a point
of the line Z,the other of the segments determined by A and B will

not contain a pointof this line ; and a similar statement holds

when I is replacedby a planein space, and so on. The statement

is sometimes made that,under the hypothesesadoptedin Chapteri,
the planeis a onesided surface;but an examination of this requires
other explanations.(See Note III,at the end of the Volume.)

Separation for four points in harmonic relation. An im-portant

result which serves well to illustrate the ideas justdiscussed
is that,if C, D be two pointsof a line which are harmonic conju-gates

of one another in regardto two pointsA, B of the line,then

these pointsC, D are separatedby A and B. (Cf.pp. 4 and 14.)
Join the pointsA, B to a, pointR; on RC take tl; let AU, BU
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meet RB and RA^ respectively,in P and Q, and let QP meet AB

in D,

0 0

Now, on AR take O, separatedfrom Qhy A and /?;let OP meet

7?C in T and TQ meet AP in H; let TP, TQ meet ^5 in Y and X,

respectively.
Then, as OAQR are in order,so are PAHU, by perspectivefrom

T, and, thence, so are DAXB, by perspectiveof these from Q.

Again,as QAOR are in order,so are DAYB, by perspectivefrom P.

Finally,as AQRO are in order, so are AXCY, bv perspective
from f.

Yvom the orders DAXB and DAYB, wherein D, A^ B are

connnon and determine the order,it follows that either DAXYB,

or DAYXB, are in order. Either of these contains A, X, Y, the

former as AXY, the latter as AYX ; while both AXCY and

its reverse, AYCX, are in order,as we have seen. Thus either

DAXCYB, or DAYCXB, are in order. In either case C and D are

separatedbv A and B (as well as by X and Y).

This argument, which is found in F. Enriques,ProJ. Geom.

(Deutschby P'leischer,Leipzig,1903,p. 53),assumes that an order

remains an order after perspective,and, also,as stated here,a rule

for obtainingan aggregate order from two orders,specifiedby
two sets of pointscontaining,both,the same set of three points
occurringin the same order. If we retain the pointof view from

which the present Chapterbegan,takingC between A and B^
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the pointD may be only a postulatedpoint;but the application
of Peano's axiom to the theorem in questionis immediate.

The impossibility of Desargues' theorem from plane

Propositions of Incidence. In Chapteri we gave a proof of

Desargues**theorem for two trianglesin the same plane,based on a

construction in three dimensions,assumingonlythe Propositions
of Incidence. In the presentSection we have givena construction

for postulatedpoints,based on Desargues'theorem for a star,
which equallyinvolves (besidePeano's axiom) the consideration of

three dimensions. We now givean account of a formal proofthat
it is impossibleto prove Desargues'theorem for the planefrom
the Propositionsof Incidence which applyto figuresin a plane,
utilisingfor this the notions of betweenness which formed the basis

of this Chapter. The reader may compare Moulton, "A simple
non-Desarguesianplanegeometry,"Trans. Amer. Math. Soc, iii,

190^; Peano, "Sui fondamenti...,"Rivista di Mat, iv (1894),73;
and Hilbert,Grundlagender Geom., Gottingen,1899, " 23.

Assume two lines /,m, to be given,dividingthe planeinto two

regionsa, (3 (each representabledia-
grammaticallyby two oppositesectors
connected throughinaccessible points);
let U be the intersection of these lines,
and YU 8i givensegment of the line m.

Any natural line of the plane,meeting
the line I in H and the line vi in M,
contains a segment, a, lyingin the

regiona, and a segment, 5,lyingin the

^ region/?,the pointsH, M beingcon-sidered

as belongingto the segment a. If now M be in the

segment YU, determine Q, in the segment MU, so that Y3IQU is

a harmonic range (orQ = (U, M)/Y; see p. 11); then the natural

line givesrise to a conventional line,obtained by replacingthe
interior pointsof the segment h by the interior pointsof the

segment HQ. This conventional line then meets the line vi m M \

one of its segments,a or HQ, isindefinitelycontinued. If the line

joiningY to any point,M\ of the segment ", meet I in C7',the
lineof the segment HQ passes throughthe point,Q',of M' U\ for

which YM'Q'U' is a harmonic range; this remark is useful in con-structing

the conventional line througha point,M', of the regiona,
and a pointof the regionjS.A natural line not containinga point
of the segment YU, as also I or m, givesrise to a conventional line

coincidingwith itself.

It can now be shewn, with the convention that allpointsof the

lines I,m belongto the regiona, and with proper regardto the

regionsin which the pointslie,that any two pointsof the plane
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(1)If two positions,say A and B^ of this order,be considered,
one of these,say 5, is in advance of the other,A\ and then A is

behind B. We may denote this by B "A, or A " B; or even, as

ordinarylanguageis somewhat ambiguous,we may be allowed to

say that B is to the rightof A, and A to the left of B. If,then,
Q is a third positionwhich is in advance of B, it is assumed that Q
is also in advance of ^; and, if P is a positionwhich is behind Ay
it is assumed that P is also behind B; while there may also be

positions,R, which are both in advance of A and also behind B^
these beingsaid to be between A and B. In symbols,A" B,B"Qy

together,involve A " Q; A " B, P" A^ together,involve P " B -^

and there may be positionsB for which A" R " B. It is assumed

that every position,other than A and B, is such as Q, or P, or R.

We thus build up the notion of an order of succession of any finite

number of positions,determined by three of these.

(2) Between any two positionsof the abstract order,there is

another,and, therefore,by reapplicationof the assumption, an

unlimited number of other positions.
(3) Let A and B be any two positionsof the order,for which,

suppose, A" B. Consider the positionswhich are between A and P.

Suppose that a rule has been devised,or exists,wherebyeveryone
of these positionsbetween A and B fallsunder one of two categories,
(a),or (/5); further,that every positionfallingunder category(a)
is seen, or known, to be behind every positionfallingunder category
(yS),so that we may say that every (a)is less than every (yS).Then

it is in the nature of an abstract order,as we understand it,that,
there is a positionof the order,say C, lyingbetween A and P, such

that every positionof the order which is between A and C falls

under category(a),and every positionof the order which is between

C and P fallsunder category {^). The positionC itselffallsunder

category(a) or category{(3).Thus, conversely,every position(a),
between A and P, if not C itself,must be between A and C; for,if

it were between C and P, it would be a position(y8);similarly,
every position(/S),if not C itself,must be between C and P.

In cases, we may, conventionally,extend the result,regardingC
as coincident with P when no positions(/S)exist.

Remarks in regard to the preceding formulation. When

it is said that any set of objectsare in order,it is often meant,

merely,that theysatisfyno. (1)of the precedingdescriptions.For

instance the integernumbers 1, 2, 3,...satisfy(1); theydo not

satisfy(2)or (3). If we take all positiverational fractions,such as

J,I, f , ..., arrangedin ascendingorder of magnitude,theysatisfy
(1)and (2);theydo not satisfy(3). We may for instance,among
these fractions,consider,as fallingunder category (a),those whose

square is less than J, and, as fallingunder category(/:?),those
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whose square is greaterthan J; there is,then, no rational fraction

occupyingthe positionrequiredfor C in the abstract order,that is,
no rational fraction whose scjuare is ^\ and, any fraction whose

square is less than J,has, in advance of it,others whose squares
are yet less than \. AVe may arrange these fractions,say those

onlywhich are less than 1, in another way, so that they satisfy(1),
but do not satisfy(^),by supposingthem to follow one another

in batches, of which all those in a batch have the sum of their

numerator and denominator the same; the positionof each fraction

may then be givenby one of the numbers 2, 3, 4, From these,
and other examples,it is clear that a set of concrete objects,
infinite in number, may be such as to corresponduniquely,each to

one positionof such an abstract order as we have explained,though
yet not containingobjectscorrespondingto every positionof such

order. We may givea concrete exampleof this,which is capable
of generalstatement ; it assumes some acquaintancewith the

elements of Euclidean Geometry. Take a circle,of centre 0, and

radius OA ; let the pointsof the planeinterior to this circle be

placedin order by the followingrule : through any such point,P,
draw a circle,also with centre O, which intersects OA in the point
A^ ; let the pointson the circumference of this circle be placedin
order,beginningwith A-^,by regardinga pointQ of this circum-ference

as being in advance of the pointP of this circumference

(Q " P),when the positiveangleA^OQ, which is to be taken greater
than or equalto zero, but less than four rightangles,is greater
than the positiveangleA^OP. Then, let all the pointsof the

circumference of another circle of centre O, of radius OA, greater
than OA^ but less than OA, the first of these pointsbeingA2, be

regardedas being " all the pointsof the circumference of the

circle of radius OA^, the pointson the circumference of this second

circle being,among themselves,in order by the rule above stated

for the circle of radius OA^. With such provisionfor any two

circlesof centre 0 within the originalcircle,all the pointsinterior
to this circle are arrangedin order,and the above conditions,(1),
and (2),are satisfied. Consider condition (3);regardinĝ j as a

definite pointbetween 0 and A, let the category(a)be that of all

points on the circumference through Ai and of all points on

circumferences of radius less than OA^, and let the category(yS)be
that of all pointson circumferences of radius greater than OA^
(but less than OA). Then every pointinterior to the circle of

radius OA falls under one of these categories,and every pointof

category (a) is " every point of category (/3). But there is no

point,C, such that every point" C belongsto the category (a),
and every point" C belongsto the category(y3).If we take any

point,Q, of the circumference throughA^, there are alwayspoints.
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Q'
,
of this circumference,which are " Q ; and then there are points,

Q", of this circumference,which are " any such pointsQ',and so

on continually; the process will not have an end unless either the

pointAi is allowed as " all the various pointsQ, Q',Q", ... ,
which,

however, is not the case, since Aj"Q"Q' "Q'
...,

or some point
is allowed " all the various pointsQ, Q\ Q"

...

which is a pointof

a circumference of radius greaterthan OA^; and this,again,does
not providethe pointC in question,since all such pointsare of

category(/S).Thus, while the construction furnishes pointsarranged
in such an abstract order as we have described,it does not give
pointscorrespondingto every positionof such an order.

A further remark may be made : The notion of an abstract order

furnishes no means for sayingthat the positionsof the order

between two positionsA and B form an aggregate of the same

length,or magnitude,or power, as the aggregate of positions
between two other positionsC and D. Such a notion of congruence
must be supplied,if at all,by additional conditions. And only
when this is suppliedcan there be questionof the fulfilment of

what is known as the axiom of Archimedes: the axiom namely,for
an aggregateof elements arrangedin order wherein the notion of

equalityof intervals between pairsof elements has been established,
which states that, if A, B be two elements,and Pj, P^, ...

be

elements,such that A" B and A " P^"P2 "
. . . ,

and also such

that the intervals APj, P1P2, P2P3,
...

are all equal,then there is

a number n for which B " P^. We may, as before,be allowed,in

this case a very simpleand concrete illustration,for the purpose of

helpingto fix the ideas ; though,like a diagramused to assist the

conceptionof a geometricalfigure,the illustration may suggest
implicationswhich are not intended : In the case of time we measure

intervals by observingthe succession of natural phenomena, as for

instance by heart-beats,or by a clock. But if all the clocks went

twice as fast between what we now call 12 o'clock and 12.30 o'clock,
as they now do, so that they indicated 1 o'clock at the time we

now call 12.30,and went two-thirds as fast as theynow do between

the times we now call 12.30 and 2 o'clock,so that they marked

9" o'clock as they now do, we should,if we had agreedto regardas
standard time that givenby the clocks,reckon the interval between

our presenttimes 12 and 12.30 as being equalto the interval

between 12.30 and 2. Though this would lead to modifications in

our descriptionof the behaviour of natural bodies,as, for instance,
the contractions of the heart,it would not affect our notion of the

succession of time,or of the order of events. The questionssuggested
in this connexion,recentlyalso in vogue as arisingin discussions

of the Principleof Relativityin PhysicalScience,are inherent in

the consideration of the Foundations of Geometry. The Theory
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of Proportionin Euclid's Fifth Book is evidence of their antiquity.
In modern Hterature,the analysisleadingto condition (3)above,
relatingto the existence of a dividingpositionthere called C,
was suggestedby R. Dedekind, Stetigkcitunci irmtionah Zahlen^
Braunschweig,1872. Also for the relation of number and the

measurement of quantityan article by O. Holder, Die A.v'iovieder

Quantitat^lAipzii:^.Ber'ichte,mii, 1901, may be consulted; and for

this, and other fundamental questions,see F. Enricjues,Enzijlio-
pad'ieder Math. W'lss. în, 1. 1, Prinzipiender Geometrie, where

many references are given.
A theorem in regard to corresponding positions of an

abstract order. Let us now suppose that we have some means

of establishinga correspondencebetween two positions,P and Q, of

such an abstract order, so that (i)to any positionP there corre-sponds

a positionQ, and conversely;and (ii)so that the positions
Q\ Q" correspondingto two positionsP', P'\ for which P" " P\
are also such that Q" " Q\ Let us suppose, further,that there are

two positionsof P, say A and P, for each of which the cor-responding

positionof Q coincides with that of P ; and suppose
that the positionof Q does not coincide with that of P for every

positionof P between A and B. When P has a positionbetween
A and P, the positionof Q, if not coincident with P, relatively
to P, may agree with or differ from that of B relativelyto ^ ; it

will be sufficient to, and we shall,suppose A" B, and the two

possibilitiesare, then, Q" P and Q" P, the former being that

when Q is in advance of P, and the latter that in which Q is

behind P. It may be that Q, which coincides with P when P

is at A, and coincides with P when P is at P, is,otherwise,for

every positionof P between A and B, in advance of P ; or is,
for every positionof P between A and P, behind P. In either

case Me may say that Q preserves the same relation to P when P is

anywherewithin AB. More generally,if Q coincides with P w^hen

P is at each of two positions,P^ and P.,,between A and P, and Q

preserves the same relation to P when P is anywhere within P1P2,

beingeither in advance of P for every positionof P between Pj
and P2, or behind P for every positionof P between P^ and P2, it

will be convenient to speakof PiPo as a completeinterval. We

desire,then,to prove, assuming,as we have said,that Q does not

coincide with P for every positionof P between A and P, that,
if AB is not a completeinterval,it contains completeintervals,
the end positionsof these, whereat Q coincides with P, being
definite. For this,consider a position,Po, of P, between A and P,
for which the correspondingposition,Qo? of Q, is not coincident

with Pq. For definiteness suppose that Qo is in advance of P^;

a similar argument is applicablewhen Qo is behind Pq ; it may be
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that, as P takes positionsbetween Po and P, Q preserves that

relation to P (ofbeing in advance of P) which it has when P is

at Po,coincidingwith P onlywhen P is at B. In any case we prove
that there is a definite position,F, between Po and B or identical

with P, such that Q is in advance of P for every positionof P

between Pq and F, but coincides with P when P is at V. And a

similar argument will establish the existence of a definiteposition,
"7,between A and Pq or identical with A^ such that Q is in advance

of P for every positionof P between C7 and Pq, but coincides with

P when P is at f7. The segment IJV will then be complete,in the

sense adopted.For greaterdefiniteness,let any positionP between

Po and B be said to be like Po, when the correspondingpositionof
^ is in advance of that positionof P, and be said to be unlike Pq,
when the correspondingpositionof Q either coincides with that

positionof P or is behind it. In particularB is unlike Po. We

may then placeevery position,P, between Po and P, under one of

two categories,(a)or (/S),agreeingthat F is of category(a)when

every positionbetween Po and P, and F itself,is like Po, but that

F is of category(y8)when there is one or more positionbetween

Po and P, or at P, which isunlike Pq. By condition (ii),the positions
P between Po and Qo have their correspondingQ in advance of Qo
and are of category(a);and B may be taken of category(^),since

Q there coincides with P. A positionof category(y8)cannot co-incide

with a positionof category(ot);nor can any positionof

category(^)lie between Po and a positionof category(a).In other

words every positionof category(a) is behind every positionof

category(^).Thus, recallingthe condition (3) attached to the

notion of an abstract order,there exists a position,F, between Pq
and B or at P, such that all positionsof P in PqP which are behind

V are of category("),and allpositionsin advance of V of category
(/3).This is equivalentto sayingthat every position,X, oi P^B^
which is behind F, is like Pq, and every positionof PqP which is

in advance of F, is either unlike Pq or has positionsunlike Pq lying
behind it;thus every position,F, of PqP, in advance of F, has

positionsunlike Pq lyingbehind it; for every positionbetween F

and y, beingin advance of F, is either itselfunlike Po or has such

positionslyingbehind it.

Hence, any position,X, of PqP, which is behind F, is such that,

when P is at X, the positionQ is in advance of X; and every

positionF, of PqB^ which is in advance of F, is such that,between

F and F, there is a positionof P for which the correspondingQ is

behind P, or a positionP for which the correspondingQ coincides

with it.

Now use again the condition (ii)above, that, if Qi, Q.2be

the positionsof Q correspondingto two positionsPj, P^ of P for

which P2 is in advance of Pj, then Q2 is in advance of Qj. Then
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Ave can shew that,when P is at F, so also is Q. For if,when P is

at F, the corresponding(^ were at Q', Ijehind F, and we take a

positionof P between Q' and F, and, therefore,behind F, the

correspon(iingQ would, by the propertyof F, be in advance of P,

and, therefore,in advance of Q',though the P to which this corre-sponds

is not in advance of the P to which (^'corresponds,which
is at V. Or, again,if,when P is at F, the correspondingQ were

in advance of F, say at (^\ and we take a positionof P between

J' and Q", and, therefore,in advance of F, the correspondingQ
would, by the propertyof F, either be at this P or behind it,and
in either case behind Q", though the P to which this correspondsis
not behind the P to which Q" corresponds,this beingat F.

Thus, it is proNedthat, when P is at F, the correspondingQ
coincides with it,there being between Pq and F no positionof P

for which Q is not in the same relation to P as when P is at Pq.

And, in particular,F may be jB.

The proofof the existence of U is similar. Supposethat Qo"'Po"
and letpositionsof P, between A and Pq, for which Q is in advance

of P, be said to be like Pq, positionsfor which Q coincides with,
or is behind P, beingsaid to be unlike Pq; so that A is unlike Pq.
Every position,P, between yi and Pq or at ^, is either,(a),such
that every positionbetween F and Pq, and F itself,is like Pq, or,

(/3),such that there is one or more positionbetween F and Pq, or

at P, which is unlike Pq. By condition (ii),thePj whose Q is at Pq
is behind Pq, and allpositionsbetween Pj and Pq are of category(a).
Every (a)is in advance of every {(B)\and, by the condition (3)for

an abstract order,there exists a position,C/,between ^ and Pq, or

at ^, separatingpositions(a) from positions(/3).Thus, every

position,X, between U and Po, is like Po, and every position
between A and t/ is either unlike Pq or has such positionslyingin
advance of it; from which, every position,F, between A and L^ has

positionsunlike Pq lyingin advance of it. Or, when P is at X, the

correspondingpositionQ is in advance of it,while between Y and U

there are positionsof P for which Q, if not coincident with P, is

behind P. And, as before,we can shew that when P is at C/,so is Q.

For, if the positionU for Q arose from a position,P', of P, lying
between U and Po, a positionQ, between [/ and P\ would,by the

}n*opertyof C7,correspondto a positionP behind Q, and, therefore,
behind P', and we should have the results P'"P^ U " Q, which,by
hypothesis,are inconsistent ; while,if the positionU for Q corre-sponded

to a positionP" between A and t/,then a positionQ
between P" and U would correspondto a positionwhich, if not

coincident with Q, is in advance of Q, and is,therefore,in advance

of P"; then we should have the inconsistent results P'^ " P and

U"Q.
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Application of the theory of an abstract order to the

points of a line. Deduction of Pappus^ theorem. We pro-ceed

now to applythe precedingwork to the consideration of the

pointsof a line. In doing this,we recogniseonlythe real points^

givenby the preliminarypropositionsand constructions of the

earlier part of this Chapter,with the postulatedpointsto which

these have led. It is then clear that such pointsare in such an

order as satisfiesthe condition (1) and (2),above given,for an

abstract order. Let us now assume that the pointsof a line arising
hy the 'preliminarypropositionsand constructionst̂ogetherwith the

postulatedpoints,also satisfythe condition (3). Thus, if the points
of any segment,arrangedin order,be all of one of two categories,,
(a),(/3),of which every (a)precedesevery (/3),then there is a real

pointof the segment separatingthe pointsof category(a)from
those of category(/3),except that this pointitself is of one of the

two categories.
To the propertiesof the aggregateof the pointsof a line assured

by this assumption,the constructions of geometry,in the space in

which the line lies,then add two further properties: They enable

us to establish such a con-espondencebetween two pointsof the

line as has been supposedin the immediatelyprecedingdiscussion
of an abstract order ; and theyenable us, givena segment,AB, of

the line,and a point,C, not lyingin this segment, to obtain a

point,C\ which does lie in this segment, namely,the harmonic

conjugateof C in regardto A and B. For we have shewn that C

and C are separatedby A and B (above,p. 119).

Now consider four points,P, Q, i?,S, upon a line,and suppose
that these are in order. We have explained(above,p. 118, in

Section ii of Chapterii)that,if four pointsupon one line are in

perspective,respectively,with four pointsupon another line,and

if one set of four be taken in order,then the pointsof the other

line,respectivelycorrespondingto them, are also in order. Hence"

if,through an arbitraryline / not meetingthe line PQRS, there be

drawn planes,each containingone of the four pointsP, Q, P, Sy
these planes,like P, Q, P, S, will be in order ; and if these planes
be,respectively,met by another line in pointsP\ Q\ R\ S\ then

P\ Q\ R\ S' will also be in order.

This beingpremised,let ", 6,c, d be four lines,of which no two

intersect. We proceedto deduce that,if these four lines are all

met by three others,then they are met by an infinite number of

others,one throughevery pointof any one of the four givenlines.
It was previouslyshewn (above,p. 49) that this theorem is equiva-lent,

in virtue of the Propositionsof Incidence,with Pappus'theorem.
Let the pointsin which the three assumed transversals meet one of

the four givenlines,d,be,respectively,A, B and C. Of the two
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last alternative is,however, untenable: For, if we take the har-monic

conjugateof the pointC in regardto U and F, we obtain

a point,C\ lyingbetween A and B^ as has been proved(p.119,
above). By the construction given,four positionsof P which are

in harmonic relation,giverise to four positionsof Q also in har-monic

relation,as follows from the propertiesof this relation

(Chapteri, p. 13,above). Therefore,as the positionsof Q coincide

with those of P when P is at C7,or F, or C, the positionof Q
coincides with that of P when P is at C

.

The remainingalter-native

must then be taken : The positionsofP and Q are coincident

for all positionsqfP between A and B ; and hence Jbr all positions
of P on the line d ; and the transversal drawn from any pointof d

to meet two of the lines a, b,c, also meets the third.

As has been said,it follows from the theorygivenin Section ii

of Chapter i (p.49, above),that this amounts to a deduction o

Pappus'theorem, under the assumptionsmade above as to the

pointsthat are possibleupon a line. It proves also,with the same

assumptions,that if,of two related ranges on two lines,possibly
coincident,there be giventhree points,A\ B\ C, of one range, to

correspond,respectively,to three points.A, J5,C, of the other,then

the point,Z"',of the former range, which correspondsto an arbitrary
pointZ),of the latter,has a uniqueposition(seepp. 45 ff.,above).
In particular,if,of two related ranges on the same line,there be

three common points,each self-corresponding,then the ranges are

identical.

Similar statements then follow in regardto flatpencils,of lines

in a planeall passingthroughthe same point,related to one an-other

; and in regardto axial pencils,of planesin space all passing
throughthe same line,related to one another.

Alternative deduction of related ranges, based on a

harmonic net. In what has precededin this volume, two ranges
have been related to one another by a sequence of perspectivities.
In a perspectivityfour pointsof a line which are in harmonic

relation lead to four pointsof another line which are also in harmonic

relation. Conversely,suppose that we can set up a correspondence
between the pointsof two lines,of such character that to any point
of either line there belongsa definite pointof the other,in such a

way that any four pointsof either line which are in harmonic rela-tion,

say A, B, C, Z),of which B, D are harmonic conjugatesof one

another in regardto A and C, correspondto four pointsof the

other also in harmonic relation,say, respectively,A\ B\ C\ D\ of

which B', D' are harmonic conjugatesof one another in regardto
A' and C; suppose further that the order A'B'C is the same as,

or different from, a definite order previouslyestablished on the

second line,accordingas the order ABC is the same as, or different
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from, a definite order previouslyestablished on the firstline ; then

it may well appear probablethat the two ranges are related,in the

sense previouslyemployed.
We do not enter fullyinto the analysisof this suggestion.But

there is one result which would be necessary for this purpose, to

which we should refer ; it has an interest and importanceby itself,
and its deduction is by reasoningcognate to that immediately
preceding.Supposethat,upon any line,are taken three points.
Ay By and C ; and,then,the harmonic conjugateof each of these in

regardto the other two, and, then, further,the harmonic con-jugates

of each of the new pointsin regardto every other two, and so

on continually.The pointsso obtained will have the propertythat,
in each of the two segments determined by any two of the points,
there are other pointsof the set ; for beside these two pointsthere
are certainlyothers,and one such,lyingin one of these segments,
necessitates one, the harmonic conjugateof the other,lyingin the

other segment. This property,however,by itself,does not secure

that,if two arhiirarijpointsbe taken on the line,not assumed to

be pointsof the constructed set,there is a pointof the set lyingin
a specifiedone of the two segmentsdetermined by these arbitrary
points,though,if not, such pointsare in the other segment. In

virtue of the specialcharacter of the harmonic relation it is how-ever

the case that this is so, and it isthis fact which we now prove.

The definition of related ranges here referred to, founded on the condition

that four harmonic pointsalwayscorrespondto four harmonic points,is that
which was adoptedby von Staudt {Geometrieder Lage, 1847, " 9, p. 49),who
assumed without proofthe result we have stated " that a pointof a harmonic

net of pointsconstructed as above is found in every arbitrarysegment. This

omission was remarked by F. Klein, who gives(Math.Annal. vii, 1874; Ges.

Abh. I, p. 344) the followingdemonstration,as due to Zeuthen, statingit to

be equivalentto another simultaneouslycommunicated by Liiroth. See also

Darboux, Math. Annal. xvii (1880),p. 52.

Two assumptionsare made, into a detailed analysisof which we

need not enter:

(1) If,in regardto two pointsA^ B, the harmonic conjugatesof
two pointsC, C be respectivelyD and D\ then the orders CC'B

and DUB are different,as also are the orders ACC and ADD'
.

In

other words, ifACC B be in order,then ABDD' are not in order;

but if ABDD' are in order,then ACC'B are not in order.

For let Ay C\ B be in perspective,from a pointO, with Ay /?,P,

respectively,and Ay i?,P be in perspective,from By with Ay Q, 0,

respectively,and, lastly.A, Q, 0 be in perspective,from P, with

Ay Dy By Tcspcctively. If then C be in the segment CB which does

not contain Ay it givesrise,by perspectivefrom 0, to a point,R'y
in the segment RP which does not contain A ; and /?',by perspec-tive

from P, givesrise to a point,Q',in the segment QO which does

9"2
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not contain A ; and, then, Q',by perspectivefrom P, givesrise to

0

the point,D', in the segment DB which does not contain A\ and
D' is the harmonic conjugateof C in regardto A and B.

The assumptionmay be expressedby sayingthat pointswhich
are harmonic conjugatesof one another,in regardto two fixed

points,move in oppositedirections.
(2) If of the four pointsACBD, in harmonic relation,we modify^

not C and, consequently,Z),but,keepingC the same, we modifyB^
and,consequently,D, then,when ACBB' are in order,so are ABDD\
and converselv;the orders CBB' and CDD' are the same, as are

ABB' and ADD'.

For, with the same construction for Z),from C, as in (1),let a

point,B',of AB, be joinedto R and 0 by lines meetingAQ and
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AP respectivelyin Q' and P ,and Q^'P'meet AB in D', so that D'

is the harmonic conjugateof C in regardto A and B'; then, if B'

be in the segment AB which does not contain C, it follows,by per-spective
from 0, that P is in the segment AP which does not

contain /?,and, by perspectivefrom /i?,that Q is in the segment
AQ which does not contain O. Hence, remarking that OR^ PQ, P Q'
meet in a point,//, as follows from the triads P, P',0 and Q, Q\ R^
it is seen that D' is in the segment DA which does not con-tain

B.

In (1) two separatedpoints,of four in harmonic relation,were

kept unaltered ; in (2) two contiguouspointsare to be keptun-altered.

Then, we may say, the other two, contiguous,pointsmove
in the same direction.

These conditions beingunderstood,consider such a set of points
on a line as was described,containingthe harmonic conjugateof

every one of them in regardto every other two. We may speakof
such a set as a harmonic net ; and may associate with it the name

of Moebius. Suppose,if possible,there are two points,P, G, of the

line,such that there are no pointsof the harmonic net on one of

the two segments determined by P and G. Points of this segment
mav be spokenof as lyingbetween P and G ; and, by taking a

further pointof the line to define,with P andG, an order,we may,
without loss of generality,speakof G as beingin advance of P.

We first extend this segment FG as much as possible,seekingto

replaceP by a pointX behind P, and replaceG by a pointY in

advance of G. Precisely,we shew that there are two definitepoints,
X, F, upon the line,of which X either coincides with P or is behind

it,and Y either coincides with G or is in advance of it,so that XFGY

are in order,having the properties,(a),that there is no pointof
the harmonic net within the segment XY, which contains P and G,

(b),that either X is a pointof the harmonic net, or there are points
of the harmonic net lyingbetween X and any arbitrarypointtaken
behind X, (c),that either F is a pointof the harmonic net, or there

are pointsof the harmonic net lyingbetween Y and any arbitrary
pointtaken in advance of F.

To prove the existence of the pointF, we remark,first,that if

G be a pointof the harmonic net we may take F at G. Suppose,
that G is not a pointof the harmonic net ; there must, then, be

pointsof the harmonic net in advance of G, or behind P, since

otherwise,there beingnone between P and G, there would be none

anvwhere. In our conventions of order,however,there is,finally,no

distinction between pointssaid to be in advance of 6r,and points
said to be behind P. We shall therefore say that there is a point,
A',of the harmonic net which is in advance of G. Consider now

the segment GN, containingpointsin advance of G, but not
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containingF. We applythe formal argument introduced in our

discussion of an abstract order,to shew that there is such a point

as Y within this segment. The pointsof the segment GN, other

than G, are of one of two categories: (a),Points,R^ such that there

is no pointof the harmonic net between G and jR,or at J?; it is

assumed that points(a) exist ; but, if not, we may take Y at G ;

{/3),Points, *S,such that there is a pointof the harmonic net

betweep G and S^ or at S. It is clear that every point(a)is behind

every point(/3).Therefore,by the condition named (3)in the dis-cussion

of an abstract order,there is a point,Y, between G and Ny

or at N^ such that all pointsof the segment GN which are behind

Y are points(a),and all pointsof the segment YN are points(/S),.
the pointF, itself,being of one of these categories.Every such

point(/3)of the segment FiV, say S^ is then either,itself,a point
of the harmonic net, or has such points,lyingin GN, behind it. If

behind S there be no such harmonic points,so that,in particular^
Y is not a harmonic point,and if,further,there are no harmonic

pointsbetween Y and S, in which case S itselfis a harmonic pointy
then there are points(a) in the segment YS, which is contrary
to the definition of Y. Wherefore, every point,S, of category(yQ)^
in advance of F, has pointsof the harmonic net behind it,and

these,by the construction,are not behind Y. Thus, either F is a

harmonic point,or such harmonic pointslie between F and Ty
whatever pointof the segment YN the pointT may be. Thus F

is such a pointas was to be shewn to exist. The existence of X can

be shewn in a similar manner.

Having thus deduced, from the hypothesisof the existence of the

segment FG containingno pointsof the harmonic net,the existence

of X and F, with no harmonic pointsbetween them, we proceed^
with use of the precisedefinitions of X and F, to givea construc-tion

for findinga pointof the harmonic net which does actually
lie between X and F. We shall then be able,finally,to conclude

that such a segment as FG is not possible.
For this purpose, suppose, first,that neither X nor F is a point

of the harmonic net. And, for the sake of clearness,denote points
of the harmonic net which arise in the construction by ^j,-Bi,Cj,Z"i,
pointsnot assumed to belongto the harmonic net beingdenoted by
letters without suffix. Then make the followingconstruction :

(1) Take any point,A^, of the harmonic net, not in the segment
XY containingthe segment FG firstconsidered,the pointA^ being,

say, behind X. From A^ find the harmonic conjugatein regardto
X and F, say H, representedby

H = (X,Y)IA"

so that H is within the segment XY,
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(2) Take also the pointJ givenby

SO that J is in advance of 1'.

(3) Remembering the propertyof the pointF, tike a point,Bj,
of the harmonic net, in advance of Y but behind J, and then a

point,2\ in advance of Y but behind i?i,and thence find the

point,C7,such that

U = {A,H)IT.
This shews that U is in advance of A-^but behind H., while,as we

also have

X = {A,H)IY,

we can infer,from the assumption(1)above,that the order A^XU
is the oppositeof the order JfjFT, namelythat U is behind X, and

it is in advance of ^4i.

Ai C, Dj_ Bj^
U K H L Y K T J

(4) Bv the property of the pointX, there is a pointof the

harmonic net in advance of U and behind X ; take such a point,
Cj. From this find K so that

K = {A,,H)jC,;

then, as JJC^XY are in order,and A-^,t/,//,T and ^i, X, H^ F, as

well as ^1, Ci,H^ K, are all sets in harmonic relation,it follows,also

from assumption(1)above,that TKYX are in order,or that K is

in advance of F and behind T.

(5) Next take L so that

L = {C,,J)IA,.

Then, comparing the facts that A^^J^L^C^ and A^, J,Y, X are

both sets in harmonic relation,we infer,from assumption(2)above,
that A^, L, Y are in the same order as ^j, Ci,A',or that L isbehind

F. While, comparingthe facts that A^,Ci,H,K and A^^C^, L^J
are also both sets in harmonic relation,we similarlyinfer that

Ax^H^L are in the same order as A^^K, J, or that L is in advance

of H.

(6) Lastlytake Dj, belongingto the harmonic net, such that

A = (C"B,)/^.-

Then, from the harmonic sets,-^j
,
Cj

,
Z),

,
J?iand ^i,Ci,L, J, we

similarlyinfer that C^^D^^L are in the same order as C^^B^^J, or,

that Di is behind L. And, from the harmonic sets,A^^ Cj,H, K

and Ai,C^,Di, B^, we infer that the order A^KB^ is the same as

AiHD^^ so that D^ is in advance of II.
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We may then say that D^ is between H and L. But, similarly,
H is between X and F, and L is between H and Y. Thus D^ is

between -X"and F; and is a pointof the harmonic net. Wherefore,
in the case when neither X nor F is a pointof the harmonic net,

we are able to infer that the hypothesisof the segment FG is

untenable.

Next suppose that X is a pointof the harmonic net, but, as

before,that F is not such a point.Then the pointCi,which was

any pointof the harmonic net between V and X, can be taken,

instead,to be at X. Hence, by comparisonof (3) and (4),the

pointK will be at F; and, by comparisonof (2)and (5),the point
L will be at F. But D^ will still be between X and F ; and the

same conclusion will follow.

If F, but not X, be a pointof the harmonic net, we can inter-change

the partsplayedby X and F in the precedingcase, with

the same inference.

While, finally,if both X and F belongto the harmonic net, the

harmonic conjugateof A-^in regardto X and F is between X and

F, and, in this case, is a pointof the harmonic net.

The conclusion,then,is,that every segment of the line contains

one, and,therefore,an infinitenumber of pointsof the harmonic net.

Consequences of the equable distribution of points of

the harmonic net. It follows from the precedingtheorem that

any point,P, of a line upon which a harmonic net has been con-structed,

may be regardedas lyingin advance of an indefinitelycon-tinued

sequence of pointsof the harmonic net, say ^i, Ao^ A^,
...,

where A^A^A^...P are in order,and also as beingbehind another

such sequence, B^^ B^^ B^, ...,
where P ...B.^B.^B^are in order. We

have onlyto take two arbitrarypoints,A^ jB,upon the line,such
that APB are in order; there is,then, a harmonic point,^j,
between A and P, and a harmonic point.Pi, between P and B,

There is,also,a harmonic point,A^^ between A^ and P, and another,
Po, between P and B^ ; and so on, indefinitely.Conversely,if we

have an indefinitelycontinued sequence of pointsof the harmonic

net, in order,say A^, A2, A^, .,.,
and, also,another indefinitely

continued sequence of harmonic points...,
P3, P2, Pi, in the same

order,and if every pointof the former set lies behind every point
of the latter,there is,by the condition (3)introduced in the dis-cussion

of an abstract order,a pointP which has the specified
relation to the two given sets of harmonic points.This pointP

may be, or may not be, a pointof the harmonic net.

Another result,involvingsimilar ideas,should be referred to

here. If O, P, U be any three pointsof a line,and we carry out in

succession the operationsof findingthe harmonic conjugate.Pi, of

0 in regardto E and U; then the harmonic conjugateof E in
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the symbolsbelongingto these to be such that E = 0 -\-U,as was

explainedin Chapteri, we have obtained an interpretation,by a

pointof the line,of the symbolsnO-\-C7,0-\-mU,nO-}-mU, nO"rnUy
wherein m, n are iterative symbols; and it is easy to establish,by
induction,from the assumptionsof the presentchapter,that,if the

positivenumbers of arithmetic,w, m, n\ m\ with which the symbols
71,m, n\ m are formed,be such that Wiln is greaterthan m/w,then
the pointsof which the symbolsare, respectively,0, 7iO-{-viU,
n'O-^-mU^ C/,are in order ; with a similar conclusion for pointsof
symbolnO " mJJ. By this,a correspondenceis established between

the pointsof a harmonic net upon the line,built up from the

points,0, E^ U and the rational numbers of arithmetic,taken in

order in both cases, the pointsO, E^ U beingassociated respectively
with the numbers 0,1, x

. Then, by the propositionof the equable
distribution of the pointsof the harmonic net, provedabove,the

pointsof the line not belongingto the harmonic net are made to

correspond,uniquely,each to an irrational number. " It will be

seen, immediately,below,that any other numbers than 0, 1, x
"

might have been attached to the points0, E, U.

It is not, however,therebyasserted,as has several times been

OP P' q Q' U

remarked,that,if two points,P, Q, of the line be thus associated

with two symbolsp^ q^ respectively,and two other points,P\ Q\
with two symbolsp\ q\ and if q " p = q " p, then the lengthP'Q^
is equalto the lengthPQ. Such an assertion would be meaningless
in the absence of a definition of length. As we have seen, the

pointsP, Q, ... being 0-\-pU, 0 -\-qU, ...,
and therefore,the

pointsP',Q, Q' being,respectively,P-\-{p'"p) U, P+ (q " p) C7,
P-\- (q'"p) U, the equation q"p' " q " p, or q"q " p"py

expresses that,if arbitrarylines be drawn throughP, P',Q, respec-tively,
in one planecontainingthe line,that through P meeting

those throughP' and Q respectivelyin L' and L, and C/L, UU

meet the lines through P' and Q respectivelyin M' and M, then

the line M'M meets the originalline in the pointQ'. Evidently,
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when P, P' and Q are assigned,the positionof Q' dependson the

positionof U.

Thus the followingquestionarises : If we take three arbitrary
pointsof the line,0,0 ^-U, U, and therebyassociate every point
of the line,of symbol 0 + wU, with a number, wliich we shall
denote by .v ; and also take three other arbitrarypoints,denoting
these by 0', 0 +U\ U\ and therebyassociate every point,
O' + a^'(j\with a number y ; what is the relation of the numbers

y, a\ when the symbolsO + uU, O' + oc'U' refer to the same point?
By denotingan arbitrarypoint by O' +JJ\ we have fixed the

nmltiplierof the symbol U' ; we have,therefore,syzygies
0'=mO + aU, U' = bO-\-cU,

where m is arbitrary,and may be replacedby 1 unless O' coincides
with U, but 771- ^a,6, and r, are definite. Thence

O' -\-a^'U'=mO + aU -\-x (bO + cU), = (m + d'b)0 + (a+ .rV)U;

identifyingthis with 0 + xU, we have a relation connectingx
and d''. We saw, in Chapteri,that,without assumptionof Pappus'
theorem, the iterative symbols,correspondingto the rational

numbers of Arithmetic,are commutative in multiplication; the

hypothesesof the presentchapterinvolve Pappus'theorem, and
therefore that the symbolsof all the real pointsof the line recog-nised

by these hypotheses,are also commutative in multiplication.
We may, therefore,write

_

rt + ex
,

_

mx " a

m + bx' '
c " bx

'

In other words,the use of the fundamental points0\ 0' -\-U\ U\
instead of 0, 0 + U, U, leads to the substitution of x by a general
linear (fractional)function of x, involvingthree coefficients.

Consider,now, two related ranges upon the line. Bv what we

have seen, two such ranges are obtained in the most generalway
by takingthree points0, E, U, of one range, to correspond,respec-tively,

to three points,0\ E', U\ of the other. In particular,any
set of four points,of the firstrange, which are in harmonic relation,
givesrise to four pointsof the second range in similar relation.

Thus, every pointof the harmonic net constructed from 0, J5,Uy
correspondsto a point,constructed,with preciselysimilar steps,
from 0',E\ U\ belongingto the harmonic net built up from these.

Bv usingthe symbols[/,U' with proper multipliers,we can suppose
the symbolsE,E' to be such that E = 0-^U, and E=0'+U'. Then

the pointP = mO-{-nU correspondsto the pointP' = 7nO' -\-nU\
where m, n are iterative symbols;and, hence,P = O + ^rC/ corre-sponds

to P' = 0' + xU\ where x is the symbolfor anv real pointof
the line. When 0' = mO -^ all

,
U'=b6 +cU, as above, this last
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is P' = (tw+ xh) 0 + (a + xc) U. Thus : In order that a range of

points P, = 0 + xU,Jhr varying x, should he related to a range of
points P\ =0-\-yU, the symbols x, y must he connected hy an

equation of the form y = {ex + a)l(hx + m,). By proper choice of

c, a, h, m, it is possible,in this formula, to make three arbitrary
points of the first range correspond,respectively,to three arbitrary

points of the second ;
the formula appears thus to cover the case of

every two possiblerelated ranges.

E.V. 1. In the construction above given to prove the equable distribution of

the points of a harmonic net^ prove that the symbols of the various points

may be supposed to be of the following forms^ respectively^

X=A^+r, "[=Ai + 2Y, J=Ai-r, Bi = A^-hY, T=A^-tY,

U={t-"rl)A^+tY, Ci = (c4-l)^i + cr, K=A^-cY, L=A^ + ^cY

leading to

D^ = {hc-c + h) A^ + 2hcY

= {b-l)cm + {c-b)L,

the numbers of arithmetic belonging to the symbols c, t, h, 1, being such that

O t"b"\,

shewing that^ then^ the points are in the order required in the demonstration.

Ex. 2. In the Ex. 4,, p. 84^ of Section in of Chapter i, shew that it is

impossible^ consistently with the assumptions_, in regard to order^ adopted in

this chapter^ for the point Q=0 + a^U to coincide with the point 0"U,

obtained as {0, U)IE. Give constructions for which 0-\-a^U coincides with

0+U, or 0-U.

Ex. 3. If the points 0-\-x'U, 0 + xU, be harmonic conjugates in regard to

the points 0 + aU, 0-\-hU, prove that

x' =[x{a + b)- 2a6]"^[2x-a- b].

Using the same letters for the associated numbers_, deduce that

dx'
_

{a -by ^"^'_9 (.r- of

d^~~{2x-a-by' 'db~ {2x-a-by'

these are in accordance with the two assumptions made for the proof of the

equable distribution of the points of a harmonic net (above^ p. 132).

that_,for every P between Pi and Qq, the corresponding Q is in advance of P
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ABSTRACT GEOMETRY, RESUMED

RELATED SPACES; JUSTIFICATION OF THE SYMBOLS. GEO-METRICAL

ASSUMFIION FOR IMAGINARY ELEMENTS; RE-PLACEMENT

OF IMAGINARY ELEMENTS BY SERIES OF REAL

ELEMENTS

General discussion of the problems of this chapter. The

precedingchapterhas shewn how, by the recognitionof the order

of the real pointsof a line,and by adjunctionof postulatedpoints
defined by constructions in a limited accessible space, we can build

up a geometry in w-hich,with a definite assumptionas to the points
existingupon a line.Pappus'theorem can be proved. The Real

Geometry so arisingmay then be regardedas a particularcase of

the Abstract Geometry considered in Chapter i ; it was seen that

the algebraicsymbolswhich arise in this Real Geometry are pre-cisely
similar,in their mutual relations,to the numbers of real

arithmetic.

The presentchapteris a continuation of Chapteri. It was there

shewn that upon the Propositionsof Incidence,and the assumption
of Pappus' theorem, a theoryof related ranges can be built,the

correspondenceof two such ranges beingwithout ambiguitywhen
three pointsof one are assignedto correspondto three pointsof
the other. This establishes a correspondingtheory for related flat

pencilsof lines in a plane,all passingthrough the same point,and
for related axial pencilsof planesin space, all passingthrough the

same line. And it is,here,further,shewn that there follows from

this a theoryof two related planes,in which every pointof either

planecorrespondsto a pointof the other plane,and every line of

either plane,with any range thereon, correspondsto a line of the

other plane,with a range thereon which is related to the former;
this correspondence,of the pointsof one planeto those of the other,
is determined ^vhen Jhiirpointsof one plane,of which no three are

in line,are assignedto correspondto four arbitrarypoints,of
similar generality,in the other plane. Then, further still,it is

shewn that there follows the possibilityof a similar unique corre-spondence

of the pointsof two threefold spaces, in whicli not only
every point of either space correspondsto a definite pointof the

other,and every range of either space correspondsto a related
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range of the other space, but also every planeof either space, with

the pointsand ranges thereon,correspondsto a definite planeof
the other space which is related to the former plane,as regardsits

pointsand ranges, in the manner justdescribed for two related

planes; this correspondenceis determined when Jivepointsof one

of the two spaces, of which no four are in a plane,and, therefore,
no three are in line,are assignedto correspondto five arbitrary
pointsof similar generalityin the other space. A similar theory
of the correspondenceof two ;i-foldspaces can be deduced,which
is determined when (?t+ 2) pointsof one space, of generalposition,
are assignedto correspondto {n + 2) points,of generalposition,of
the other space.

There is,as we shall pointout, an exact similaritybetween the

condition necessary to fix the correspondenceof the pointsof two

spaces, and the condition necessary to fix the correspondencebe-tween

the pointsof either of these spaces and the algebraicsymbols
by which these pointsare represented.To fix the correspondence
between the pointsof a line and the symbolsby which these points
are represented,it is necessary to assignthe symbolsof three points
of the line. This is a consequence of our initialassumptionwhereby
a pointby itselfis representedas well by a symbolP as by a symbol
wP, in which m is an arbitraryalgebraicsymbol; in what precedes
we have frequentlyemployedthe remark, having denoted three

arbitrarypointsof a line,respectively,by symbols A^ B and A -\-B,
thus fixingthe multiplierof the symbolB with respectto that

of A, and also the multiplierof the symbolof the third point.To
fix the correspondencebetween the pointsof a planeand the symbols
by which these pointsare represented,it is similarlynecessary to

assignthe symbolsof four pointsof the plane,the pointsbeingsuch
that no three of them are in line,and the symbols,therefore,such
that no three of them are in syzygy. It is the same for highercases.

The symbolismis,then, in exact correspondencewith the geo-metry,

providedthat,(1),to every geometricoperationthere cor-responds

a definite operationwith the symbols;(2), to every

operationwith the symbolsthere correspondsa definite geometrical
operation.That the former condition is satisfiedfollows from the

initial descriptionsof the use of the symbols; and the latter con-dition

is satisfied for the fundamental laws of operationof the

symbols (above,p. 74), each of which has been interpretedgeo-metrically.

The Abstract Geometry is not opposedto,but includes,
as part of itself,the Real Geometry discussed in the last chapter,
the symbolsthen appropriatebeingthose iterative symbols,and
those deduced from them, which correspondto the numbers of

ordinaryarithmetic. But now the way seems open to us, still

further to generalisethe Abstract Geometry, with the help of
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suggestionsarisingfrom the symbolsthemselves,usingthe words

point,line,etc.,in a proper sense consistent therewith.
We have in fact remarked (p.6(),above) the existence of a system

of algebraicsymbols,each formed with two numbers of ordinary
arithmetic,which obey the laws of operationset out above,and are

subjectto the commutative law of multiplication; and these con-tain

among themselves symbols correspondingto the numbers of

ordinaryarithmetic. These symbols,then, are a system appropriate
to the Abstract Geometry,as so far developed,assumingPappus'
theorem. This system of symbolshas,however,a possibilitywhich

we have not alluded to as yet: to ^verysymbol c, of the syntem^there
correspondsa symbol z, such that z^ = c. In fact,denotingany of
the symbolsof this system by (x,y), where x, y are numbers of

ordinaryarithmetic,we have [(0,l)]^= [- 1,0],and, more generally,
if /" = (A'2_^y-')i,p = i{r-hx\ q = ^{r-x\ then

{pKg^-y= {x,y);

while,since (" z)(- z) = z^ = (z)(z),beside any z satisfyingz^ = c,
there is also

" z. Thus, in the geometry to which the symbolsof
this system are appropriate,the geometricaloperation,previously
given (p.76),by which we pass from a point0-\-zU to a point
O -H z-U, must be capableof reversion in all cases ; we must assign
to the Abstract Geometry such pointsthat,when O + cU is a point,
there is also a point0 + zU, in which z- = c. It will be shewn that

a geometricalfact correspondingto this is that,if A, B, C be given
points,and a, 6, c be givenlines,in a planecontainingA, J5,C,
then it ispossibleto draw, in this plane,a line p throughthe point
A, a line q throughthe pointB, and a line r through the pointC,
so that the point(q,r),where the lines q and r intersect,lies on

the line a, and, similarly,the point(r,p) lies on the line b,and the

point (p,q) lies ou the line c. Another geometricalfact corre-sponding

to the algebraiccondition,which,therefore,is geometric-ally
reducible to the former,requiresthe notion of related ranges,

which we have developedon the basis of Pappus'theorem. This

theorem has been used to shew that,if two related ranges on the

same line have three correspondingpointsin common, then they
coincide entirely.In the Real Geometry two such related ranges

may, however, have two correspondingpointsin common ; for in-stance,

it may be shewn, by the assumptionsemployedin the last

chapter,that a sufficientcondition for this,when the pointsA^ B^ C

of one range correspondrespectivelyto the pointsA\ B\ C of the

other,is that the order ABC should be oppositeto the order A'B'C.

The geometricalfact now referred to, for the case of the Abstract

Geometry representedby the system of symbols now beingcon-sidered,

is that two related ranges on the same line,which do not
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coincide entirely,alwayshave two correspondingpointsin common^

which, however, may coincide with one another in particularcases.
We shall givethe geometricaldeduction of this geometricalfact
from the former, relatingto three givenpointsand three given
lines. It is clear from what has been proved(cf.pp. 18, 129),that

a stillfurther way of statinga geometricalfact equivalentto the

above, would be to assume that four lines in threefold space, of

which no two intersect,have alwaystwo common transversals.

Though this is clear by the intervention of the theoryof related

ranges, it will be proper to reduce it directlyto the previously
stated theorem for three givenpointsand three givenlines. This

last theorem,though not considered by Steiner in this generalway,
we shall refer to, for the sake of brevity,as Steiner's theorem. (See
Steiner''sGesamm. Werke, Vol. i, pp. 303 " 305, where reference is

made to papers by Servois,Gergonne and L'*huilier,in Vol. ii,1811,

1812, of the Amiales de Mathematiques.)
AVhen we extend the Abstract Geometryin accordance with the

suggestionsof the system of algebraicsymbolsabove referred to^

or in some other way that may prove possible,two questionsnatu-rally

arise : (1),Is there any geometricalutilityin this extension ?

(2),Is it legitimateto use the postulatedpropertiesof the abstract

points,lines,etc.,in order to prove relations existingamong the

real points,lines,etc.,that is,relations which can be stated without

any reference to the abstract elements ? The former questionis

analogousto the question: Is there any utility,for the purposes
of the calculus of real numbers, in the introduction of complex
numbers ? And, as in that case, it may be said,briefly,that expe-rience

has amply shewn that the gainin the generalityof the state-ments

of geometricalfact,and the increased power of recognising
the propertiesof a geometricalfigure,enormouslyoutweigh the

initialfeelingof artificialityand abstractness^ The second question
1 Cayley'sremarks may be quoted (PresidentialAddress, Brit. Assoc, 1883, Col-lected

Papers,xi,434): "The notion which is reallythe fundamental one (and I

cannot too stronglyemphasize the assertion),underlying and pervading the whole

of modern analysisand geometry, that of imaginary magnitude in analysis,and of

imaginary space (orof space as a locus in quo of imaginary pointsand figures)in

geometry."
The opening words of the brief Vorwort of von Staudt's Beitrdge zur Geometrie

der Lage (Erlangen,1856) may also be quoted :
' ' Indem die Mathematik darnach

strebt,Ausnahmen von Kegeln zu beseitigenund verschiedene Satze aus einem

Gesichtspunkte aufzufassen, wird sie haufig genothigt,Begriffezu erweitem oder

neue Begriffeaufzustellen,was beinahe immer einen Fortschritt in der Wissenschaft

hezeichnet. Dahin gehort namentlich die Einfuhrung von imaginaren Grossen in

der Analysis und die Einfiihrungvon imaginaren Elementen in der Geometrie. "

Some of the objectionsraised to the originalintroduction of complex numbers in

Geometry and Analysisare very interestingto read. Many references to the early
literature are given by Cayley, On multiplealgebra,Coll. Papers, xii,466. A single
reference additional to these is Caspar Wessel, Essai sur la representationanalytique
de la direction,Kopenhagen, 1799.
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cussion of Kepler'sideas,and of the Principleof Continuity,in
Ch. Taylor,Ancient and Modern Geometryof Cojiics,Cambridge,
1881, p. Iviii,etc.

In a less concrete form, the matter mav be stated thus : We have

a set of entities,", 6,c, . , . , subjectto certain laws of combination ;

we have also another set of entities.A, B, C,
...,

A',B', C\
...,

subjectto certain laws of combination ; these laws will include laws

for the combination of A, B, C, ... among themselves alone,as well

as laws for the combination of the whole aggregateA, B, C, . . . ,

A\ B\ C\ ...,
when some of A\ B\ C, ...

enter. Suppose now

that to every law for the combination of ^, B, C, ... among them-selves

alone,there correspondsa preciselysimilar law for the com-bination

of a,b,c,... among themselves,and conversely.Then any
theorem concerningA.,B, C, ...

alone,which is obtainable logically
by the applicationof the laws of combination which relate to

A, B, C, . . .
alone,is equallytrue for a, b, c, . . . , beingobtainable

from the laws of combination of a,b,c .̂.. by exactlysimilar logical
processes. Now it may very well happenthat a theorem relatingto
A,B,C, ...

alone,is easier to prove when regardedas a theorem for

particularentities of the whole aggregatê , -B,C, . . . , A\ B',C\ . . . ,

the natural method of proofbeingone which employsnot only
the laws of combination of A, B, C,

... among themselves alone,
but also the laws relatingto the whole aggregate,using,in its

course, one at least of the entities A\ B\ C\
"

The question
then is,does such a method of proofestablish the corresponding
theorem for a, 6,c, ...

? And can a method of proof be, there-fore,

devised,employingonlythe laws of combination of these

alone ?

In the former of the two examplesquotedabove, the entities

a,b,c,...
are the real numbers ; the entities A,B,C,...,A\B,C\...

are the complexnumbers ; each of these,we know, is representable
as a couple,(vC,y),of two real numbers, and among these are the

couples("27,0) whose laws of combination among themselves are

preciselysimilar to those of the real numbers. These couples(^,0),
whose second element is zero, are the entities A, B, C, ...

of our

abstract formulation of the question;the entities A\ B\ C\
...

are those complexnumbers, (x,?/),for which y is not zero, among
which is the number (0,1) whose square is equalto ("1,0). In

the latter of the two examplesdiscussed above,the entities a,b,c,...

are the real points,lines,etc.,of a Real Geometry, widened by
the introduction of the postulatedpoints,lines,etc. The entities

A,B,C, ...,
A\ B\ C,

...
are the elements called points,lines,etc.

in the Abstract Geometry,among which are elements A, B, C, ...

(associablewith the iterative symbolsand those derived from

them, which behave like the real numbers of ordinaryarithmetic)
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\vhose laws of combination and mutual relations (as to order,
etc.)are preciselysimilar to those of the elements of the Real

Geometry.
When stated in this abstract form, the ([iiestionat issue would

seem to evaporate.To say that a theorem, which may have been

provedwith mention of elements A
^
B',C, . . . ,

relatesto A,B,C,
...

alone,must mean that the theorem is a logicalconsequence of the

laws of combination of these among themselves alone ; it must

therefore be capableof proof with only the use of these laws,

providedsufficient ingenuitybe forthcoming.That such a con-structive

faculty of ingenuityis indispensableto any fruitful com-bination

of the preliminaryformal laws of combination of the

entities of mathematics,is a familiar experienceof the studyof
mathematics ; and an explicitrecognitionof this fact should not

seem out of placein discussingsuch a questionas that before us.

When however the proofis found which can be stated in terms of

A,B,C, ...,
and their laws of combination,alone,an identical proof

is possiblefor the correspondingtheorem relatingto a, b,c, ....

That the theorem may have been originallyfound by considerations

in which the elements A\ B\ C%
...,

were involved,as well as

A, B, C, ...,
thus does not affect the truth of the theorem for

", i,c, ....

But the introduction of the elements A\ B\ C\
... may

well have assisted the constructive facultyto which reference has

been made ; that this may happenis,indeed,one of the discoveries

of the historyof reasoning.The argument is not invalidated by the

fact that the elements^',B\ C\ ...,
in their firstconception,may

be creations of a judiciousimagination; so regarded,they may be

called abstract elements,and then the elements A, B, C, ...,
as

formingpart of an aggregatecontaining^',B\ C\
..., may equally

be regardedas abstract,thoughframed to have the same relations

with one another as have the elements a, b,c, ....

The importance,and wide bearing,of the matter, seem to call

for the indications,which have been given,of the argument by
which the attitude we adoptis to be justified.There is however

another way in which the use of so-called imaginaryelements in

geometry may be justified.As complexnumbers may be introduced

in arithmetic,each as a pairof real numbers, so aggregatesof
real elements may be introduced in the Real Geometry" if such

aggregatescan be discovered " whose laws of combination among

themselves,and with the existingreal elements,shall be those

which we ascribe to the imaginaryelements. Then such aggregates

may be used in placeof the imaginaryelements ; any proposition
which we should otherwise state for the imaginaryelements,becomes
then a propositionfor aggregatesof real elements,capableof proof
by real geometry only.And no doubt arises that a result thereby

10"2
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found,relatingto the originalreal elements only,may not be true.

It must alwaysremain a strikingmonument to Karl Georg Christian

von Staudt,that he should have elaborated,on a descriptivebasis,
a theoryof aggregates,of real geometricalelements,with the

necessary properties(with which should be comparedthe,frankly
metrical and less complete,work of Chasles,Geometrie superieurey

esp. Ch. V and Ch. xxxiii).Such a theorydoes not raise the same

logicaldifficultiesas that spokenof above ; but,settingaside the

necessary prolixityof shewingthat the system itself is logical,it
should not be out of placeto recogniseexplicitlythat the proofof

any property of these real aggregates,by the methods of real

geometry, is often hard to find ; it is often easier to use the

language,if not the associated symbolism,of the abstract geometry.
When such a theory as von Staudt's has been established this is

logicallyallowable,if it is preferredto suclfa frank recognitionof
abstract elements as is suggestedabove. However this may be^
the propertiesof such aggregatesof real elements are interesting
in themselves;and we givesome account of them, choosingfor this

purpose a scheme elaborated since von Staudt's time.

Theory of two related plane systems. Supposetwo planes,^
-nr,xff'^to be given; and, in one of these,four points,A^ B, C, Z),
which do not lie in line,there beingalso,in the other plane,
four points,A\ B\ C, Z)',given,not lyingin line. As has been

indicated,we agree to say that two flat pencils,each consisting
of lines through a pointlyingin a plane,are related to one

another, when the range of points,determined by the former

pencilof lines upon an arbitrarytransversal,is related to the range

similarlydetermined by the latter pencilupon any transversal.

Here, as in what follows,unless the contrary be said,we are

assumingPappus'theorem. If,then, in the former plane,cr, any

line,/,be drawn throughZ), a definite line,/',in the planect",
passingthrough D\ is determined,correspondingto I,by the

condition that the flat pencilof four lines,D'A\ D'B\ D'C\ l\
shall be related to the pencilof four lines,DA, DB, DC, I. In the

same way, to any line drawn, in the planeot, through the point
A, we can make corresponda definite line,drawn, in the planect',
through the pointA' ; and similarlyfor lines drawn throughB
and B', and for lines drawn throughC and C

Hence, if P be any pointof the planetzr, and we draw the lines

DP, AP, and then,in the planeis',we draw the lines,throughD'
and A\ corresponding,respectively,to the lines DP, AP, in the

sense justexplained,we obtain,by the intersection of these,a point,
P', of the plane-cr'. It can be shewn that,then,the lines B'P' and

C'P' also correspond,respectively,to BP and CP, in the sense just
explained.For, in the planem, let the lines DA, DP, AP meet the
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line SC, in the pointsX, F, Z, respectively,and let DP meet AB

in the point T. The pencilof lines,with D as cciitre,passing,
respectively,to B, C, A^ P, is in per-spective

with the range /?,C, A",F.
As this pencilof lines is related to

the correspondingpencil of the

plane-ct',it follows that the range

5, C, A", Y is related to the range
obtained by similar construction in

the planezr'. The same mav be said

of the rani^e B, C. A, Z, which lies

on lines from A passing,respec-
" /

tively,to the points5, C, /), P. We have shewn that,if we

iissume Pappus'theorem, as we do, here, and in the following
work, two ranges are uniquelyrelated by the assignmentof three

pointsof one to correspondto three pointsof the other. Thus,
as B, C, A, Y and P, C, A, Z have the three pointsP, C, A

in common, it follows that the range P, C, A, F, Z is related to

the similarlyconstructed range of the plane -ot'.However, the

pointsof this range, P, F, A, Z, by perspectivefrom A^ giverise

to the pointsT, F, Z),P, respectively,and these lie on the lines

from P, respectively,to the pointsA,C^D,P\ the pencilP (A,C,D^P)
is,thus,related to the similar pencilP' (^',C, D\ P') of the plane
-53-'.A similar proofshews that the pencilC {A\ P',D\ P') is

related to the pencilC {A, P, Z),P).
It can, next, be shewn that to any range of points,lyingon a

line of the planect, there corresponds,by the construction used to

determine P' from P, a range of pointslyingon a line of the plane
-cr',and that this range is related to the former. For this,we shew

that,if P, Q, R be three pointsof the plane-sr,lyingin line,and if

P', Q,'be the pointsof the planecr' which correspond,respectively,
to P and Q, then there is,upon the line P'Q' a point,R\ similarly
correspondingto P. Let the pointswhere the line PQ is met bv

the lines DA^ DB, DC, respectively,be called C7,V and W ; and,
similarly,the pointswhere P'Q' is met by D'A',D'B\ D'C be

called U\ V and W. Then, by what has been said,the range

{U\ V\ W\ P) is related to the range (C7,F, W, P), and the

rancre {U\ V\ W\ Q') is related to (t7,V,JV,Q) ; hence the range

(U\V\ W\P\ Q') is related to (C7,F, W, P, Q). And to the point
P, of the line PQ, regardedas a pointof the range (U, F, W, P, Q,R),
will corresponda point,P/, of the line P Q\ such that the range

(U\ F', W\ P', Q',P,') is related to the former; we are to shew

that this pointP/ is the same as the point,P', constructed,with
the helpof A\ P', C, D\ to correspondto P. Let AB^ AC meet

the line PQ, respectively,in F and Z, and A B', AC meet P Q in
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Y\ Z'. Then, by the originalconstruction,by perspectivefrom A^
the range {V, P\ Q', Y

, Z') is related to (U,P, Q, F, Z) ; and,

therefore,as three pointssuffice to

identifya range which is related to

another,the range {U\ V, W\ P',
Q',P/, y ',Z') isrelated to (C7,F, W,
P, Q, P, y, Z). Thus the pointP/
satisfiesthe condition which is to be

satisfiedby P' with regardto pencils
of lines whose centre is A'

,
and also

with regardto pencilsof lineswhose

centre is D'. These two are sufficient

to identifyP/ with P'. There is thus a range P'QR... in the

plane-or'which is related to the arbitraryrange PQR.
. .

in the plane
-sr,as we desired to prove. From this it is easy to deduce that there

is a pencilof lines,passingthrough a point,in the plane-57',which
is related to any such pencilof the planeot.

The planesystems,in ot and ot',so constructed,will be said to

be related. The assumptionmade that, givenDA^ DB, DC, /,in

one plane,and D'A',D'B',D'C, in the other,then /'is determinate,
is to be noticed.

Two related threefold systems^ or spaces. A similar

correspondencemay be set up between the points,lines and planes
of two three-dimensioned spaces, S and S',by takingany five

pointsA\ B\ C\ D\ E' of the space S', of which no four lie

in a plane,to correspond,respectively,to five arbitrarypoints
A, P, C, D, P, of similar generality,in the space 2.

There is a preliminarypointto which a word may be given.In

establishinga correspondencebetween two planes,we have pre-supposed

a construction possibleby which ranges on two lines,in
these planesrespectively,may be related to one another; this is

certainlyso when the planeslie in the same threefold space. But

in comparingtwo threefold spaces, the presuppositionmust be a

definite one ; in the absence of a briefer generalmethod, we may

suppose the two threefold spaces to be both contained in a higher
space, and ranges lyingtherein to be related by a chain of per-

spectivities,as in the foregoingtheory,in Chapteri. When ranges

belongingto the two spaces have been related,planepencilsof
lines,and axial pencilsof planes,can be related,by the ranges they
determine on a transversal. In particular,however,the two three-fold

spaces may be the same.

This beingunderstood,let ot be any planethroughthe line BC

of the space 2 ; with the planesjoiningBC to the pointsA, D, E^

we then have an axial pencilof four planes.The planes,in the

space 2',which joinB'C' to A\ D\ E' respectively,taken with a
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plane,ct',through B'C\ in tliis space, form another axial pencil;
and the plane-cr is determined to correspondto ct when we suppose
it taken so that these two axial pencilsof planesare related. Now

let the line DE meet the planeABC in the pointD,, and, similarly,
the line DE' meet the plane ABC in the point D/ ; then,

suppose the planesABC and ABC related to one another, as in

the precedingarticle,by the condition that the pointsA, B, C, D^
shall correspond,respectively,to A\ B\ C, D/ ; and let P' be the

pointof the plane ABC' so correspondingto a pointP of the

planeABC. Next, let the planesBCE and B'C'E', in the spaces S

and S',meet DP and D'P'^ respectively,in Q and Q' ; and, corre-sponding

to any pointR taken upon the line DP, let R' be the

pointof the line DP' determined bv the condition that the ranges

PQRD', PQRD shall be related. 'Then R' is such that the two

axial pencils,each of four planes,in the spaces ^' and ]S,repre-sented,

respectively,by B'C (A',E',R', D') and BC {A, E, R, D\
with axes B'C and BC, are related to one another. The axial

pencilsrepresented,respectively,by AD' (B\ C, E\ R') and

AD {B, C, E, R) are also related,since,on the planesA' B'C and

ABC, these give,respectively,the flat pencilsA' {B\ C\ D/, P')
and A {B, C, D^, P), of centres A' and A ; and,by construction,the

planesystems,{A,P, C,A, P) and (A',P',C, D,',P'\ are related.

The five given pointsA^ P, C, P, E lead to ten lines joiningpairs
of these ; by passingthrougheach of these joininglines a plane,to
the other three of the five givenpoints,and to the pointP, we

obtain eightaxial pencils,each of four planes,beside the two we

have considered havingBC and AD for axes. It can be shewn that

every one of these is related to the axial pencilsimilarlycon-structed

in the space S'. Consider,for instance,the axial pencil
CA (P,P, P, P), of axis CA. The pointP is on the planeABC and

the pointQ is on the planeBCE ; let the line DP meet the plane
ACE in the pointX. The axial

pencilCA (P,P, P, R) gives,on the

line DP, the range (P, P, X, R).
The line ED meets the planeCAB
in the pointPj. Thus, the range

(P,P, X, Q\ beinga section of the

axial pencilCE (P, P, A, P), of

which a plane section is the flat

pencilC (P, A, A, P),is related to

this flatpencil; and this,by con-struction,

is related to the corre-sponding

flat pencilC (P',P/, A',B') of the space 1'. Wherefore

the range (P, P, X, Q) is related to the correspondingraniie
(P ,

D' X\ Q) of the space X\ By definition of R\ however, the
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range (P,Z),Q,-R)isrelated to the correspondingrange (P',D',Q',-B');
as (P, D, X, Q) and (P, D, Q, i^)have the three pointsP, D, Q
in common, we infer that the range (P, D, X, Q, R) is related to

the correspondingrange (P\ D\X\Q',R'). We have seen, how-ever,

that the range (P,Z),X, jB)is a section of the axial pencil
CA (-B,Z),jE,R). This axial pencilis thus related to the corre-sponding

axial pencilC'A' (B\D\E\R')^ of the space S',as we

desired to shew. The range (Z),X, Q, Z2)is also a section of the

axial pencilEC (Z),̂, 5, i2),which is,therefore,related to the

correspondingaxial pencilEC (Z)',A\ B\ R').
The pointR is any pointof the line DP^ and P is any pointof

the planeABC \ thus the pointR is any pointof the threefold

space A^ P, C, D, E. With the proofof the theorem above stated,
that the ten axial pencilsof planeswhose axes are the joinsof
pairsof the pointŝ , P, C, Z),E^ each pencilcontaininga plane
passingthrough P, are related,respectively,to the corresponding
axial pencilsin the space S^ there is thus established a corre-spondence

between the pointsof the spaces S and S'. It can then

be shewn, in a manner analogousto that adoptedfor the case of

two planes,that a range of four pointslyingin line in the space S

correspondsto a related range of four pointslyingin line in the

space 2'; and then that a set of five pointslyingin a planein
the space 2 givesrise to a set of five pointslyingin a plane
in the space S',in such a way that the pencilof lines joiningone
of the five pointsto the other four,in 2, is related to the corre-sponding

pencilin 2'.

Case of two spaces both of n dimensions. And the argu-ment

can, it appears, be extended,by the method of induction,to
two spaces of any number of dimensions,it beingnecessary and

sufficient,in order that two w-fold spaces should be related,that

(/I-f-2) pointsof one space, of generalposition,be assignedto

correspondto {n + 2) pointsof the other,also of generalposition;
and also a range in one space related to a range in the other. See

Note I,at the end of the Volume.

Comparison of the correspondence between two spaces

with the correspondence between either space and the

symbols used to represent it. The correspondencein the three

foregoingarticles is established bypurelygeometricalconsiderations,
based on the Propositionsof Incidence,and the assumptionof

Pappus"*theorem. When two spaces are so related to one another,
either may be regardedas representativeof the other,there being
a geometricalincidence,or theorem, in either,correspondingto

any geometricalincidence,or theorem, in the other. Conversely
two spaces, in which are given two related ranges, one in each,
which are such that,to every incidence of elements in one space
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ranges, may be well illustrated by provingthe followingresult,of
which frequentuse is made subsequently: The condition that four
pointsof a line represented,respectively,hy symbolsA, B, A -^ xB,
A 4-yB, should he a range related to that offourpoints,on the same

or on another lime,which have symbolsP, Q, P -i-pQ,P + qQ, is that

yx~'^= qpr^. In accordance with our conventions,this is the same,

writingB for ocB,and Q for pQ, as sayingthat the condition that

the range of four pointsrepresented,respectively,by ^, jB,̂ -{-B,
A + l^B,should be related to the range of four pointsrepresented,
respectively,by P

,
^, P "\-Q^,P -\-gQ_,is that ^ = a. This is in

accordance with the comparisonwe have made between the condi-tion

that two ranges should be related,and the condition that the

pointsof a range should be representedby the symbols.To prove
the result,when the two ranges are on non-intersectinglines in

three dimensions,let the four joinsof the correspondingpoints,of
A to P, of J5 to Q, of ^ + 5 to P + Q, and of ^ + ?P to P + aQ,
be met by another line,respectively,in pointswith symbolsA + XP,
B + yuQ,U and V. As the point(7 is then a derivative oi A "\-B

and P + Q, as well as of ^ + XP and B 4- /iQ,we infer \ = /i, and

U = A+B + \(P-\-Q). As F is a derivative as well oi A + ^Band

P + o-Q as of v4 + XP and P + XQ, the symbolA + ^B-\-k(P + o-Q)
must, for proper k, be the same as ^ + XP + f(P + XQ), so that

/c = X, and hence Xo- = fX. This giveŝ,as stated,o- = f. The symbols
are assumed commutative in multiplication,without which,as was

shewn in.Chapteri, there is not definiteness in the condition that

two ranges be related.

For the pointsof a plane,to render uniquethe correspondence
between the symbolsand the points,it is necessary to distinguish
between the symbolsA, B, C of three fundamental pointsof the

plane,and,respectively,the symbolsof the forms lA,mB, nC, which

representthe same points.And this can be done by providingthat
in the symbolccA + yB + zC, belongingto a chosen definite point
of the plane,the symbolsx~^y,x~'^z shall have stated values. Very
often the most convenient way of doingthis is,to select the point
to which the symbol^ + P + C is to be attached. As will be seen

later,in dealingwith the theoryof linear transformations,the

plane system of which the points are representedby symbols
xlA + ymB + znC, wherein /,m, n are the same for all points,is
related to the planesystem of which the pointsare representedby
symbolsxA + yB + zC, wherein x, y, z vary from pointto point.

^ So that,as was remarked (above,p. 93),when approached from this point of

view, von Staudt's introduction of numbers, to represent Wiirfen, or ranges of four

points on a line,involves the assumption of Pappus' Theorem. For, without this

Theorem, we have shewn that the range 5, ^, 5 -f-/i~^J, " + /

range A, B, A + \B, A+fxE ; and fx\- =̂ \-^/j.requiresV = /*X.
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Similar remarks evidentlyapply whatever be the number of
dimensions of the space considered.

A geometrical existence theorem for the solution of an

algebraic equation. Tlie precedingarticle is concerned with the

justificationof the use of alirebraicsymbolsof any generalitywhich
are subjectto the laws of combination set out in detail in Section in

of Chapter i, togetherwith that of commutative multiplication.
As indicated in the discussion at the beginningof this chapter,
there is a quitedefinite system of symbols witli these properties
which has the further propertyof containing,correspondingto any
one of its members, c, another member, z^ which is such that Z' = c.

It is desirable then to examine the geometricalmeaning of this.
If this system of symbols be that which is adoptedas guide in

formulatingthe propertiesoi the points Î'mes,etc.,which we finally
adopt as the elements of the Abstract Geometry,it is convenient

to summarise these properties,if possible,by enunciatinga geo-metrical
construction which can be carried out with the abstract

elements,or by statinga theorem which holds when these elements

are allowed.

With this objectwe turn now to a geometricalproblem,which
we consider,in the firstinstance,in an elementaryway ; shewing
how it is related to other problemswhose fundamental importance
may be,at firstsight,more obvious :

hi a plane ŵe are given three points Â, B, C, and three lineSy
fl,6,c. It isrequiredto draw three lines,/?,g, r, passing,respectively,
throughthe pointsA, B and C, whose pointsof intersection in pairs,
namelyP, of q and r, Q, of r and p, and R ofp and q, shall lie,
respectively,on the lines a, h,and c. In this case, the linesjoining
the pairsof points,namelyp, of Q to R, q, of R to P, and r, of P

to Q, pass, respectively,throughthe pointsA, B, and C. Thus the

problemis one of a self-dual character.

We arrange our considerations under nine headings:
(i)There is an infinite number of solutions of the problemwhen

the hnes BC, CA, and AB, pass, re-spectively,

through the points{b,c),
{c,a), and (a,b). This is,in fact,an-other

statement of Pappus'theorem.
It can be shewn, when no one of

the pointsA, B, C lies on any of the

lines a, b, c, and A, B, C are not in

line,that this is the only case in

which there is an infinite number of

solutions of the problem.
(ii)When the pointsA, B, C are in line,a degeneratesolution

of the problemis that in which the linesp, q, r all coincide in this
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line;in this case, another solution can be directlyconstructed. And

dually.
In the first case, when the pointsA, B, C are in line,draw

throughA any line,/?i,meeting the lines b and c, respectively,in

Qi and i^i,and let the lines CQi and BR^ intersect in the pointP^.
Make a similar construction with a line,p^, drawn throughA, so

obtaininga pointP.,. Then, let the line P1P2, or /,which contains

(6,c),meet the line a in the pointP. It will be seen that,if the

lines CP, BP be now drawn to meet the lines b and c, respectively,
in Q and R, then the line QR passes throughthe pointA, and we

have a solution of the problem.A similar construction is valid for

the reciprocalcase, startingwith points.Pi and P2, taken any-where

on the line a; the lines,p^ and ^2? reciprocalto Pj and P.^,
intersect in a pointL, lyingon BC ; the requiredline,/?, is the

line AL.

The proofof the statements made is immediate from Desargues*
theorem. In the former case, the correspondingjoinsof pointsof
the two triads Pi, Qi,Pi and Pg, Q2?^2? meet in the pointsA^ B, C,

respectively,which are in line. Hence the joinP1P2 passes through
the point(5,c),which is the intersection of Q1Q2 and R^Ro. And

then, as the lines,PP^, QQi and PPj, meet in the point(b,c),it

follows,from the triads P, Q, R and Pj, Qi, Pi, that the lines QR
and QiRi meet on the line PC, in the pointA. The proofin the

latter case is the reciprocalof this.

When A, B, C are in line,and, also,", ^, c meet in a point,the

degeneratesolutions are the onlyones, unless,under a certain con-dition,

there is an infinite number of solutions.

A particularcase of the figurearises when the pointsA, B and C

lie,respectively,on the lines ", b and c. Then it is easy to see that
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the pointsP, Q, i?are harmonic conjui^ates,respectively,of A, B, Cy
in regardto the respectivecouplesof lines b and c, c and a, a and /;.

If the line ABC be denoted bv p\ then the lines p and p' are

harmonic conjugatesin regard to the line a and the line joining
the pointsA and (6,c),etc.

(iii)The simplest,and, as will be seen, the most fundamental of

the cases in which the lines p, q, r cannot be directly constructed,
is that, in which the pointsA, B, C lie,respectively,on the lines

fl, 6,r, but are not in line. When this is so, it can be seen, by
considerations of betweenness,such as are used in Chapterii, that,
in the Real Geometry,there exist linesp, q, r providedthe points
A^ B, C have suitablylimited positions.If the points(6,c),(r,a}
and (a,b) be denoted,respectively,by C7,V and W, this is so when

A^ B and C are outside the respectivesegments VW, WJJ and t/F;

or when one of them is outside and the other two are inside these

segments,respectively.

For in the former case, if two lines,p^ and /?.,,be drawn, through
the pointA^ to meet the line 6,respectively,in the pointsQ, and Q^,

and these meet the line c, respectively,in 7?,and R., în such a way

that URiRjV are in order,then also UQiQJV will be in order. If
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then BR^ and CQ^ meet the Hne a, respectively, in H^ and K^^ and

BIt.,_ ĈQ2 meet a, respectively, in H^, K^, it follows that WH^H^V

are
in order, and that WKJKJ^ are in order. By use of the

Dedekind suggestion, as in Chapter 11, it can thence be shewn that

there is a position of R2, for which H, and K^ coincide, say
in Pg.

A similar argument is applicable to the
case,

for instance, in which

B is within the segment WJJ^ and C within the segment C/F, but

A is without the segment FPF, and to the other two such
cases.

The reciprocal figure,it is easily seen, leads, essentially,to the same

results.

When we have one possible set of positions for P, Q, P, solving
the problem, another set can be deduced at once ; namely, by

taking, in place of P, the point, P\ which is the harmonic con-jugate

of P in regard to V and W^ or, say,
P'

= (F, W)IP^ and

taking, at the same time, Q' = {W, U)IQ and R'
= {U, V)/R

A

(iv) Another case which is worthy of special mention is that in

which the points B and C lie on the lines b and c, respectively, but

A does not lie on a.
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It will be seen below that the solution in this case can be con-structed

from that considered under (iii).
(v) The case in which the pointsA^ B^ C have arbitrary positions

can be reduced to that precedinir,in which two of the points,
B and C, lie on their respectivelyassociated lines,h and c.

The i^iven lines a, ^,c, and the givenpoints,B, C, define a line,

77?,as follows: takingarbitrary
pointsH, H\ H'\

...,
on the

line a, let the joinsof these to

the pointJ?,namelythe lines

HB, H'B, H'B,
...,

meet the

line b in the respectivepoints
A',A"',A", . . . ,

and the joinsof
these to the pointC, namely
the lines HC, H C, H'C,

...,

meet the line c in the respec-tive

pointsL, L\ L",
... ; the

two ranges. A, A', K'\
...,

and L, L',L",
. . . ,

are then related. Therefore,as was proved in

Chapteri, the pointsof intersection of the various pairsof cross

joinsof these ranges, namely, the points{KL\ K'L\ (KL'\K"L),
{K'L'\K"L'\ ...,

all lie on a line which we denote by m.

Take two correspondingpoints,A and L, of these two related

ranges, lying,respectively,on the lines h and c, and, with these,
the pointA. Take the lines 6,c and m. By the solution of the

previouscase, (iv),we can draw throughA, L and A^ respectively,
the lines A;,/ and ^, so that their intersections in pairsshall lie,

respectively,on the lines 6, c and m^ namely the point(/,p) on 6,
the point{p^k) on c and the point(^%I) on m. Hence, if the

points(/,J))and (j9,k) be, respectively,Q and A, these will be

pointsof the ranges {K^K', ...)and (L,L',...)above described,and
the lines 5Q, CA, which we may call,respectively,q and r, will

meet in a point,P, of the line a. The lines p, ^, r are then such

lines as are requiredfor the solution of the generalcase of the

problemin hand, which is then reduced to the case when B and C

lie on h and c respectively,here considered under (iv).
(vi)There is another problemof fundamental importancewhich

is also reducible to the case considered under (iv),that,namely, of

the construction of the common correspondingpointsof two related

ranges lyingon the same line.

Let (5, C, ...)and {B\ C\ ...)be two ranges on a line,/?,of
which the latter is related to the former,accordingto the definition

we have adopted in Chapteri (above,p. 25), by the fact that

(B\ C,
. . .)is in perspective,from a point0, with a range, (Q,A, . . .),

of another line,q^ which isrelated to the range (B, C,
. ..).The line
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q will intersect p. Thus, as was provedfor two related ranges on

different lines in the same plane,the cross joinsBR^ CQ meet in

a pointlyingon a definiteline,r,
whatever pairof corresponding-
pointsof these ranges is substi-tuted

for C and R.

A point,A, of the range (B^
C, ...),coincides with the corre-sponding

point,A\ of the range

(B\ C\ ...),if,and onlyif,the
correspondingpoint,P, of the re-lated

range on ^, lie with ^ on a

straightline through 0. Thus,,
the problemof findingA is that of drawingthrough the point0,
and throughtwo, arbitrarilytaken but corresponding,pointsQ and

B, lying,respectively,on the lines g and p, the respectivelines cc^

y and -s,so that y and z may meet on r, z and oc may meet on q^
and oc and y may meet on p.

This reduces the problemof findingthe common corresponding
pointsto that considered under (iv).For this problem,reference

may also be made to a solution of entirelydifferent character^
Chasles,Geom. super. (1880),p. 175.

(vii)The problemof findingcommon transversals of four lines

in three dimensions,of which no two intersect,is also reducible to

that considered under (iv).
Let a, ft,c, d be four lines,in three dimensions,of which no two

intersect. Take any two arbitraryfixed points,0 and C/,upon the

line a. Draw from O the transversal to the lines h and ^,meetingd in

B ; also from O the transversal to c and cZ,meetingd in Q. Draw

from TJ the transversal to the lines h and J,meetingthese,respec-tively,
in V and C; also from XJ the transversal to c and ^,meeting

these,respectively,in R and C
.

The planeVJJR contains the line d\
the planefrom 0 containingthe line h meets the planeVIJR in

the line VB^ and the planefrom O containingthe line c meets the

planeWR in the line -RQ. Now take any point,-H^,of the line a\

from H draw the transversal to the lines h and d^ meetingthese,,
respectively,in M and A^ and also the transversal to the lines

c and d^ meetingthese,respectively,in A''and A. The planefrom
M containingthe line a will meet the planeVTJR in the line J]A ;

this line will,therefore,intersect the line VB^ say in the pointTy
and the line TM will intersect the line a ; the line TM lies,how-ever,

in the planeMVB, which meets the line a in the point0 ;

thus,the pointsO, M, T are in line. The planefrom N containing
the line a will meet the planeVUR in the line UA' ; this line will,
therefore,intersect the line RQ, say in the pointP, and the line
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^
r

lively,lyingin this plane,so that the intersections of pairsof these,
{RA, CP), {CP, UPA'), {UPA\ RA), shall lie,respectively,on the

givenlines I,RQ, C'Q, of this plane.Of the givenpointsand lines,
the pointsR and C lie,respectively,on RQ and C'Q. The problem
of drawingthe common transversals of the four givenlines a, b,c,d^
is,thus,reduced to the problemabove considered,under (iv).For
this problem,the reader may also consult Steiner,Ges. WerJce,i,

p. 403, where reference is made to Gergonne'sAnn. de Math, xvii

(1826,7),p. 83.

(viii)Consider now the problemabove referred to as (iii),in
connexion with the symbolismwhich we have used.

Take the points(5,c),(c,a) and (",h)as fundamental,the lines

a, b, c being supposednot to

meet in a point.Denotingthese

points,respectively,by C/,F, and

W, we may choose the symbolsV
and W, in relation to C7,so that

C=V-V, B^U-W,

and then take,for the symbolof
the pointA,

A = aW- W,

where a^ is not 1, the points
A, B, C not being in line. If

then the symbol of the pointP
be taken as

P=:\V+ W,

this involves in turn, for the symbolsof the pointsQ, R and A^

respectively
Q = XC7 + PF, R=U + \V, A = \'V- W,

Identifyingthis form for A with that given,we infer X^ " a^ = 0,
or (X " a)(X + ") = 0,and it was definitelyassumed that the system
of symbolsused should have only0 as singularsymbol.Wherefore
X is a or " a. Thus, when the givenpointsA^ B, C are, respectively,
written as a^V " W, TJ " W and U " V, one set of positions,for
P, Q, jB,is that givenby

P = aV + W, Q = aU+W, R=U + aV,

another,and the onlyother,set beingobtained from this by putting
" a in placeof a.

It is seen without difficultythat the figureemployedhere agrees
with the construction givenin Chapteri (above,p. 84) for deter-mining

the pointO + a-U when 0,U,0-{-tJand 0 + aU are given.
(ix) Take now the case, considered in (iv),in which the given

pointsB and C lierespectivelyon the lines b and c.
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As before,let the points(/;,c),(c,a) and (a,b)be,respectively,
denoted by U, V and \\\ and suppose
neither B nor C to be at C/. We can,

then,suppose the symbolsof ^, B and

C to be,respectively,of the forms

B=U-aW, C=U-2V,

A = U + mV + iiJV.

If then the symbolof the pointP be

taken as

P = mF +XW,

those of Q and R will,respectively,be

Q = mU + 2XPF, R = U + 2\-bnV,

and, in order that the line QR should pass through the pointA,
there must exist two symbols,q and r, securingthe syzygy

q (mU + ^\W) + r (C/+ ^mX-'V) =U-{-mV + nW.

This requiresthe equations

qrn + r = 1, 2?'m\~^ = tw, 2^X = n ;

Ave are assumingPappus"*theorem,so that the symbolsare commu-tative

in multiplication; hence,eliminatingq and r, we deduce

miiX-^ + X = 2, X^ -2\ + mn = 0.

Thence, if ^ be a symbolsuch that

e' = l- mn,

we have (\ " iy= 6-,and hence \ has one of the two forms

X = l+^, X=l-(9.

Now, by the constructions givenin Chapteri (pp.74, 76),when
the pointsA, B, C, and therefore the symbolsm and n, are given,
we can construct the pointwhose symbolis

mV + (1 - mn) W,

or niV + 6W. From this,by the construction under (viii),pre-ceding,
we can find the two pointswith symbol

mV + dW,

and hence the pointsof symbol
mF + (1 + 6)W.

The generalproblemnow under consideration can, therefore,be
solved by direct construction if that under (iii)or (viii)can always
be solved.

Remark. Tlie reader may hke to see these constructions carried out, iu

part. The given pointsare U, V, W, which are the points{b,c),{c,a),{a,h),
togetherwith A = U+ m V-\-n \V,B=U-'l \V,C=U-2V. A construction for

11"2
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mV +{1 " 17171)W is as follows: By joiningU-\-mV-\-nW to V and W we

obtain,respectively,U+nW and U+mV, on the lines UW and UV. By

joiningthese,respectively,to f7-2Fand ^7-21^, we obtain 2F+nTrand

mV+2W, on VW. From the former of these we construct V+nW, the har-monic

conjugateof V in regardto 2V+nW and W ; from the latter we con-struct

mV+ W, the harmonic conjugateof W in regardto mF+2Trand r.

From V+nWj by taking its harmonic conjugatein regardto Fand W, we

/ni/i-(/-mnJ^V-n^

U-hmV

obtain F-nTF. Then, having F+w-^TFand F- n TF,we find F+(m-i-n) TF^
or mF+(l " wn) W, by the rule for constructinga point specifiedby the

sum of two algebraicsymbols which was given in Chapter i. Namely, two

lines through mV+ TFand V"nW, respectively,are met by a line through
F in the points U+mV and U" V, and lines through W to these points
meet the two lines first drawn, alternatively,in "7+rwF" (w+l)nTF and

m (U" V) " (m + 1)W ; the join of these givesthe pointm F+ (1" mn) W.

This is the pointmV+6^W, on the line VW; and we have U- W on the

line UW, the harmonic conjugateof W in regard to U and U"2W, and

mF+ Uon the line UV. Hence, if the result of (viii),preceding,be assumed,
we can find mV+6W, on the line VW. Then, having mV+ W, we can con-struct

m F+ (1+ ^) TF.

Statement of the further Axiom henceforth assumed

in the Abstract Geometry. In accordance with the view here

adopted,of the possibilityof extendingthe conceptionof the geo-metrical
entities discussed,we shall suppose, in future,that,in the

Abstract Geometry,the meaningsattached to the words pointyline^
'plane.)etc.,are such that the system of algebraicsymbolsappro-priate

to their discussion,beside obeyingthe formal laws of com-bination

set forth in Chapter i, and the commutative law in

multiplication,is also such that,to any symbol,c, there exists

another,;s?,such that ^ " c. From the precedingdiscussion itfollows
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that this is equivalentto supposingthat the geometricalentities,
beside beingsubjectto the l*r()j)()sitionsof Incidence,and such that

Pa})pus'theorem is true, are also such that a certain geometrical
problemis alwayscapable,if not of an infinite number, then,of

tico ŝolutions,which may coincide. We have giventhree alternative

forms for this problem,either of which may be taken,in virtue of

the other assumed propertiesof the entities. Either we may sav

that,if A, 2?,C be j)ointsgiven anywhereon three lines a, 6,c,

lyingin a plane,it is possibleto draw three lines p, g, r, respec-tively

tlu'oughA^ B, C, such that the pointsof intersection {q,r),
{r,p), (;;,q) lie,respectively,on a, 6,c. From this it follows that

the same is true for quitearbitrarypositionsof A, B, C, not lying
on the lines ", b, c. Or we may say that two related ranges of

pointson the same line,not entirelyidentical,have two common

correspondingpoints,which may coincide. Or, finally,we may say

that,four lines in space of three dimensions,of which no two inter-sect,

are met, if not by an infinite number, then,by tzco transversals,
which may however coincide.

It may be said that,later on, it will be assumed that the geo-metrical
entities are such that,in the symbolismappropriatethereto,

equationsof generalcharacter,not merelyz^ = c, are capableof
solution. It would be proper to discuss now whether this is an

additional condition,or contained in what has been adopted.But
we do not enter into this at present.
Clearly,from the precedingdiscussion,the problemof which we

postulatea solution in the Abstract Geometry,has not, in all cases,

a solution in the Real Geometry. When the theoryis supposedto
deal onlywith a real geometry, it is,therefore,usual to speakof
imag'hiari/elements. As we have said,w^e may, however, introduce

into the Real Geometry certain aggregatesof real elements,whose
relations with the primary real elements,and with one another,
are formallythe same as those of the so-called imaginaryelements.
^Xe now pass to a brief account of aggregatesof this kind which

may be taken,if it be desired to maintain the pointof view of a

Real Geometry.
Aggregates of real elements with the properties of ima-ginary

elements. We desire to avoid the use of the words

imaginarypoint,imaginaryline,etc.,when establishingthe theory,
at least. We shall,therefore,use a phraseologywhich is,con-fessedly,

somewhat cumbrous. In addition to points,we consider

Point-Sets,each of three pointson a line : Any three pointson a

line.A, B, C, are regardedas taken in one of two definite orders,
the sets B, C, A and C,A, B beingregardedas equivalentwith the

set A, B, C ; and the sets C, B, A and A, C, B as equivalentwith
the set B, A, C. Then, further,the set A, B, C is regardedas
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equivalentwith any other set,A\ B\ C\ of three pointsof the same

line,when the three ranges {A\ A, B, C),(B;B, C, A\ (C\ C,A, B)

are related. Thus, Pappus'theorem beingassumed,a set,A\ B\ C,

can be found equivalentwith the set A, 5, C, of which one point,
say A\ is any arbitrarypointof the line,the pointsB\ C, asso-ciated

therewith,being then determinate. It is easy to prove that

the ranges {A,A\ B\ C'\ (B,B\ C\ A'\ (C,C, A\ B') are related,

so that if the set A\ B', C is equivalentto the set A^ B, C, then

this latter is equivalentto the former. It can be further shewn that

two sets.A, B, C and A'\ B'\ C'\ which are both equivalentto

A^ B, C, are equivalentto one another.

The whole aggregate of equivalentpointsets of the line is the

entitycalled a pointseries. From three pointsof the line,taken in

different orders,two such pointseries can be formed; these may be

called conjugatepointseries. When two of the pointsof a set

A, B, C, of a pointseries,are coincident,say A with B, the point
sets,equivalentwith this,are those formed with A, B and any
further arbitrarypointof the line,and one particularset,of these,
consists of the pointA taken three times over. In the Real Geo-metry

we have, upon the line,points; in the scheme we are ex-plaining

we have,generalpointseries,each determined by a set of

three pointsof which no two coincide,and the degeneratepoint
series,each of which is determined by three coincident points;
while a generalpointserieslieson a definiteline,an infinitenumber

of lines contain the three coincident pointsof a degeneratepoint
series. The laws of manipulationof the generalpointseries will

lead to laws for the degeneratepointseries which are exactly
similar to those of ordinaryreal points\ We may say that the

number of pointseries upon a line is x
^
; for of a pointset deter-mining

the series,one pointmay be at any positionchosen before-hand,

the same for all series,and any particularseries then depends
on the positionsof the other two pointsof a set determiningthe
series ; each of these two pointsis capableof positionson the line

which we usuallysay to be x
^ in number.

Reciprocalto pointsets,each of three pointson a line,we con-sider

also planesets,each of three planespassingthrougha line.

A set of three such planes,a, /3,7, is regardedas equivalentto
either of the two sets yS,7, a or 7, a, y8,but distinct from the equi-valent

sets,7, /3,a, or ^, a, 7, or a, 7, ^. And a set of three other

planes,ol\/S',7',passingthroughthe same line,is regardedas equi-valent
to a, /3,7 when the axial pencils(a , a, /3,7),(/3',/3,7, a),

(7',7, a, /3)are related. The aggregateof all equivalentplanesets
is called a planeseries ; and there are degenerateplaneseries in

* The reader may compare the generallogicalformulation given above, p. 146.
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which all the equivalentplanesets have two coincident planesin
connnon.

A pointseries is then said to lie upon a planeseries,when the

pointsof any one of the ecjuivalentsets of the pointseries,taken
with regard to order, lie,respectively,upon the corresponding
planesof any one of the equivalentsets of the planeseries. In

particularthe condition is satisfiedif the pointsA^ B, C lie,respec-tively,

upon the planesyS,7, a, as well as if theylie respectively
upon a, yS,7. In generalthe line containingthe pointseries,and
the axis of the planeseries,are different;but the condition is

satisfiedof itselfwhen these linescoincide. A pointseries,{A, B, C),
lies on a degenerateplaneseries,(a,a, 7), when the base line of

(A,B, C) lies on the planeo; reciprocally,a degeneratepointseries
(A^A, C) lies on a planescries (a,/3,7),when the axis of the plane
series contains the pointA. When both the pointseries and the

planeseries are degenerate,being{A, A, C) and (a,a, 7),the con-dition

is merely that the pointA shall lie on the planea.
Two pointseries,whose base lines are not in one plane,deter-mine

what we call a skew linear series,consistingof sets of three

lines of which no two intersect;such a set of three lines is obtained

by joiningthe points,A, B, C, of any set of one of the pointseries,
respectivelyto the points,A\ B\ C, of any set of the other point
series. From any set of three lines,of which no t vo intersect,
another set may be obtained,by takingany two transversals of

these three givenlines,meetingthem, respectively,in A, B, C and

in A\ B
,
C ; then,determiningupon the line ABC any pointset,

(P, Q, R\ equivalentwith {A, 5, C),and upon the line A'B'C any

point set, (P',Q', R\ equivalentwith {A\ B\ C) ; and, then,
joiningP and P', Q and Q',R and R

.

The lines PP
,
QQ', RR'

are then equivalent,as a line set, with the set of three given lines.

It is clear that if,in this way, a line set (/',vi\n) be equivalent
with a line set (Z,tti,tz),then the latter is equivalentwith the

former. It is necessary, however, if the word equivalenceis to

preserve its usual connotation,to shew,further,geometrically,that

no logicalinconsistencyis involved in regardingtwo line sets,

(Z',m\ n\ (I",m\ n"),which are both equivalent,in the above

sense, with a line set (/,tt?,n\ as beingequivalentwith one another.

In regardto this it may be remarked that the two common trans-versals

of the six lines /,w, w, /',m, n\ which enter into the

definition of the equivalenceof the lin6 sets (/,7n, n) and (/',?/?',w),
are not necessarilythe same as the two common transversals of

/,w, n, Z",m'\ n", which enter for the equivalenceof (/,m, n) and

(/",m\ n"); it is therefore not part of the definition of the

suggestedextension of the meaning of the equivalenceof two line

sets,that the six lines /',7/1,n\ I",m\ n" should have two common
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transversals.It isnecessary, for our purpose, to retain for the present
the pointof view of the descriptiveReal Geometry;but it can be

seen (see Note II,at the end of the Volume), that there is,in

fact,no logicaldifficulty.After what has been said in regardto

degeneratepointseries,it is unnecessary to define degenerateskew
linear series.

Reciprocally,a skew linear series may be defined from two plane
series,whose axes have no pointin common. A set of such a series

consists of the intersections of the planesa, yS,7, of any set of one

planeseries,respectively,with the planes,a',yS',7',of any set of

another planeseries. If the lines forminga set so defined meet the

axes of the two planeseries,respectively,in A, B, C and A\ B\C\
the line set is equallydetermined by the two pointsets A, B, C and

A\ jB',C Take any three planes,X, /a, r, passing,respectively,
throughthe lines of the line set,havinga common axis,and,also,

any other three planes,\',fji\v, with the same description; let

p, (7, T be a planeset equivalentwith X, /a, v, and p\ cr',r' a plane
set equivalentwith V, //,v. If we regardthe three lines,(p,p'\
(a,cr'),(r,r), as equivalentwith the originalset,we shall onlybe

giving,in a different form, the previousdefinition of equivalent
line sets ; for two equivalentsets of three planes,with the same

axis,meet any base line in equivalentpointsets.
A skew linear series is said to contain a pointseries when one of

the equivalentline sets,of the former,contains one of the equivalent
pointsets of the latter. And, reciprocally,for the condition that a

skew linear series should lie on a planeseries. Thus, any two point
series lyingon a skew linear series serve to define the skew linear

series (justas any two pointsof a line serve to define the line);and
the skew linear series,which contains two pointseries lyingon the

same planeseries,liesentirelyon the planeseries (asthe line joining
two pointsof a planelies entirelyon that plane).

It is clear that,if any line set of three lines,belongingto a

particularskew linear series,be taken, and then any line,p, be

drawn to meet any two transversals of the three lines taken,there

is a set,of the skew linear series,of which the line p is one line.

If /,m, n be three lines of a set of the series,and p a line,such that

two transversals meet these four lines,respectively,in A, B, C, P

and in A\ B\ C, P\ then a pointset,P, Q, R, can be found,on

the former transversal,equivalentto A, B, C, and a point set,

P',Q, R', on the latter,equivalentto A'/B, C. Denoting the

lines QQ' and RR', respectively,by g and r, the three lines p, q^ r

are a set of the skew linear series. Hence it follows that,of a given
skew linear seriest̂here is one set of which one line is an arbitrary
line. For, let 0,0' be any two pointsof the arbitraryline; let

ABC and A'B'C be two transversals of one set of the skew linear
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coincident points.One set of the line series then consists of the lines

joiningthis triplepointto the pointsof a set of the generalpoint
series. Such a line series is also determined by a generalplane
series and a degenerateplaneseries,of which one set consists of

three coincident planes.And, as has been indicated,the funda-mental

definition of a line series may be by two generalplane
series of which the axes lie in a plane.

Now consider three kinds of entities. The first kind consists of

pointseries,and of points,the latter beingregardedas degenerate

pointseries. The second kind consists of skew linear series,and of

line series,and of lines ; the lines are here degenerateforms of

either of the others. The third kind consists of planeseries,and
of planes,regardedas degenerateplaneseries. With appropriate
definitions,we can then shew that,as the Propositionsof Incidence,

with Desargues'theorem, and Pappus'theorem, hold for points,
lines and planes,so theorems correspondingthereto hold for the

three kinds of entities. It is in the nature of the definitions of

these entities that the Principleof Dualitycontinues to hold also.

The detailed verification of the statement will onlybe sketched :

the three kinds of entities will be referred to as pointentities,line
entities and planeentities :

{a) Two pointentities define a line entity,which is equally
determined by any two pointentities lyingthereon. Two plane
entities similarlydetermine a line entity.This is clear from what

has been said.

{b) A pointentityand a line entitydetermine a planeentity;a

planeentityand a line entitydetermine a pointentity.
It will be sufficient to consider the former statement. A point

and a line determine a plane.A pointand a line series determine

a planeseries,of which one planeset consists of the planesjoining
the pointto the lines of a line set. A point,O, and a skew linear

series,determine a planeseries ; for if u and v be two transversals

of a set of three lines in the skew linear series,and p be the line

drawn from O to meet u and v, the skew linear series,as we have

remarked above,may be determined from a line set consistingof

the linep and two other lines,q and r ; and, if x be the line drawn

from O to meet q and r, the planesoop^ xq, xr are a set of a plane
series containingboth O and the skew linear series. It isinteresting
to verifythat the line x so found is unique.The result involves

that, through every pointcan be drawn a line to contain some

pointserieslyingon agivenskew linear series(inanother phraseology,
through every point can be drawn a line to contain an imaginary

pointlyingon a givenimaginaryline of the second kind ; cf von

Staudt,Geom. der Lage,Beitrage,i, 1856, p. 81, no. 123).

Next, a pointseries,and a line,determine a planeseries,whose
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axis is the line. A pointseries and a line series determine a plane
when the base line of the point scries is in the planeof the line

series,namely this planeitself. When this is not so, let 0 be the

pointin which the planeof the line series is met by the base line

of the pointseries ; on this base line take the pointset O, P, Q of

the pointseries. If the point of the line series be at O, a plane
series containingboth entities is at once clear. When this is not

so, let H be the pointof the line scries,and take a line set of the

line series consistingof the line HO and two other lines,p, g,
through //,lyingin the planeof the line series. The planes,Pp
and Qq^ will meet in a line,say /,passingthrough // ; these two

planestogetherwith the plane10^ are then a planeset containing
both the point set 0, P, Q and the line set 7/0,p^ q ; and they
determine a planeseries containingboth the givenpointseries and

the givenline series. Now consider a pointseries and a skew linear

series. Let the pointseries be determined from a pointset P, Q, /?,
and the skew linear series be determined from the two pointseries

{A^ B, C) and {A\ B\ C). A planeseries containingthe last two

series will contain the skew linear series,as we have remarked

above ; the problem,then, is,to determine a planeseries con-taining

three given point series (P,Q, R\ (A, P, C),(A\ B\ C).
If (C/,F, W) be any point series upon the skew linear series

determined by (P, Q, R) and (A^ P, C), then a planeseries con-taining

(C7,r, W) and (P,Q, R) will contain {A,P, C) ; similarly,
if (17,

V\ W) be any point series upon the skew linear series

determined bv (P, Q, R) and {A\ B\ C), then a planeseries con-taining

(U\ V\ W) and (P, Q, R) will contain (A\ B\ C). It will

then be enough to find a planeseries containingthe pointseries

(C7,F, W\ (U\ F', W) and (P, Q, R). We can, however, so

choose (C7,F, W) and {U\ F',W) that these lie on a line series,

as we shall see ; any planeseries containingthis line series will

contain (C7,F, W) and (U\ V\ W). It will then be sufficient to

find a planeseries containingthis line series and containingthe

pointseries (P,Q, R) ; which is the problemlast considered. There

remains then,only,to find the pointseries (17,F, W) and (C7',F',W)
in the appropriateway : (t/,F, W) is to be a pointseries lyingon
the skew linear series determined by (P, Q, R) and (A^ P, C),and

(C/',F', W) is to be a pointseries on the skew linear series deter-mined

by (P, Q, R) and {A\ B\ C), and the pointseries (17,F, W\
{U \V', W) are to be on a line series. We can suppose that the point
P is not on the line AA' ; for if P, Q, R be all,respectively,upon
the lines AA\ BB\ CC\ the pointseries (P, Q, R) lies on the skew

linear series determined by (A^ P, C) and (A\ P', C). The points,
P, A^ A\ then, determine a plane; let QP, RC meet this planein

F and W, respectively,and let the line PA meet the line VW in 17;
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again,let QB\ EC meet this plane,respectively,in V and W\ and

let the line PA' meet the line V'W in JJ'. The two point sets

t7,F, W and JJ\ V\ W\ lyingin a plane,determine two point
series,and these lie on a line series in this plane,determined by a

construction givenabove.

Lastly,consider two line entities. If these have a pointentityin
common, theyboth lie on a planeentity; reciprocallv,if theyboth
lie on a planeentity,theyhave a pointentityin common. It will

be sufficientto consider the former statement. A line and a line

series having a pointseries in common, evidently,lie on a plane.
A line and a skew linear series havinga pointseries in common,
lie in a planeseries havingthe line as axis. Two line series of which

the centre pointsare the same point,but the planesdifferent,these
meeting in a line p, contain respectivelytwo line sets,p^ q^ r and

j9,g',r ; the planes(^^'),{rr\ togetherwith the planejoiningp
to the line of intersection of the planesifiq)and (r?-'),constitute a

planeset containinga set of each of the givenline series,and define

a planeseries containingthese line series. Two line series,whose
centre pointsare different as well as their planes,which have a

pointseries in common, lie on a planeseries whose axis is the line

joiningthe two centre points.A line series and a skew linear

series,which have a pointseries in common, lie on a planeseries
containingthe Hne series and any other point series of the skew

linear series. Finally,two skew linear series havinga pointseries
in common, lie on the planeseries containingthis pointseries and

two other pointseries,one on each of the skew linear series.

{d) It follows from the precedingthat three point entities,
not on the same line entity,determine a planeentity,and that

three generalplane entities determine a point entity.Further,
Desargues'theorem, as a consequence of the above Propositions
of Incidence,is true of two triads of pointentities. And Pappus'
theorem, which now becomes a theorem that three point entities

lie on a line entity,can also be proved(Ex. 9,below).
The preceding^ aggregates in the general Abstract

G-eometry. In addition to Pappus'theorem in its generalform,
there are many interestinggeometricalquestionsraised by the

precedingconstructions. And, when these have been investigated,
there is the questionwhether the entities serve the main purpose
for which they are introduced ; whether,for example,given four

line entities,of which no two have a pointentityin common, there

exist two line entities having each a pointentitycommon with

each of the four givenline entities. Such questionsare not onlyof
interest in themselves,but are of theoretical logicalimportanceif
it be desired to refrain from the extension of the Abstract Geometry
indicated earlierin this chapter;the extension,namely,to be quite
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precise,in which a system of symbolsis appropriatefor which the

equation2- = c is sohible for all symbolsc. But, if this extension

be allowed, an account can be given of the precedingpointseries,
line series and planeseries,which not onlysets at rest the logical
questions,but, further, removes the apparent artificialityof the

theory; such an account, by introducingclearness of conception,
renders the geometricaldiscussion,of questionsnot considered

above, much easier. We do not enter into this,in detail. Some

indications,stated as the followingexamples,may, however, be

desirable. See Note II,at the end of the Volume.

Ex. 1. For the cubic form

/= {x - ay) {x - by){x - cy),

shew that the Hessian form, defined as

cx^ dy- \dxdyj'

is,save for a numerical factor_,

{x - ayf (6- c)2+ (a:- hyf (c- af + {x- cyf{a - h)\

Ex. 2. Shew that if two triads of pointson a hne be givenby

A=0 + aU, B=0 + bU, C =0+cU,

A' = 0+a'U, B' = 0+b'U, G''=0 + c'U,

tlienecessary and sufficient condition that the ranges (A',A, B, C),(B',B, CjA),

(6",C, A, B) should be related,is that the two cubic forms

/= {x - ay){x - by){x - cy), /' = (^ - a'y){x - b'y)(x - c'y),

should have Hessian forms whose (three)coefficients are proportional.The
result can be obtained from what was proved above (p.154), that the con-dition,

for two ranges, (P, Q, F+pQ, P+"tQ) and (P, q, P+p'Q, F+(r'Q), to

be related,is that p~ V = p'~V.
Ex. 3. If o) be a symbol for which (2a)+ 1)2= -3, and the Hessian form of

Ex. 1 be brought to the form (x-ty) (x-uy), save for a factor independentof

X and y, prove that,with proper distinction of t and m,

{t-a){b-c)"o-^= it-b)(c-a)"o-'^={t-c){a-b),

{u-a){b-c)o"-^ = {u-b){c-a)"o-^={u-c) (a-b).

Ex. 4. In the precedingexample, when a) is a particularone of the two

symbols for which {2co+ l)-=-3, agreed upon, there is a distinction between

^ and u. And the point series of which a set consists of the pointsrepresented
by O + alJ,0 + bU, 0 + cU, taken in a certain order, can thus be associated

with a particularone of the two points 0 + tU, 0-ruU, which are determined

when a, h, c are given ; the other series,formed from the pointsof the same

set differentlyarranged, will then be associated with the other of tliese two

Hessian points. A similar remark is then applicableto a plane series, or to a

line series. For a skew linear series an adequate statement requiresthe

theory of quadricsurfaces. But see Note H, at the end of the Volume.

Ex. 5. It has alreadybeen remarked, in the introductoryarticle of this

chapter,in anticipationof subscciueiitwork, that,upon the plane curve called

a conic section,a theory of related ranges can be set up ; and the pointsof
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the conic can be put into unambiguous correspondencewith the pointsof a

line. We may then have point series upon such a conic^defined by equivalent
sets each of three points,justas upon a line ; and the two series,arisingfrom
the three pointsof a set taken in different orders,will be associated,respec-tively,

with the two Hessian pointsof the cubic form belongingto any one of

the equivalentsets. Although an anticipation,the geometricalform of this

is so simple,that it may be mentioned : If the tangent lines to the conic at

three points.A, B, G, be drawn, and meet the lines BC, GA and AB, respec-tively,
in P, Q and R; then these pointsP, Q, R lie upon a line;and this line

meets the conic in the two points,say U and V, which are the Hessian points
of the three pointsA, B and G. Conversely,to an arbitraryline UV, there

correspondsa series of sets A, B, G. With a further anticipation,it may be

added, that when the line is what is sometimes called the line at infinity,
-and the conic is a ^circle,'the pointsJ.,B, (7 are the angular points of an

arbitrary' equilateral
'

triangleinscribed in the circle.

The pointsU, V are the common correspondingpointsof two ranges related

by the fact that A, B, C, of one range, correspond,respectively,to B, G, A,
of the other.

Ex. 6. If the theory of point series,etc.,above given, is competent to

represent all possibilities(as it is),then statements must be true which can

be described, in a usual phraseology,not adopted here, as follows : An

imaginary pointlies on one real line ; an imaginary planecontains one real

line ; there are imaginary lines of such kind that each contains a real point
and lies in a real plane; and there are imaginarylines of another kind, upon
which is no real point,through which passes no real plane.For the present
we do not enter further into these questions; the precise discrimination of

what is to be understood, in the Abstract Geometry, by a real point,and by
an imaginary point,comes more naturallylater.

Ex. 7. In the above account of pointseries,etc.,regardedas aggregates of

elements of the Real Geometry when this is extended by the adjunctionof
the postulatedpoints,etc.,we have remarked that three pointseries,of general
position,determine a planeseries. This is equivalentto sayingthat,if P, Q, R

be three pointsof one line,and 0, U, W be three pointsof another line,and
0'

y
U'j W' be three pointsof a third line,all in generalposition,then three

points,Oi, Ui, Wi, can be found upon the second line,equivalentto 0, U, W

in the sense explained,and three pointsOx, Ui, Wi, can be found upon the

third line,equivalentto 0', U', W in the sense explained,such that the

three planes,POxO{, QUxUi, and RW^Wx
,
meet in a line. We can regard

the four points0, TJ,0', U' as fundamental for the threefold space of the

figure; and, without loss of generality,we can choose the symbols for the

pointsso that

W^O+U, W' = 0'-\-U', R=P+Q;

if then the pointsP, Q be determined from 0, C/,0', U' by the syzygies

P=mxO + nxU+mxO' + niU',

Q = 17120+ n^U + m2'0'+ 112V,

it can be shewn that the line of intersection of the three planes,the axis of

the planeseries,contains the two points

pO + rU+p'O' + r'U',

-rO + qU-r'0' + q'U\
where

p =7711+1722 -no, q = "ni"n2+inif r=m2 + ni,

p'= my 4- ni2- 112, q'= - ^i'- Wg'H-w^l', r'= m2 -\-w/.
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Ex. 8. It can be shewn that the general set of three points, 0'
,
U\ W\

equivalent to a set, 0, Uy W, upon the same line, in the sense explained
above, the symbols of these being chosen so that \V=0-\-U, W = 0' "\- U'

,
is

found by taking

{0', U') = i{0, U),

Mheie ^ denotes l = (.'
\n " a, n

this notation meaning that

0' = aO + {a-b)U, U'=(b-a)0 + bU.

Here a, b are arbitrary symbols subject to ab = ha. Thus, if ^' be a matrix of

the same form constructed from a' and b', we easily find, from the law of

multiplication explained above (p. 67), tliat |^' = |'|. We can write $ in

either of the two torms

Hence shew that the general point series contained on a skew linear series

defined by the two (not equivalent) sets, 0, U, 0+U and O'j U'
,
O'+U',

consists of sets of points, P, (^,F+ Q, where P, Q are given by

{P,Q) = HO, TI)+ ^'{0',U'),

^ and ^' being any two matrices of the form above. Thus

P=aO + {a-b) U+a'0' + {a'-b') U'
,

Q={b-a) 0 + bU+{h'-a') O' + b'U',

R=bO+aU+b'0'+a'U'.

Tliis is a generalisationof the symbolic expression of any point on a line

determined by two points.

Ejt. 9. Let /, m, n be three skew lines, and p a line met by all transversals

of /, m, 11 ; let /',m
,

n' be three other skew lines such that all transversals of

these equally meet p. From any point, P, oi p, draw the transversal of /,m, n,

meeting these, respectively,in 4, B, C; and from P draw the transversal

A'B'C of /',w^',n'. Let U, V, W denote, respectively,the points {BC
j
BC),

{CA', C'A), (AB', A'B), which, by Pappus' theorem, are in line. Prove

(pp. '10,21, above) tliat the locus of each of U, V, W is a line. And, by taking
three positions of P upon p, hence prove Pappus' theorem, for two triads of

imaginary points lying respectivelyon two intersecting imaginary lines of the

most general kind, in terms of the representation of this Chapter.
This representation assumes Pappus' theorem for real points ; the theorem

of pp. 20, 21 is independent of this.
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It is possibleto distinguishseven main sources of the theoryof
this volume : (a)The writingsof the Greek geometers, and in par-ticular

the Collection of Pappus. Beside the particularresult,here
called Pappus'theorem, which is made to playan importantpart
in the theory,the notion of the fourth harmonic point,the notion

of six pointsin involution,developedby Desargues,and,essentially,,
what in the hands of Chasles and Steiner became the anharmonic

ratio,here replacedby the theoryof related ranges, are all to be

found there,dealt with on a metrical basis ; (b) The writingsof

Keplerand Desargues,who, both, from different pointsof view,

regardedpointsat infinityas particularcases of finitepoints,and
so made (or adoptedfrom others)a momentous advance from the

pointof view of the Greeks ; (c)The unpretentiousbut imperishable
volumes of von Staudt. Though Desarguesused the method of pro-jection

to prove the theorem we have here called by his name in

the case of two trianglesnot in the same plane,he had no scruple
in employingthe metric methods of the Greeks for the case of two

trianglesin the same plane; not forgettingthe inspirationof the

greatwork of Poncelet,and his wonderful discoveryof the imaginary
elements of metric space, nor the far reachingcharacter of the work

of Chasles and Steiner,it is stillto be remarked that for none of

these did there exist any doubt of the obviousness of the notion of

distance. It was von Staudt to whom the elimination of the ideas

of distance and congruence was a conscious aim, if,also,the recog-nition
of the importanceof this might have been much delayed

save for the work of Cayleyand Klein upon the projectivetheory
of distance. Generalised,and combined with the subsequentDis-sertation

of Riemann, v. Staudt's volumes must be held to be the

foundation of what, on its geometricalside,the Theory of Rela-tivity,

in Physics,may yet become ; (d) To von Staudt, however,
the conceptionsof the theoryof aggregates,due to G. Cantor and

others,were not clear ; and his definition of related ranges, by means

of harmonic nets,assumes that pointsof such a net are found every-where

on the line,as was pointedout by F. Klein. Thus it is neces-sary

either to introduce into his scheme ideas which seem alien to

his point of view, as indicated here in Chapter ii, or franklyto
recognisethe need of an assumption. The discoveryof the geo-metrical

significanceof this necessityis contained in an incidental
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have called Pappus'theorem may be seen in Hultsch (Fridericus),
Pappi Alexandrini CoUectioms quae superstint,Volumen ii, Berolini,
1877, and is as follows,the Latin version beingby Hultsch ;

pp. 884, 885 iav irapaXXrjXoL wacv ai AB FA, Kal et? avrafi

i/jLirLTTToyaivevOelai rtz^e? at AA AZ BF BZ, kol e'7Ti^ev')(6oiaivat

EA EF, ^iveraievOeta rj Sea rcbv H M K.

pp. 886, 887 dXXa BrjfMrj earwaav at AB FA TrapaXKrfKoL,
aWa avfjiTriTTTercoaav Kara ro N on irdXiv evOeld iarcv rj Bed tcov

H M K.

si parallelaesint a/B7S,et in eas incidant quaedam rectae aS af
fiy13^,quarum a8 ^y concurrant in jjl,et a quo vis rectae a/9puncto
inter a et y8sumpto ducantur "7 e8,quarum ey cum af concurrat

in 7} et eS cum /3fin k, rectam esse quae per tj /ulk transit.

at ne sint parallelaea/3 7S, sed convergant in puncto v ; dico

rursus rectam esse quae per t) /jlk transit.

(b) Keplerpublisheda volume with the title Ad ViteUionem

Paralipomena,quibusAsti'onomiae pars Opticatraditur (Francofurti
1604,Cum privilegioS. C. Majestatis),of which the dedication to his

patron,the emperor Rudolph II,is signedJoannes Keplerus,S. C.

M*^^^Subjectissimus]\Iathematicus. In the four pages of this bearing
the titleDe coni sectionibus,we find (pp.93, 95) the two following
passages, which indicate plainlyenough how he was led to regarda

pointat infinityas a particularcase of a finitepoint.The letters

refer to a diagramgivenin his text.

Focus igiturin circulo unus est A, isqueidem qui " centrum :

in Ellipsifoci duo sunt BC^ aequalitera centro figuraeremoti "

plusin acutiore. In Parabole unus D est intra sectionem,alter vel

extra vel intra sectionem in axe flngendusest infinito intervallo a

prioreremotus, adeo ut educta HG vel IG ex illo caeco foco in

quodcunquepunctum sectionis G, sit axi DK parallelos.
Oportetenim nobis servire voces Geometricas analogiae; pluri-

mum namque amo analogias,fidelissimos meos magistros,omnium
naturae arcanorum conscios : in Geometria praecipuesuspiciendos,
dum infinitos casus inter jectosinter sua extrema, mediumcjue,
quantumvisabsurdis locutionibus concludunt,totamque rei alicujus
essentiam luculenter ponunt ob oculos.

Desargues*work with the title Methode universdle de mettre en

pei'Spectiveies objetsdonnes reellement ou en devis
.̂ . . ,

sans employer
aucun pointqui soit hors du champ de Vouvrage (a Paris 1636.

Oeiivres de Desargiies^parM. Poiidra P̂aris,1864),reads (t.i,p. 82):
Quand Ies lignessuiet sont paralellesentr'elleset que la lignede

Tceil menee paralellea icelles,n'est pas paralelleau tableau ; Ies

aparences des ces lignessuiet sont des lignesqui tendent toutes au

poinctauquelcette lignede Toeil rencontre le tableau
"

His treatise on Conies with the title: Brouillon proiectd'^une
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attehitc au,v euenemeixs dcs reiu.oiiires d^un cone avec un plan(Paris,
1639; Inc. cit.t. i, p. 104) givesthe definition :

Ordofmance des li^nesdro'itcs." Pour donner a entendre de

plusieurslignesdroites,qu'ellessont toiites enti-'ellesou bien paral-leled,
ou bien inclinees a inesnie point,il est icydit,que toutes ces

droites sont d'une niesme ordonnance entr'elles; par ou Ton conceura

des ces plusieursdroites,qu'enTune aussi bien qu'enTautre de ces

deux espcVesde position,ellestendent toutes a un niesine point.
(c) In the Vorwort to the Geometric der Lage,by l)r Geoi-gKarl

Christian von Staudt,ord. Professor an der Univ. Erlangen(Niirn-
berg,1847),we read :

Man hat in den neuern Zeiten wohl mit Recht die Geometrie der

Lage von der Geometrie des Masses unterschieden,indessen gleich-
wohl Siitze,in welchen von keiner Grosse die Rede ist,gewohnlich
durch Betrachtungvon Verbal tnissen bewiesen. Ich habe in dieser

Schrift versnclit,die Geometrie der Lage zu einer selbststandigen
Wissenschaft zu machen, welche des Messens nicht bedarf.

(d) H. Wiener, "Ueber Grundlagenund Aufbau der Geometrie"'

(Jahresber.d. Deutsch. Math.-Verein. i, 1892, p. 47),states:
Diese beiden Schliessungssatze(Der Satz von Desarguesiiber

perspectiveDreiecke,Der auf das Geraden paar bezogenePascaPsche
Satz)aber genligen,um ohne weitere Stetigkeitsbetrachtungenoder

unendliche Processe den Grundsatz der projectivenGeometrie zu

beweisen,und damit die ganze lineare projectiveGeometrie der

Ebene zu entwickeln.

v. Staudt's reference to the commutativityof multiplicationof his

Wurfen is on p. 172, no. 268, of his Beitrdgezur Geom. der Lage
(ZweitesHeft). A particularcase of Pappus"*theorem,considered
with a view to the theoryof similar triangles,is connected with

commutativityof multiplicationof the symbolsby F. Schur,Lehr-
buch der AnalytwchenGeovietrie (Ers.Auf. 1898, Zw. Auf. 1912),
Einleitung,p. 11. Cf. Hilbert,Grundlagender Geometrie^1899.

See also F. Schur," Ueber den Fundamentalsatz der projectiven
Geometrie,'M/fli/?.Ann. li (1899),pp. 401-409; "Ueber die'Grund-lagen

der Geometrie," Math. Ann. lv (1902),pp. 265-292; and

the volume bv the same author, Grundlagender GeometrieL̂eipzig,
1909, pp. 1-192.

{e) For the many contributions of F. Klein to the foundations

of geometry reference may be made to his forthcomingCollected
Works. A generaloversightmay be found in the Gutachten pro-
uounced for the firstaward of the Lobatschewskyprize,Math. Ann.

L (1898),pp. 583-600.

Pasch's significantbook has the title Vorlesungeniiber neuere

Geoinetrie (Leipzig,1882).
Peano's words may be quoted("Sui foudamenti della geometria,"
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Rivista di Mat. iv, 1894, p. 52): Ritenendo pertantoil concetto di

spaziocome fondamentale per la geometria,ne viene che non si

potrebbescrivere un trattato di questa scienza in una linguache
per avventura manchi di tali parole.Quindi non sipotrebbescrivere
di Geometria nella linguad'Euclide ed Archimede, ove appunto
manca la parolacorrespondenteal termine spazion̂el senso in cui

lo si usa negliodierni trattati.

(/")The papers of Cayleyand Clifford especiallyreferred to are

Cayley," Chaptersin the analyticalgeometry of n dimensions "

(1843),Coll.Papers î ; Cayley,"A memoir on abstract geometry
of 71 dimensions" (1869),Coll.Papers v̂i ; Clifford,"On the classi-fication

of loci'' (1878),Coll. Papers,xxxiii; Riemann's paper,
" Ueber die Hypothesenwelche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen''

(seeGes. Werke),is of date 1854.

For references to C. Segre,see Bertini,Introduzione alia.Geom.

proutt.degliiperspazi,Pisa,1907, pp. 1-426.

(g) Poncelet's statement of what constitutes in effectthe Prin-ciple

of Continuityin Geometryisgivenon p. 66, t. i, of his great
work Traite des PropiieUsProjectives,2""^Ed.,Paris,1865. For his

discoveryin regardto the imaginary(or ideal)pointsof circles,
see pp. 48,64, 380, etc.,of that work,and, for the corresponding
theorem in regardto spheres,p. 370. For Chasles""account of pairs
of imaginarypointsreference may be made to Chap,v of his Traite

de Geometrk Superieure,2"^ Ed.,Paris,1880. (Seealso the Discours,

pp. 547-585 of the same volume,and his Aperpi historique.)Von

Stand t's systematicjustificationof the use of imaginaryelements

occupiesthe Erstes Heft of his Beitrdgezur Geometrie der Lage,
1856,pp. 1-129. In the Vorwort to this we read: Dassjeine Ellipse
oder Hyperbeldurch ihre Brennpunkteund eine Tangentebestimmt
ist,war schon den altern Geometern bekannt. Das aber die Curve

aus dem Grunde bestimmt ist,weil von ihr eigentlichfiinf Tan-
genten gegebensind,und dass also der erwahnte Satz nur ein

besonderer Fall von einem allgemeinernSatze ist,ergabsich erst aus

der Betrachtungder imaginarenElemente. A comparisonof thiswith
precedingformulations makes clear a notable advance in conception.

We pass now from these generalremarks to some detailed refer-ences

in regardto various pointstreated in the precedingpages.
Explicitreference should however firstbe made to the two Cam-bridge

Mathematical Tracts by Dr A. N. Whitehead, The Aocioms

ofProjectiveGeometry,1906, and The Axioms ofDescriptiveGeo-metry,

1907 ; also to Veblen and Young, ProjectiveGeometry,Vol. i,

1910 ; and also to the BibliographyofNon- Euclidian Geometry,by
Dr D. M. Y. Sommerville,St Andrews, 1911, which is a most

valuable collection of exact references to geometricalliterature ex-tending

far beyondits title.
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pp. 6, 7. Desargues*'theorem is provedas in the text by von

Staudt. DesariTues" prooffor the case of two trian";]L'sin one plane
is metrical. Mr R. J. Lyons,of the Universityof Sydney, remarks

that the converse section (beginnini^at line 8 from below,on p. 7)
may be shortened,nsingthe precedini^,by remarkint^ that the joins
of correspondingpointsof the two triads il/CC",NBB' meet in the

pointL ; hence the points(MC, NB\ (MC\ NB'), {CC\ BB') are

in line; and the first two are A and A'.

p. 11. For the originof the foui'th harmonic point,see Ch. Taylor,
Geometryof Conies r̂eferred to above, p. liv.

p. 14. Let a, 6,c, d^ e, fhe imaginedcapableof associative and

"onnimtative multiplication,and such that

a- = b-=
... =f- = 1

,
= abcdef;

and let any productof two different elements,of these six,denot*
a point,three pointsbeingin line when the productof their three

symbols is 1, as, for instance,ab, cd, ef\or a", ac, be. Then we

have a 'geometry'of onlyfifteen points,thirty-fivelines,and fifteen

planes,such that any two pointsdetermine a line (containingthree
points),and every three pointsnot in hne determine a plane
(containingseven points),in which every two lines have a pointin
common. Such a set of seven coplanarpointsare those represented
by be^ ca^ ab, ad, bd, cd, ef\ the joininglines of these form a

quadiangleof which the three vertices are in line,and the con-struction

for the fourth harmonic point,givenon p. 14 of the text,
fails. The whole configurationmay be representedby the symbol

15 (-,7,7) 35 (3,",3)15(7,7,-),

meaning that there are fifteen points,each lyingin seven lines and

on seven planes,that there are thirty-fivelines,each containing
three pointsand lyingin three planes,and fifteen planes,each con-taining

seven pointsand seven lines. The reader may compare
Veblen and Bussev, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vii (1906),p. 241,
and Ibid, viii (1907),p. ^m.

p. 15. See the note to p. 60,below.

p. 20. Cf. Zeuthen, Compt. rend, cxxv (1897),pp. 639, 858 ; a

reference I owe to the kindness of Prof. F. Schur.

pp. 22-24. See F. Schur,Math. Annal. n, 1899, pp. 406-409.

pp. 28, 29. This result,arisingfrom Ex. 2 (p.26),was so obtained

bv C. V. Hanumanta Rao, now Professor of Mathematics at Lahore.

p. 30. See K. Th. Vahlen, Abstrakte Geometrie,Leipzig,1905,
p. 129.

p. 47. Pappus' theorem may also be stated by sayingthat, if

two triads of pointsL, L',L" and M, M', M" be in perspectivein
two ways, from centres iV, N\ then they are also in perspective
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from a third centre, N"
.

The three triads of pointsare then

symmetricallyrelated. Cf. Steinitz,Enzykl. Math. Wiss. iii, 1,,

p. 491 ; also Rosanes and Schroeter,Math. Annal. ii (1870),pp. 549,
553 ; Schroeter,OherfldchenZw. Ordn. Leipzig,1880, p. 405, and

C. V. H. Rao, Camb. Phil. Soc. Proc. xxiii (1927),p. 496.

pp. 48, 49. See F. Schur,Math. Annal. li, 1899,p. 405; F. Schur,
Gi'undlagender Geometiie,1909, p. 37.

p. 60. The involution upon an arbitraryline by the six joinsof
four points,to which this work ultimatelyleads,is found in Pappus;

see Ch. Taylor,as above, p. Iii. The theorem was extended by
Desarguesto the intersections of a line by conies throughfour
givenpoints.(Euvres de Desargues,t. i {Traitedes conigices,1639),
p. 268. For Desarguesthe relation is one among rectanglesof
segments on the line.

p. 61. Moebius, Gesamm. WerJce î,Leipzig,1885, p. 443 {Crelle,
III, 1828, p. 273).

p. Q6. The symbolsfirst givenas examplehave of course the

laws of combination of the complexnumbers of ordinaryanalysis.
p. 71. In effect the symbolsare here so introduced as to have

the same laws of manipulation(savefor commutative multiplication)
as those of Moebius, in his barycentriccalculus (1827. See Ges.

Werke, i, p. 176),founded on metrical and statical considerations.

In fact they were used as in the text, as the most appropriatere-presentation

of the geometry,before this was realised.

pp. 74 f. For such diagramscf F. Schur,Math. Annal. lv (1902),

p. 281, or Grundlagender Geometrie (1909),p. 51 ; Hilbert,Grund-

lagen(1899); Vahlen, Ahstrahte Geometrie (1905); Veblen and

Young,Proj.Geom. (1910). See also Hessenberg,Acta Math, xxix

(1905),p. 1 ; Holder, Leipzig.Ber. lxiii (1911),p. Q5; Mehmke,
Punkt' u. Vectorenrechnung,1913; von Staudt,Beitrdge,No. 276,

p. 175, etc.

p. 86. Moebius, Ges. Werke, i (Leipzig,1885),p. 247,constructs
the pointaA + /3B + ryC,givenD = A-hB + C.

p. 96. Cf. Pasch, Vorlesu7ige?iiiber neuere Geometrie (1882);

Peano, / principiidi geometrialogicamenteesposti(Torino,Bocca),
1889; Peano, "Sui fondamenti della Geometria,"Rivista di Mat.

IV, 1894, pp. 51-90 ; Pieri,"I principiidella Geometria di posi-
zione,"Mem. Ace. Toiino, xlviii (1898);also,Pieri,"Un sistema

di postulatiper la geometriaproiettiva,"Rev. mathem. Torino, vi

(1896),and Atti Torino,1904, 1906; Mem. Torino, 1905; Fano,
"Sui postulatifondamentali della geometriaproiettiva,''Giorn. di

vfiat.xxx (1892),pp. 106-132; Hilbert,Gi'undlagender Geometrie

(1899); F. Schur,Grundlagender Geometrie (1909); Moore, "The

projectiveaxioms of geometry,*"Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. iii (1902);
Veblen,"A system of axioms for geometry,"Trans, Amer, Math.
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Soc. V (1904); Veblen and Yoiini]^,"A set of assumptionsfor pro-jective

geometry,''Amer. J, Math, xxx (1908); liobb, Mess, of

Math. xLii, 1912, p. 121; Enriques, the German EnzijkL Math.

Whs. Ill, Prmz}pic?i:.and Qurstionl rigmardiintile viatemat'iche

elenuntari (2 vols.,Bolof^na, 1912); and many otlier writings(see
the bibliography of Sonnnerville, above referred to).

pp. 108-11^. Cf. F. Scluir,GnimUagcn der Gcomctrii\ pp. 16-18.

p. 125. In the hope that tlie geometrical reader may be willing
to examine the theory of an abstract order, given in the text, on

its own merits, references to, and the technical terms of, the theory
of the so-called arithmetical continuum, have been avoided. For

these the reader may consult authorities on the Theory of Functions.

The reference to l)cdckind might quite well be accompanied by
references to Weierstrass, G. Cantor, and others.

p. 137. For Archimedes' axiom see the writingsof Stolz; Holder;

Enriques, " Prinzipiender Geom." Enzykl. der Math. Wiss. ; and

Veronese, Fondamenti di geometria a piu dimensioni ed a piitspezie
di unitd rettUinee espostiin J or ma eleiiientare,Padova, 1891, pp. 1-

628, which has given rise to an extensive literature. For the use of

the result stated on p. 137, instead of the axiom (3) of p. 122, to

prove Pappus' theorem, see Newman, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xxii

(1925), p. 919; also Hilbert, Grundlagen der Geom. " 14.

p. 153. The argument of the text was suggestedby F. Enriques,
Proj. Geom., Leipzig,1903, Anhang, pp. 349-354.

pp. 165-175. Von Staudt's systematic treatment of imaginary
elements is contained in the Beitrdge zur Geometrie der Lage
(1856); see, in particular,p. 76. An expositionof von Staudt's

theory was given by Ch. An. Scott, Math. Gazette, 1900, and

Bulletin of the American Mcdh. Soc. vi, 1900, p. 163. For this and

the theory of the text the followingmay be consulted : Stolz,

Math. Annal. iv (1871), p. 416; August, " Untersuch. ii. d. Imag.
in Geom." (Prog. d. Fr. Realschule in Berlin, 1872) ; Klein, G'ott.

Nachr. 1872, p. 373, Ges. Ahh. i, p. 404; Liiroth, Math. Animl.

viri (1875), p. 145; Sturm, Math. Annal. ix (1876), p. 333;

Schroeter, Math. Annal. x (1876), p. 420 ; Harnack, Zeitschr. f.
Math. u. Plujs.XXII (1877), p. 38 ; Liiroth, Math. Annal. xi (1877),

p. 84; Luroth, Math. Annal. xiii (1878), p. 305; Klein, Math.

Annal. xxii (1883), p. 242; Grlinwald, Zeitschr. f. Math. u. Phys.
XLV (1900), p. 10 ; and K. Th. Vahlen, Abstrakte Geometrie, Leip-zig,

1905, pp. 163-169.



NOTE I, to pp. 148-152.

On the condition that two spaces he related; and on the assignment

of the symbols to the pointsof'an Abstract Space.

" 1. It has been shewn in the text (pp. 148-152)^ in particularfor w = 2, 3,
that if,of two w-fold spaces, there be given (n + 2) points of one, to correspond

respectivelyto {n-\-2)given points of the other, then the spaces may be regarded
as related. But the proof assumes that if, of a range of points (or pencil of

lines)in one space, four points (or rays) be given, and, of the corresponding

range (or pencil)in the other space, three points correspond to three of the

four points of the former range, then the fourth point of the latter range which

is to correspond to the fourth point of the former, is determinate. In other

words it is assumed, as stated in the text, that we have agreed on some method

of knowing when a range of one space is related to a range of the other (as by

a sequence of perspectivities,for example).
" 2. The geometricalcorrespondence, between two spaces of n dimensions,

set up by means of {n + 2) points given in each space, may be obtained by a

sequence of (n + 1)successive perspectivities,if the two w-fold spaces be supposed

to lie in the same space of (2w + l) dimensions. Such a succession of (n + l)

perspectivitiesis in fact equivalentto a projection from a single ?z-fold space

(cf.p. 43, above); and we state the theorem first in this way. Suppose we

have two "-fold spaces, lying in a space of (2n + l) dimensions, ^S'q^+i,in

general relative positions, the former space, S^, containing the {n + 2) points

0, A, B,
...,

i", and the latter space, S^, containing the {n + 2) points

0', A', B',
...,

D',no set of (r+ 1) points of either of these sets lying in a space

of less than r dimensions (for r " w + 1). It has been shewn (above, p. 39) that,

through an arbitrarypoint of the line 00', a definite space, 2", oin dimensions,

can be drawn to meet all the (w + 1) lines AA', BB'
, ...,

DD'. Take one such

space 2n. Any point, P, of the space *S^"determines then, with 2", a space of

{n + 1) dimensions ; and this 2"
+ 1

meets S^, in the space S.^n
+ i,

in a singlepoint,
P' ; and, conversely, P is thus determinable from P'. The line PP' then meets

2^. There is thus a (1, 1) correspondence between the pointsof the spaces Sn, ^n,
in which, in particular, 0, A, B, ...,D correspond, respectively,to 0', A',

B',
...,

JD'. The correspondence can be shewn to transform a line, plane,
...

of one space into a line,plane, ...

of the other space, and evidently transforms

any incidence of two spaces in S^ into an incidence of the two corresponding

spaces of S^'" so that, in particular,when n^2, it transforms a harmonic range

into a harmonic range. And, if we assume Pappus' theorem, it can be shewn

that the correspondence is the same whatever be the space 2^ chosen (of the

CO
^ such that exist),and the same as if some other construction be used, likewise

of (1,1) character, which transforms 0, A, B,
...,

D respectivelyinto 0'
,
A',

B',
...,

D'. The construction is the direct generalisationof that followed, for

the case n = l, to define two related ranges upon two straightlines which do

not intersect (p.18, above).

Essentially, as a sequence of (w-f1) successive perspectivities,the con-struction

is due to Grassmann {Crelle,xiax (1855), p. 55, for the case n = 2.

See further references in Segre, Mehrd. Rdume, Enzykl. Math. Wiss., iii C. 7,

pp. 820-822). We may indicate brieflythis mode of statement, for the case

n = 3, supposing that the first projection,from an arbitrary point of the line
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of which the symbolsare A, B, C, A-\-B-\-C,are given. Suppose furtlier that

for one definite line of tlieplanewe know the symbol, U-\-\V, of every point
existingon this line,and, for every symbol of the form U-\-^V, we know the

pointof the line of which this is the symbol. We wish to make it clear that

then the symbol xA+yB + zG, of every point of the plane,is determined, and

converselythat the point is determined which is representedby any given
symbol of this form, in which x, y, z are any algebraicsymbols of the system
we are using. It is sufficient to suppose that the line UV, upon which the

correspondenceof pointsand symbols is known, is one of the lines joiningtwo
of the pointsA, B, G, A-\-B-\-G. We will suppose that it is the line BG. Then

the correspondenceupon any other line of the planeisdetermined by projection.
For instance upon the line AB: any givenpoint,Q, of AB, joined to (),gives
a point,P, of the line BG. of which then, by hypothesis,the symbol B-{-XG
is known ; the symbolof Q is then

-{B + XG)+X{A + B + G),

or XJ^-1-(X" 1)/?. Conversely,any symbol A+jjiB, wherein /i is given,by
takingX - 1 = /xX,or X = (1" /x)~ i,determines a symbol B + XC, or {l-fx)B + C;

by the hypothesismade this determines a definite point,P, upon BG, and,
from this,the point,Q, of AB, given by A+ixB, is determined by the inter-section

of PO with AB. Similarlyfor the line AG, or for the lines OB, OG

(usingA instead of 0); and similarlyfor AO, pointsof which can be projected

upon AB from G. For a point,P, of the planewhich doe" not lie on any of

the lines joiningA, B, G, A+B + G, let the lines joiningP to ^ and 0 meet

BGin A' and 0',respectively.Then ifP isgiven,both A' and 0' are determinate,
and conversely.If P be xA+yB + zG, the pointsA', 0' are, respectively,
yB + zG and {y-x)B-\-{z- 3g)G\ whence, if P is given,the ratios yjz and

{y-op)j{z-x)are known, and hence the ratios of x, y, z. Converselyif these
latter are given,so, by the hypothesis,are the pointsA' and 0'

,
and hence the

pointP.
It is sufficientlyclear that the generalpropositionis that if,in an n-fold

space, the symbols 0, A, B, ..., D, of (w+ 2)givenpoints,be given,with the

expressionof 0 in terms of J.,B, ...,
D (say5=JL+P + ...+i));and also the

correspondencebe given between the symbols and the points,includingthe
abstract points,upon one of the lines,say AB, joiningtwo of the (w+2) given
points,then the correspondenceof pointsand symbolsis determinate by con-struction

for every pointof the space, and every allowable symbol.
This assignmentof the correspondencebetween the symbols and the points

of one line serves the purpose of shewing what is involved in regardingthe

operationsof the geometry as controlled by the behaviour of the symbols.But,
by its merely theoretical character,it serves also to explainthe sense in which

we say that certain processes are not geometricallypossible,by construction,

except with the suppositionthat this assignmenthas been made. For instance,
it is true in the Abstract Geometry that two related ranges on the same line

have two connnon correspondingpoints; but as appears under (vi),p. 159,above,
these are not always separatelydeterminable by construction. Or, to take

another illustration: later on (Vol. ii. Chap, iv) we identifythe iterative

symbols with the real numbers of arithmetic,utilisingthe notion of order in

the real geometry for the pointsof a line. Then we are able to identifythe

algebraicsymbols with the numbers of ordinaryAnalysis,regardingany
symbolas beingof the form X + iy^,with i- = " 1, in which X,/i*are real numbers,
which are then known when the symbol is given. Thereby also the symbol
'K"ifx,and a pointdefined by this,are determinate,when the symbolX4-?/ais

given. A set of pointswith coordinates of the forms X + t/x,determines then,
in this sense, a correspondingset of pointswith coordinates of the forms X-ifx;
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and
every

incidence of elements of tlie former sot determines
an incidence of

the latter, liut the two sets of points are not correspondinj^^ parts of two spaces

wiiich
are rt'latt'd; nor are,

the j)oints of the second set deLcrminate hy con-

xtniftion from the points of the former set, except with the supposition that

the assi^-nment of the correspon"len";e of tlie points and symhols for a line,

referred to ahove, has been made. Such
a

construction would in particular

involve tliat a symhol x " iy w;is an analytic function of x-\-ly, which is not

tlie
case.

It would seem
then to add to clearness to distinguish between (1, 1)

correspondences of two spaces
which

are arithmetical, in the
sense explained,

and those which
may

be called yconirtrical. For the questions here discussed,

cf.
vou Staudt, (ieom. d. Laye, Bcitniijc, Xos. 2:^0, 22H, pp. 147, 148; also

Xos. 276, 28.S, pp. 174, 177. See also Segre, Un iiiioco canijtn
"li rurrche geo-

mdriche, Atti... Torino, xxv (1800), pp. 27^, 4o0, and
xxvi, pp. 3.5, ol)2.



NOTE II, to pp. 165-175.

On the representationof imaginary elements by sets of
real elements.

The following remarks^ though in logic belonging to a subsequent stage of

the geometrical theory, may explain the meaning of and establish confidence

in the representationgiven in the text.

If,in space of three dimensions, ^) B, G, D be the symbols of four points,
of general positions,regarded as real, an ^imaginary' point, with respect to

these, is a point of symbol

{a-\-ia)A -V {h+ i")BJr {c+ iy)G+{d-\-ih)D,

or P+iQ, where i-= " 1, and P, Q are the real points given respectivelyby

P=aA + hB + cG-\-dD, Q=a^ + /35+yC+Si".

Thus an imaginary point lies on a real line,joining two real points P, Q. The

same point is represented, if /, m be real,by the symbol (l+im) (P+iQ), or

lP-mQ + i(mP+lQ);

the pairs of real points IP-mQ, mP+lQ belong to an involution upon the line,
of which the double points are P+iQ and P-iQ. These points coincide when

P, Q represent the same point, in which case P+iQ is a real point.
An imaginary line of the most general kind is that joining two general

imaginary points. The points of such a line have then a symbol of the form

A + iB+{p + ig)(G+iD),

in which A, B, (7,D represent real points,and p, q are real symbols which vary

from point to point of the line. As an imaginary point depends upon six real

symbols, it follows that a general imaginary line depends upon eight real

symbols. The symbol of a generalpoint of the line being

A+pG~qD+i{B + qG+pD),

it follows that the line does not contain a real point unless,for proper values

of/) and q, the symbols A+pG-qD, B + qG+pD rei^vesent the same point.

For this,the necessary and sufficient condition is that the four pointsA,B,G,D
should lie in a plane. Then the line lies in this plane. Through the general

point of a generalimaginary line there passes a definite real line ; that, namely,

joining the points A-\-pG-qD, B + qG+pD; this line does not intersect the

real line passing through another point of the imaginary line, or, again, the

points A, B, G, D would be in a plane. All these real lines evidentlymeet also

the imaginary line which joinsthe points A -IB, G-iD, the real line spoken
of passing through the point

A-iB+(j[)-iq){G-iD)\

we may regard this last as the symbol of the general point of the second line,
and speak of this line as the conjugate imaginary of the former. The real lines

meeting a general imaginary line are thus, in a subsequent phraseology,the
real lines of a linear congruence of lines. As stated in the text (p. 170), one

of the real lines meeting a generalimaginary line passes through an arbitrary
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real point,the real line through xA-\-\jH-\-zC-\-tDwhich meets the imaginary-
line being that through the point

{x - iy){A + i /?)+ (r- it)(6'+iD)

of the imaginary line. From the abstract point of view, if the given real point
be joined by planesto the imaginaryline an"l its conjugate,these conjugate
imaginary phiiiesmeet in the real line in (juestion.

Now take any three of the real lines meeting the givengeneralimaginary
line,say the lines a, a',a"; and consider the common transversals of tbe lines

a, a!
,
a", among which are tbe originalline and its conjugate imaginary. Let

these latter meet the line a in the points/ and J, respectively,and similarly
meet a' in /',J',and meet a" in I", J". Also, from a pointF, in the line a,
let the transversal to a' and a" meet these in i^ and F", respectively; and,
similarly,let C^,(/,Q" be another transversal.A',li'jli" another, and so on.

It can be shewn that the ranges /, /, P, Q, It, ...; 1',J', F'
,
(/,K, ...;

/",J"
,
F", Q', R",

...
are related. \Ve may suppose F, Q, R so taken on a that

/, / are tbe common correspondingpointsof the two related ranges on a which

are defined by tbe condition that F, (^,R of one range correspond respectively
to (^jR, F of the other range ; then exactlysimilar relations hold on a and a".

The condition stated is tbe same as that /, /are the Hessian pointsof the triad

P, Q, R (see Ex. 6, p. 174). If,further,another triad of real pointsX, Y, Z,
betaken on a, such that the three ranges A',P, Q, R; Y, Q, R, F; Z, R, P, Q
are related,then triads A', Y',Z' and X", Y", Z" exist on a',a", respectively,
for which similar relations hold. Conversely,three real lines FF', Q(^j RRf,
in which the real pointsP, Q, R are on a line a, and the real pointsP', Q',R!
are on a line "',determine conjugateimaginary points1, J on a, and conju-gate

imaginary points /',./' on a (cf.Ex. 1, p. 173), and so determine the

conjugate imaginary lines 11',JJ'; also co
^ real lines,such as a", meeting

FF', ^Q',RR', are determinate, as well as sets of lines such as XX', YY', ZYJ
,

all equallymeeting the line a'. We may, however, regard as given, not the

lines FF'
,
Q'^',RR\ but, for example,the lines FX'

,
QY

,
RZ; then the same

pair of imaginary lines //, JJ' will be determined by these as by tbe triad

FF', Q(^,RR', but the line a" is not a transversal,in general,of PA'',QY', RZ';
the real lines meeting PA'', QY', RZ' will be another co

^ of real lines,than
those meeting FF', QQ',RRf, also belonginghowever to tbe co ~ real lines which

meet //' and JJ'. In a phraseologyemployed in Vol. iii, there are two quadric
surfaces involved,which have four lines in common, namely, the two real lines

a, a, and the two conjugateimaginarylines //',JJ'. More generally,varying
the set X', Y'

,
Z' upon the line a

,
we obtain co

^ real quadricsurfaces,every
one of which contains the lines //',JJ' as well as co

^ real lines which meet

these. We may, in fact,verifythat, with coordinates relative to the funda-mental

pointsA, B, C, D of our discussion,the equation

d-+y-^j a:z-\-yt,yz-xt, z--\-t'^=0

1, p, q, p-+f

1, p'y q'y y-+9'2

represents the quadric surface containingall points,(1,i, 6, id),of the

imaginary line //',and all points,(1,"i, (p,"i"P),of the line JJ',as well as

all points,(1,a-, p + qa-, ptr " q),of the line a, and, similarly,all points of the

lines a',a". A set of pointssuch as F, Q, R (or X, F, Z) above, corresponds
to three values of o- satisfyingan equationof the form

cr3+ 3/ia-2-3cr-A = 0,
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where h is variable as we pass from set to set ; the Hessian of this form is

((r*^+ l)(^'+̂ l)^ and the points1, J" arise for (x "
i and cr= " i. If we choose

P, "^,R corresponding-to the three values of a satisfyingthis equation for any-

given value of hj and choose P'
,
Q',B' correspondingto the three values of a-

arisingwhen h' is put for h, then there are co
^ lines a" for which the quadric

surface,with the equation above, contains all the sets of lines equivalentto
FP', QQ^,BR'. These sets form one of the skew linear series,in the phraseology
of the text, which, with a proper order for P, Q, B, represent the line II'.

The statement in the text (p.168),that of a given skew linear series,there
is one set of which one line is an arbitraryline,follows at once. For, from two

real pointstaken on the arbitraryline /,draw the real lines which meet 11';
these are such as the lines a, a' of the precedingdiscussion ; and two lines can

be taken meeting a and a',which, with /,form three lines whose intersections

with a (orwith a')have as their Hessian pairthe intersections of a with 11'

and its conjugate imaginary.
Beside the most generalimaginaryline thus considered,there are imaginary

lines each containing only one real point. If H be this point,the pointsof
such a line have symbols of the form A + iB+ (p+ iq)B, where p, q are real

variable symbols.Such a line lies in the real plane determined by the points
Ay B, H. The conjugateimaginaryof a generalpoint,(1,i,p-^iq,0),of this

line,is the pointA-iB+ (p-iq)H, which does not lie on the line. The line

series of the text consists then of sets of three lines through the pointHj one

such set being,relativelyto ^, B, H, expressedby an equation

2/3+ 2"}iy^x- Syx^- hx^ = 0,

with an appropriatevalue for h.

By von Staudt, the generalimaginary line was said (Beitriige,pp. 76,77,
Nos. 116, 117)to be of the second kind, the lines containingone real point
being of the first kind. A line containingtwo real pointsis real.

It is very usual to representa line by means of the ratios of the coefficients

in the equationsof the planeswhich jointhe line to four fundamental points,
which we shall consider as real ; of these planestwo are in generalsufficient.
If their equationsbe taken to be

l't+ mz -ny = 0 = m't + nx~lz= n't+ly " mx = I'x+ 7Tn!y+ n'sr,

with //'+mw'+?"w' = 0, then /,m, n, V
,
w', n' are the homogeneous coordinates

of the line. An imaginaryline of the most generalkind will then be givenby
such coordinates,with the condition that two at least have a ratio which is not

real; or, if we write l^l^ + il^,..., n' = ni -^in-i,not all of /g,'.-,
'ri{are zero.

The conditions that such a line should contain a real pointare that two of the

four planesabove (and,therefore,the other two) should contain this point;
and, for one of these planesto contain a real point,two conditions,in real

symbols,must be satisfied. The elimination of the coordinates of the real point,
from the four conditions so arising,leads to one condition as necessary among
the line coordinates. For a generalimaginaryline we have the relations

/i/g'+ ^2̂ i'+ w"i Wg'+ ^2 W2 1'+ Wi ng'+ ^2 ni'= 0,

4 //+ mx m{ + w^ ni'= /21{+ fn.f̂n +̂ n^ n^ \

the condition that the line should contain a real pointis found to be that both

the last written expressionsshould vanish. If a generalimaginary line be

described,as above, as joiningthe two pointsA-\-iB, C+iD, its coordinates

relativelyto A, B, G, D are easilyseen to be {i,-1, 0; ~i, 1, 0); the real

lines meeting the imaginaryline are then such that /=/',m = m'.

Von Staudt's theory uses {Beitrage," 15, p. 137) the notion of a chain of

pointsupon a generalimaginary line,determined by three arbitrarypoints
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thereon. If, as above, a^ a
,

a" be tlie real lines throu^^h tliese points, the chain

consists of the points, U, of the line, such tbat the real line throuii-li C/ is mrt

by all the transversals of
a,

a'
,

a"
.

Thus, also, from what
we have said, it

consists of all points A-\-iB-"r {p + iq)(('+il^), where
j", q satisfy a relation of

the form a+///j + c7 + rf(/j'-+ 7-) =0, in which a, h, c,
d are

real. Or, a^ain, it

consists of all j)oints F+tiojQ, where P, {/ are
the symbols of two j)()ints of the

line, to
is a detinite imag^inary symbol, and 7i is a

variable real symbol. From

the theory of quadric surfaces it is clear that two chains with one common point

have in ireueral another connnon point. Jiut also, if one (juadric surface have

the conjujtrate imai!:inary lines 77 ', JJ' as generators, and have the real
gene-rator

a, meeting these, as another generator; and if
u

be
a

real line meeting

II', JJ', not lying on
the quadric surface, another quadric surface can

be

constructed, having //', JJ', a and u as generators, to touch the former at every

point of a ; so that (von Staudt, Bdtriige, p. 131), No. 208), there is one
chain

containing one given point of a given chain, and another assigned point of the

line, not belonging to the first chain, which contains no other point of the first

chain. If the first chain be given by A-'riB-\-ntii{C-\-iD), and the point f/ be

A "\-iB-\-tx{C-\-iD), in which /i/cois not real, the second chain is fi{A + iB)+paiU,

for variable real
p ; namely, is A +iB + (Dv {C+ iD), where

v

~ ^

=p
~

^
+ ajix ; and

V can be real for no real value of
p

other than
j5 =

0. (Cf. Veblen, Projective

Geometry, ii, p. 30, Assumption i.)



NOTE III, to p. 118.

On onesidedness.

The statement referred to, that the plane is a onesided surface, retains from

the limited real geometry the notions, (i)of a segment of a line, to which a

definite direction, or sense, is assigned ; (ii)of a region of a plane bounded by

segments ; but uses also the notion, (iii)that two points of a line determine

two segments thereon, the line being continued, with its direction, through
the inaccessible point of the line. The property of onesidedness arose however

for surfaces of which all the points are accessible,and may first be explained
for such a case (given by Moebius, Ges. Werke, ii, p. 482).

Suppose we have, in space of three dimensions, a set of triangular pieces of

paper, joined together along sides, so that any side of any triangleis also a side

of another triangle,such for instance as the four trianglesbounding a tetra-hedron.

By assigning a direction to one side of one triangle we may establish

a direction of circulation round the sides of the triangle, each of the other

two sides acquiring thus also a direction. Taking now a particular one of the

three sides of this triangle,and regarding it as a side of the other triangle of

the figure to which it belongs, we may attach to it,in this other triangle,the

reverse direction to that formerly assigned, and so establish a direction of

circulation round the sides of the second triangle.The same process may now

be applied to the other sides of the first and second triangles,and so on

continually. It may then be the case that it is possibleto assign a direction

of circulation for all the triangles of the figure, in such a way that tlie two

directions thus arising in any segment (which belongs by hypothesis to two

triangles)are opposite.This is the case, for instance, for the four trianglesof

a tetrahedron whose vertices are A, B, G, D: we may take for ABC the

circulation indicated by the order of the letters, with the other respective
circulations DOB, DAG, DBA ; then BG in ABG arises as GB in DCB, and DA

in DAG arises as ^X" in DBA, and so on.

But such an assignment of circulations may be impossible.Take, for instance,

five points,which we denote in order by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; let the five segments

12, 23, 34, 45, 51 be called the sides, and the five segments 13, 24, 35, 46, 51

be called the diagonals; two consecutive sides such as 12, 23 together with the

associated diagonal 13 form a triangle,and there are five such triangles; two

of these which are consecutive have in common one of the five originalsides of

the figure,but we neglect the possibilityof otlier common points of any two

of these triangles. Now take an arbitrary sixth point, say 6 ; and let the two

segments joining it to the two ends of a diagonal,together with that diagonal,
be regarded as forming another triangle.Thereby we have five new triangles;
and the whole ten trianglesare such that any bounding side of one of them

is equally a bounding side of another triangle.It can easilybe seen that the

figure now obtained is symmetrical in its description,whichever five of the six

points be regarded as first taken ; the descriptionmay be represented by

6(-, 5, 5) 15(2,. ,2)10(3, 3,-).

meaning that there are six points each an end point of five segments, or edges,
and a corner of five triangles,or faces ; that there are fifteen edges, each with

two corners and lying in two faces; and that there are ten faces,each containing
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regions, each of whicli has, as two of its six boundary faces, two opposite faces

of the original solid. There are thus, in all, twelve faces, each a boundary of

two of the regions; and there are sixteen edge segments each lying in the

boundary polygon of four faces. The whole figure may be represented by

8(., 4, 6, 4)16(2,., 3, 3) 12(4, 4,-, 2) 4(8, 12, 6, " ).

meaning that there are eight corner points, each an end of four segments,

lying in six faces and belonging to four of the regions; that there are sixteen

edge segments, each containing two corners, lying in three faces and belonging

to three of the regions; and so on. It can be verified, (i)that, considering any

one of the regions, we can assign, for each of its faces, a direction of circulation

of its edge segments, so that for every two of the faces the directions in their

common edge are opposite, (ii)that this can be done so that the directions of

circulation for any polygon face common to two regions, arising in this way

for the two regions, are opposite. The complete threefold space may then be

regarded as two sided.

We have said that the dissection of the plane we have employed may be

regarded as obtained by projecting the faces of a cube from its centre. The

centres of the faces of the cube define an octahedron. If this be projected

from its centre we obtain a dissection of the plane into four triangular regions :

let A, B, G be three points of the plane, let a, b, c denote, respectively, the

segments BC, GA, AB which do not contain a point of some line drawn in the

plane, and let a, h'
,

d be the complementary segments of the lines BC, GAy,

AB. The four regions are then bounded, respectively, by the segments

(a, h, c), (a, 6',c'), (6, c',a'), (c, a', V).

The numerical schemes which describe the former dissection and the latter

respectively are

4(., 3, 3) 6(2,., 2) 3(4, 4,.), 3 (-, 4, 4) 6 (2,.
,
2) 4(3, 3, " )

in which the numbers come in the reverse order. The diagrams are in fact

'reciprocal'in the sense employed in the theory of force diagrams (cf. Maxwell,

Sc. Papers, i, p. 514, ii, p. 161 and ii, p. 492).

In the same way for the subdivision of the complete space of three dimensions,

instead of a cube we may employ a tetrahedron, so dividing the space into

eight tetrahedra. It will be found that in the numerical scheme for the figure

obtained the numbers come in the reverse order to that in the scheme obtained

above. But the two sidedness is obtainable also by this figure ; or indeed by

any other subdivision.

In connection with this note the reader may consult De'nes Konig, Archiv

d. Math. u. Phys. xix (1912), p. 214, and the references there given; in

particular, Mobius, Ges. Werke, ii. A drawing of a closed onesided surface is

given in Klein, Ges. Abh. ii, p. 76.
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